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ABSTRACT
This work is concerned with the rogue character as 
he appears in the life and in the humor of the old South­
west a hundred years ago, a territory conforming roughly 
to what is now called the nDeep South*11 The presence of 
rogues in the literature of the area, especially in fron­
tier humor, has long been recognized by students of 
American letters, and scholars since the time of Henry 
Watterson’s Oddities in Southern Life and Character have 
commented casually that such characters as Simon Suggs 
are obviously drawn in the rogue tradition. There is, 
however, no appreciable record of the literature read by 
the creators of frontier humor; and because of the absence 
of positive proof of literary Influence, it is commonly 
assumed that the frontier rogue is a spontaneous develop­
ment, reflecting the life of the old Southwest* This 
study reinforces that conclusion. It does not, however, 
deny the possibility of literary influence on the rogue 
and considers him in relation to the picaresque tradition 
of Europe. Finally, this study establishes a basic clas­
sification of the frontier rogues, separating them into 
three categories: the gentleman joker, the true picaro,
vi
and the frontier Puck,
The original materials used are of two types: his­
torical writings, consisting primarily of memoirs, recol­
lections, and diaries of the residents of the area; and * \
humorous literature, primarily consisting of the major 
work© of writers on the frontier and various contemorary 
collections of frontier humorous tales drawn from news­
papers, In addition, two volumes of the Spirit of the 
Times» an outstanding source of sketches and tales of the 
old Southwest, were surveyed.in order to provide examples 
of the rogue from stories which were not anthologized.
All of the materials, both historical and literary, were 
chosen for the purpose of providing a representative selec­
tion covering the entire area and a wide variety of char­
acter types.
Because of this two-fold division of source materials, 
the study as a whole is separated into two major parts*
One part considers the rogue elements to be found in the 
life of the frontier society as they are documented by 
historical records. The other considers the rogue in 
frontier humor as he is manifested in. the gentleman joker, 
the true picaro, and the frontier Puck# One chapter, 
serving as a bridge between materials that arc historical 
and those that are fictional, examine© the elements of 
roguery to be found in accoimts of such actual figures as 
David Crockett and Plike Fink, expanded by the popular
vli
imagination until they became myths*
The historical materials reveal that elements similar 
to those of the picai'esque tale existed in frontier soci­
ety and that many of the criminal elements of that society 
can be appropriately called picaros* Furthermore, even 
the better classes in the old Southwest present examples 
of minor rogueries and of rogue-like practical jokes*
The rogue * then, was a matter of fact in the old Southwest, 
and It is quite possible that a literature of roguery 
could have developed in the area without any influences 
other than those of the society that created it. Roughly 
corresponding to the group of respectable citizens were 
the characters in humorous literature who were classified 
as gentleman jokers. In general, however, the jokers de­
rive from the eighteenth century wit as exemplified in 
the Tatler and Spectator, but the characters were made 
coarse by exposure to frontier .society and their jokes 
made more extravagant and violent. The picaros, those 
backwoodsmen living off society, showed a striking resem­
blance to the rogues of Europe, although no exact parallels 
in incident were found and no attempt was made to force 
the European definition of the type on these figures whose 
surface characteristics, at least, are definitely a re­
flection of the frontier* Finally, the frontier Pucks 
have but few antecedents in literature about human beings* 
They are related to the fairies and elves of Europe.
viii
Frontier humor probably exerted a considerable in­
fluence on the development of American realism, for It 
was one of the first attempts to depict accurately aspects 
of American life and character without the restrictions 
imposed by genteel propriety. This influence is perhaps 
the reason that frontier humor and the rogue as he was 
presented in frontier humor did not die out of American 
literature after the Civil War when authors writing about 
the South turned to local color, the romantic ante-bellum 
South, or the New South for inspiration* As a matter of 
fact, frontier humor is still alive in the xnritings of 
William Faulkner, Erskine Caldwell, and other present-day 




Fro© th© first awakenings o£ his social consciousness 
©an must have been aware of the existence of certain indi­
viduals blessed with a callous unconcern for the mores of 
their society; and to his earliest literary endeavors man 
found a place to record these interesting moral atavisms. 
The ©ore innocuous of them, those whose actions tend less 
to the destruction of others than to the preservation of 
themselves, arc today called rogues. As it Is interpreted 
literally, the word rogue has a wide range of application; 
for it suits equally well the mischievous prankster, the 
idle vagrant, and the dishonest, unprincipled rascal. In 
literature, however, the term is most often associated 
with the last type of individual and can be roughly equated 
to picaro. a ©ore restrictive classification denoting an 
irresponsible young roan of low birth who wanders through 
life obtaining material necessities by parasitism, fraud, 
and theft, wr wci; liy as this typo is exemplified in the 
picaresouG tale of the Spanish siglo d1pro»
Understandably the literature of roguery has always
1
existed as a sub-literary f o m ? never quite gaining the 
social acceptance of literature dealing with more respect­
able persons. There is, however, at least one aspect in 
which rogue literature is more rewarding to the student 
than the more conventional and more highly regarded forms ; 
it presents a nearly accurate picture of the people and the 
times it portrays, albeit a picture usually limited to the 
lower orders of society and their en vironxnenb. There is no 
question tliat a person wishing to recreate London and its 
peoples in the 1590*s will find more to his purpose in 
Greene*s coney-catching pamphlets than in the upper-class 
literature of the times— or oven than in the early dramas of 
such a genius as Shakespeare.
In addition, rogue literature is decidedly intended for 
popular consumption; although much of it purports to inform 
the reader of the underworld so that he may avoid the snares 
laid for him by * sharpers, ” its real purpose is to entertain 
him with an account of an uninhibited character who makes 
his living at the expense of society through superior cun­
ning. It is, then, a form of escape literature, frequently 
humorous in its point of vim-?, and a form which obviously 
has been of considerable interest to a large number of 
readers. It is not surprising either that the older rogue 
stories have held their appeal even though the modern reader 
may have only the vaguest idea of the setting in which the 
rogue moves and no real underetar?.ding of the social and
economic problems ho faces. The appeal is the same as 
that possessed by Br*er Rabbit, recently revived as a 
major American folk hero, or by the wprivate eyen of con­
temporary detective fiction.
The mention of BrTer Rabbit and the detective implies 
that 'urope is not the only home of the rogue story, that 
America, too, has a literature of roguery; and the truth 
of the implication is obvious* One versed in the litera­
ture of Europe, however, might argue that the resemblance 
between Sam Spade and Oil Bias is negligible, that Gil 
Bias struggles for existence against the evils of a social 
system which would deny him and the members of his class 
the opportunity of obtaining an honest living, whereas Sara 
Spade contends with social evil only in the concrete per­
sonification of criminals— among whom Gil Bias might be 
listed if he lived today. Moreover, though Br * or Rabbit 
may represent the class struggle of the slave, it could be 
argued that the social implications of his struggle are 
buried deep under the pleasant ramifications of a beast 
fable designed to entertain children. In other words, this 
literature of roguery has little connection with the tra­
ditional genre as found in Europe* 3uch an argument, if 
the word traditional is accepted as a part of the defini­
tion of the literary type, is obviously unanswerable.
There is a body of rogue materials in American liter­
ature, however, that does follow traditional lines, that
4
in many instances duplicates the attitudes found in Europe * 
In spite of this , two interesting paradoxes exist for the 
person attempting to establish a connection between the 
American rogue and what Is obviously his European ancestor* 
There is little demonstrable evidence to prove any literary 
connection between the American rogue and the European, no 
proof that many writer© of American rogue stories ever 
read the European} and the prevailing opinion Is that the 
body of humor in which the rogue is found is a spontaneous 
development In America» Secondly , the American rogue de­
veloped not in the slums of the large cities along the At­
lantic coast, where the poverty and the oppressive nature 
of a fixed economic system would duplicate those of Europe, 
but on the frontier, particularly in the Southwest, which 
Ameriea has long regarded as the land of opportunity. Some 
exploration of these facts seems an appropriate preliminary 
to any detailed study of the genus rogue as h© Is found in 
the literature of the old Southwest,
In the latter half of the eighteenth century, American 
woodsmen, foremost among whom was Daniel Boone, crossed 
the Appalachian© and saw before them a land that was to 
inspire a preacher years later to describe heaven as a 
"regular Ken tuck of a place.” This was America * o first 
Southwest, an area bounded on the north by the Ohio river\ 
on the east by the Appalachians, except in the south where 
it protruded into the state of Georgia; on the south by
5
the Gulf; and extending westward a hundred miles or so 
from the Mississippi river* Hews of the new land spread 
back to the coast where the original colonies* new grown in 
population and prosperity* sat with their faces turned to­
ward Europe* But not all of the settlers east of th© 
mountains were pleased with existing conditions; some were 
hunters like Boone* who tended to resent the encroachment 
of civilization into their domain; some were poor immigrants 
seeking free land and fresh opportunity; some were indepen­
dent soul© wanting to get away from the civilization on 
the seaboard for their own personal reasons* "With th© 
close of the French and Indian War, in spite of the King*s 
royal proclamation to the contrary, this pent up population
began to trickle across the mountains and down into the
1valleys on the headwaters of the Tennessee River*"
Further to the south, in western Georgia, where the 
mountain barrier was not so severe and. penetration into 
the wilds did not require the determined effort of groups 
of pioneers organised into convoys, individuals had set­
tled perhaps oven earlier* This class, known as "Indian 
country men," adopted in part the culture of the Indians, 
even taking Indian wives* "These were the men who for var­
ious reasons had left civilization to live among the
*• Everett Dick, The Dixie Front lor * Alfred A* Knopf, Few York, 194c- # p. vii.
Indians long before -the true American pioneer came*
Taich has been said of the "turn© American pioneer#" 
James Hall, in 1G35, commented: "Those who came first—  
the Boones, the Kentons,, the Wliitleys^—were rough, unedu­
cated men; the enterprising, fearletss, hardy pioneers#"*^
And at the end of the century, Frederick Jackson Turner 
commented even more glowingly3
Besides the ideals of conquest and of discovery, the pioneer had the 5-deal of personal development, free from social and governmental constraint* He case from a civilisation based on individual com­petition ? and he brought th© conception with him to the wxldemess where a wealth of resources and innumerable opportunities gave it scope
The purpose of this work is not to quarrel with these in­
terpretations nor to disagree with such interpretations of 
the poor white settlers as this of Frank Owsley g
They thought of themselves as plain folk, except they vjould have said "plain folks," and they would have had pride in their self-description; for to them it connoted the sura of the solid vir­tues— integrity, independence, self-respect, cour­age, love of freedom, love of their fellow man, and love of God#5
Such folk there undoubtedly were in the old Southwest; such
folk, however, though they may be the backbone of the nation,
2 Ibid., p# k*
35 James Hall, Sketches of History* £ife* and Fan- •n n m  -j n moat, Ilarrxson fell, prafeeTplrlli, ib35T ?>4«
4 Frederick Jackson Tumor, The Frontier in teori-
com History, henry Holt and Company, H-ow York, 19^fe
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seldom become the materials of literature.
There vas another group entering into the territory 
with, or soon after, the pioneers, who were interesting 
materials for literature, the lower-class whites. In 
sheer quantity, the literature concerned with this class 
of poor whites rivals in the nineteenth century that treat­
ing the much more famous Southern planter* The class had 
existed along the fringes of the settlements farther to 
the east, for one of the earliest traces of the shiftless 
white is seen in William Byrdfs History of the Dividing 
Line, in 1723. Byrdfs lubberlandors, living in the 
swampy frontier between Virginia and North Carolina, are 
certainly the same race found later in the sandhills of 
the Southwest frontier* Here are Byrd*s squatters almost 
a century and a half later, on the eve of the Civil War,
and the men are still lazy as e v e n
Their wives and daughters spin and weave the wool or cotton into such descripti03i of cloth as is in most vogue for the time beingj while the husband©, fathers, sons, and brothers betake themselves to their former idle habits— hunting, beef-shooting, gander-pulling, marble playing, and getting drunk* ...They are about the laziest two-legged animals that walk erect on the face of the Earth* Even their motions are slow, and their speech is asickening drawl, * * .while their thoughts and ideasseem likewise to creep along at a snail*s pace*.** In physical appearance, the Sandhill ere are far from prepossessing* Lank, lean, angular, and bony, with flaming red, or flaxen, or sandy, or carroty- colored hair, sallow complexion, awkward manners, and a natural stupidity or dullness of intellect that almost surpasses belief; they oresent in the main a pitiable sight to the truly benevolent, as
\*©1X a© a ludicrous one to those who are mirth- fully disposed*^
This then was the class of people on which most of the 
Southwestern rogue literature was based*
But where did these ne♦ ©r-do-wells com® from? It tea 
already been mentioned that Byrd had seen them on the fron­
tier between Virginia and North Carolina, Bid they spring 
up as a direct result of the planting of a European parent** 
stock in American soil? D*H* Hundley, an early commentator 
on Southern society, seemed to feel so, that they were the 
descendants of English paupersj
Just as the abolishment of the old feudal base tenures has been as yet productive of no per** ceptible advantages to th© Old World peasant®, so likewise the removal of the English paupers to the New World, to the enjoyment of all the im­munities of freemen, and to a land of such cornu** copious abundance that it may be said almost to flow with milk and honey, has as yet been produc­tive of no material improvement in their condition as a class* An individual here and there may have been imbued with a more manly feeling than he otherwise would have attained unto; but as a class, as a conaminlty, they remain In status quo« Every­where they are just alike, possess pretty■much the same characteristics, the same vernacular, the same boorishness, ana the same habits; although in different localities, they are knovm by differentnames,7
It seems more probable that many of these rough back** 
woodsmen were sifted out of society from the top. I'any of
6 D. H. Hundley, Social Relations In Our Southern States. Henry B. Price, Hew York, iroG, pp. 25ST-216pass In:.
7 Ibid., pp. 256-257.
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tham were doubtless originally of the poor—but-hone®'t
class of farmers mentioned above.
The poorest; of these farmers gradually merged into the bottom rank of southern rural white people, the listless and squalid dwellers to be found in many widely scattered localities, but chiefly-in the sandy ridges of the plantation districts, th© pine barrens of the coastal plains, of Florida, and of central and eastern Mississippi, and the sand hills along the fall line. •, .they lived in shiftless poverty on what the half-hearted cultivation of a few acres, hunting, and fishing could offer in the way of subsistence, while occasional stealthy bar­tering with slaves and stealing of cattle and hogs made them a nuisance to planters#**
The respectable farming class, perhaps the various trades
also, furnished at least some of the rogue tdiitesof the
frontier*
Others were a part of the migration from the easts
Hear the vanguard of the throng which poured into the West from this direction, following closely upon the heels of Boone and other such hunters and adventurers, cam© large numbers of disbanded Revol­utionary soldiers, many of them armed with land warrants as a reward for their services in the war, Many of them wore turbulent spirits bent on gain­ing a competence by no matter what moans# With them began th© era of the speculation in lands which occupied the attention of a large part of the population of the West until long after the pioneer period had com© to a close."
Here are not only potential rogues but also their potential
^ W. T, Couch, ed., Culture jtn the. South. University of north Carolina Press, OhapeTTTIXl, p 12«
^R&lph L* Rusk, The literature of the Middle Western Frontier. Columbia University ¥r©3s",s SfoJJTforK:9’ T9$6'7 "
B-I7—
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form o f roguery— land trading* And with the disbanded
soldiers may well be grouped younger sons of plantation
families on the coast, ex-owners of worn-out farms further
east— anyone with a desire to acquire land or to make a
success by dealings in land.
Still other© did not hay© to become rogues after they
reached the frontier. As James Hall remarked*
A frontier is often a retreat of loose individuals* who, if not familiar with crime, have very blunt perceptions of virtue* The genuine woodsman$ the real pioneer, are independent, brave, and upright; but as the jackal pursues the lion to devour his leavings, the footsteps of the sturdy hunter are closely pursued by miscreants destitute of his noble qualities. These are the poorest and idlest of the human race, averse to labour, and impatient of the restraints of law and the courtesies of civilised society,*..A still worse class also in­fested our borders— desperadoes flying from jus­tice, suspected or convicted felons escaped from the grasp of the law, who sought safety in the depth of the forest, or in the infancy of the civil regulations. The horse-thief, the counterfeiter, and the robber, found her© a secure retreat* or a new theatre for the perpetration of crime * f®
These ready-made rogues and villains were obviously not
going to join the respectable farmers and merchants in
wresting cut a living from the land5 they were interested
in the quickest and easiest manner of making money; in
short, in living at the expense of society.
The poor-white class— unsuccessful farmers, disbanded
soldiers, and miscellaneous ne*er-do-wells who inhabited
the less desirable locales— provided th© literature of the
^  Sketches of the West* II, $6-$?*
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Southwest with moot of* its rogues; but the tipper classes 
must not be omitted, for they furnished their share of 
rogues also* One of Longstreetfs most engaging rogues,
Ned Brace, is assumed to be at least moderately well-to- 
do; lladison Tensas,s Swamp doctor is certainly a respect­
able person; and Thompsonfs Major Jones is a member of the 
solid middle class of farmers in Georgia* What is more, 
the autobiographies and biographies of respectable men—  
doctors, lawyers, even preachers— reveal that the most up­
standing among them participated at least occasionally in 
roguery# Of course, the roguery of these people is not 
so scurrilous or violent as that of the poor white, but it 
is roguery nevertheless*
For an explanation of this widespread tendency to do 
mischief, one must look to the frontier and its interaction
with the character of the frontiersman* In the first place,
the frontier produces almost immediate change in the ap­
pearance and manners of the man*
It strips off the garments of civilisation and arrays him in the hunting shirt and the moccasin*It puts him in the log cabin of the Cherokee andIroquois and runs an Indian palisade around him* Before long he has gone to planting Indian com and -lowing with a sharp stick; he shouts the war cry and takes the scalp in orthodox Indian fash­ion. In short, at the frontier the environment is at first too strong for the man. He must accept the conditions which it furnishes, or perish, and so he fits himself Into the Indian clearings and follows the Indian trails*il
The Frontier in American History* p* 4*
1 2
This uprooting of* men and transplanting them to an environ­
ment where all their old customs were virtually useless 
obviously would make some alteration in their conception 
of moral values.
Moreover, these men at first were not even bound by 
the restrictions imposed by regularised labor.
Strictly speaking, they were not farmers; for although they engaged in agriculture, they de­pended chiefly on their guns for subsistence and \/ere lured to the west rather by the glories of the boundless forest and the abundance of game, than by the fertility of the new lands, and the ample resources of the country.£2
These were men without roots, spending much of their time 
alone in the forest, free to do whatever they pleased*
Lucy Hazard’s comment on the social life of Joe Meeks, who 
went with the Ashley-Henry expedition up the Missouri in 
1322, characterizes the carpe-diem spirit of the backwoods­
man who lived in the old Southwest. trA big drunk at the 
rendezvous, a few pretty half-breed girls, a few fights and 
Jokes— these were the thiag3 that made life worth living 
for the happy-go-lucky trapper.”^  And these were the 
hardy pioneers who were the true makers of democracy. Gould 
the rascals and the success-seekers who followed on their 
heels be expected to improve on this example?
But even more important in the development of the
Sketches of the West. p. 55*
1 3 Lucy L. Hazard, The Frontier in American Liter­ature, Barnes and Noble, 11 ew TorW,
13
rogue Is that quality of the frontier which made guile as 
important as strength#
The pioneer, as well as the Indian warrior, felt as much triumph in deceiving his enemy fey a suc­cessful device, as in conquering him in cattle; and usually acquired more lasting fame among his comrades for the former, than from the latter exploit; for in the circumstances under which they were mutually placed, cunning was a more val­uable quality than courage*'*'**
Of course, it was commendable to out**trick the tricky red­
skin; one needed to keep his scalp# It was also all right 
to get rid of a poor horse or a load of furs for consider­
ably more than actual value; that was just sharp trading* 
The fact remains, however, that selling worthless land to 
greenhorns and nshearing suckers" at the old shell game 
are just one step removed from the respectable customs of 
the hunter and trapper* The rogue was at home in the old 
Southwest, except that he always had to be on his guard to 
avoid getting tricked by his honest neighbor*
Important, too, is the fact that for many years there 
was little or no legal restriction in the Southwest* Many 
settlers had left their homes back east just on© jump ahead 
of the law or "at the suggestion of friends,’* and the fron­
tier was the place to go# By the time law and order had 
arrived, the wayward citizen could have established him­
self as a well-to-do resident of the area— or could have 
moved on farther west. For the time being, the frontier
^  Sketches of the 'host, pp* 53-56*
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provided a convenient loss of identity and responsibility,
If the old South West was the Happy Hunting Ground on this earth, it was also the Paradise of pirates and picaroons* It was perhaps even better than the later Southwest or the Old West* The motto was the same for all— nBe shifty in a new land!*1 But the swag and the getaway were superior in the lower South of 1&OO~1§60*,*.The booming and crash­ing thirties and the roaring and exploding forties were the golden age of con and green good© men *3.5
Nor can th© rejection of old ideas and culture be over­
emphasised as a potent force in the creation of the char­
acter of the frontier settler. Ralph L# Rusk has noted;
...the conquest of the Western wilderness was on the whole a business of prosaic economic causes exceedingly destructive and wasteful of the human material used in the process* The price paid for the conquest was great for that generation, and it precluded for generations to come a generous de** votion to cultural ideals,xo
Many of the settlers recognised this fact and accepted It
as a necessary part of getting ahead in the new life.
Turner Quotes a letter from one such settler to a friend
back east*
If you value ease more than money or prosperity, donft come,,..Hext, if you can*t stand seeing your old New Ehgland ideas, ways of doing, and living and in fact, all the good old Yankee fash­ions knocked out or shape and altered, or thrown by as unsuited to the climate, don*t be caught out here.i^
3*5 a « P. Hudson, Humor of the Old Dcen South, The MaChilian Company, New Yorfc,' T93&, pp.
^  Literature of the Middle Western Frontier, p.7&*
3-7 The Frontier in American Historyf p, 344*.
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All along the frontier, the individual was forced to lose 
much that was valuable in the m y  of tradition, and the 
settlers of the old Southxireat were no exception* Conven­
tional moral codes had at least to bo suspended until civ­
ilisation caught up with the pioneer*
Another aspect of this cultural loss had even more 
influence on the development of the rogue* It was the ex­
cessive emphasis placed on material advancement* As has 
already been stated, many of the residents of the area had 
come with one thing in mind^to acquire cheap land and to 
make a fortune by exploiting it or reselling it; every** 
where prosperity was the goal* Farmers leaving worn-out 
farms in the east, younger sons wanting to establish their 
own dynasties, traders wanting quick returns, and profea 
sional cheats and sharpers looking for an easy dollar— all 
these helped set the tone of the nevr land*
The deification of Success* the moral obligation of * making good,’ that' "is of making money, was an inevitable development of the frontier morale*The elements of sordidness, of greed, of chicanery increased, until the frontier spirit had appar­ently become identified with the acquisitive in­stincts, until apparently the gloinr of the creative intuition had departed* c
Such was the moral environment of the American frontier*
Success on the frontier demanded, too, a versatility
unknown in a later age* On the primary level of existence,
a man had to be hunt or, trapper, fishermen, farmer, tanner,
^  ‘Fhe Frontier in American Literature, p. 277*
tailor, blacksmith* carpenterf tm hod to to able to do
or make for htoeelf whatever hie fturviml or a©estfort do^
tsanded* tod w on to  sacr© th ic k ly  M tt& ed  area# l i f e  mlfdit
aalte heavy 4.mmmdm$ for fortune M  never mom fickle* A
moderately t^lX~to«-d© rawetaaat M g h t  «Mk* to the cxmiing
to find hteself f^oM M c r  of only a pile of aohooi a poor
f!w«®r might find M o  riror»«frmitt t o w  toe toot available
sit© for a dam| m mm with a tagon might discover htomAf
suddenly oat up to a hauling tnsainma to* hm had been
brained for too lair* to© pooeibllltia© for change » »  as
numerous &a to© day© *  which they could ooeur# and the
settler© had to to ready to toko advantage of %hmi* A* .p,
HudMU too M O O l I M )
***It io*«#dlfflotxlt to classify m people ae fluent, Kerciari&l* casual and a©were too ni* and torn* of too lower South a ton** dred yea re ago# If not oo mawwue* they w  as u b i q u i t o u s  ae to© p i g ©  of a f m e m *  story* m d  In  p l a c e ©  a n d  t i m e ©  wnm  " S h i f t y *  mm  t h e  « a o t t o  t h e y  changed emllinf tod character like Pamtoue*. A 
mm grown tired of betaa an unsuccessful lawyer could knock off for a couple of week©. rub the paint off hi® shir*gigf ana devastate the a©$t county as a doctor**'
In much o f the area, a shift in profess ton a seened to be
th© rule rather than the e&eepbien*
Tli© writer© who lived in th© old Soutfemeb provide
m ip lo illustration of the varied career© of the time©*
Bran ouch a mm a® Judge loftgetreeb tms a lawyer* legieli**
tor, editor, and educator, to addition to totag a witor*.
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I-mdison, Tensas said of himself * rrI m s  scarcely sixteen* 
yet; 1 was a student of medicine* had been * almost a 
painter, a cotton picker* a ploughfeoy, gin-driver, gentle­
man of leisure* cabin-boy* cook* scullion* and
The list of authors with stellar experiences would be 
21long* it is no wonder that such atm were able to write 
about rogues* considering their own picaresque existences^ 
These then were the people and the environment bb&t 
produced the rogue literature of the old Southwest# The 
next questions which occur are two: How did this litera­
ture arise? and what is its relationship to the European 
rogue tradition? Of the literary possibilities of the 
frontier* Constance Rourke has observed:
Never m s  a place less likely to produce art if popular theories m y  be accepted# On our fron­tiers and indeed elsewhere tiiroughout the long period of our development wo are supposed to have been much too occupied by the utilitarian business of living to concern ourselves with art* too much on the move to permit that residue of social experience to form from which the artist in one way or another must draw* *
Considering the lapse of culture and the relative isolation
20 Madison Tensas* Odd heaves of a Louisiana Swamp Doctor {in The Swamp Boctor^s'""Aaven€ures in'' the 'South- West ? . T, B. Tet er son7"TbiiacieXp3a^ , p* J5*
21 por a partial history see Walter Blair* Native 
American Humor, American Book Company, Hot York, 1957Tpp* "63—”64*
22 Constance Rourke, nA Note on Folklore*w The 
Roots of American JUlture* ed# Van Wyck Brooke* H&rcourt. Brace and 'BoSpariy, few York, 1942, p 9 252,
of the area from institutions of learning, cultural cen­
ters , and even'books, such a statement Is quite valid«
The literature then had to originate from the folk 
mind, carrying with it only those conventions which did 
not require books for their perpetuation *
To cross the Alleghenies and come with appealing force to men like these, a convention had indeed to be strong. Of literature in Its refined es­sences they knew nothing and cared nothing, hut they could tell stories with effectiveness, and they had stories worth the telling-*-stories often overcolored and overstrong, full of exaggeration and unheard-of metaphors, tales of Indian fights and wild beasts* stories of unrecorded. tragedies, of mighty wrestlings with^foroe© that made demi­gods of the man who wo
In other words, the origin of this literature was the oral 
tale, the iron ting story told around the campfire at night, 
the humorous relation of a hors e-swap, or the graphic por­
trayal of a fight between two human behemoths of the fron­
tier* All these situations are common in the literature 
of the Southwest, and many tales even preserve a framework
--the teller in a backwoods cabin, around a campfire, or
24on a steamboat— clearly Indicating their origin«
As a result of its crude origin, the frontier litera­
ture was different from other American literature of the 
day •
^  F* L. Pattee, The Development, of the American 
Short Story# Harper and Brothers, Hew York, 1923, p* 59*
^  Tot elaboration of this point see Native Amer­ican Iiiaaor* pp# 70 ff* — -
The conscious literature m s  consciously edifying, it was not only polite but also moral* The Saxon insistence on ethical motivation was seldom .re**., laxed at any section of the Atlantic seaboard* But the unconscious, or unllterary, literature of the backwoodsman * plainsman, riverman, m s  frankly un­ethical* amoral* The prevailing practice is summed up in Simon Suggs* favorite saw, nXt is good to be shifty in a new country1̂--whldh means that it la right and proper that one should live as merrily and comfortably as possible at the expense of others* ^
Thus, most of the literature ie the literature of the un­
educated, the crude, the adventurer— in short, of the rogue* 
And yet, "V/hat was primitive and unsophisticated about
this south-western humor was not the authors and their
26point of view but the materials*" In spite of picaresque 
backgrounds which had familiarised them with many phases 
of frontier life, the writers of tall tales were relatively 
cultured m m — doctors, lawyers, journalists— aware of the 
older tradition in the East and capable of 'developing ef­
fectively the contrast between it and the frontier environ­
ment* They were in essence, too, local colorists, knowing
that their civilisation was unique and seeking to interpret
27it to an audience living outside their area* f Longstreet,
25 Percy H, Boynton, Literature a&d African LjLfe, Ginn and Company, New York, 1936, p* 614*
26 Henry Nash Smith, norlgins of a Native American
Lit.terary Tradition,” The American Writer and the European Tradition« odd* Margaret Wenny^'^andWilXIamTT«TSQjraan, TJnl- varsity or Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1950, p* ^
27 Vid* Native American Htmvrr, p* 64*
Baldwin* Thompson* Thorpe , Robb**~the list is extensive—  
all announced In prefaces that they were attempting to pre­
sent an authentic picture of the frontier, a picture with 
a forceful appeal like none the'world had ever known * a 
picture that was losing its verity even as they wrote be­
cause civilisation was moving westward into the area.
But what of the influence of the older tradition of 
rogue literature on these mm? The question seems unanswer­
able t for despite the fact that they were of the superior 
element culturally speaking, there are no records available 
to show that any of these m m  ever read European rogue 
literature* On the other hand* Marion Kelley points out 
that J* J. Hooper knew Roger Ascham*a Tpxpphi^us well enough 
to quote from it in his Poe and Qun. ^  It is reasonable 
to assume from this fact that his range of reading vras wide 
enough to have included Gil Bias* LassariXXo, or some of 
Smollett’s heroes, but evidence is lacking to support the 
assumption* Walter Blair odmments on Hooper’s Simon Bueest
Three forces, conceivably, may be back of this book* the Influence of European picaresque fiction, the influence of life on the frontier, and the in­fluence, direct or indirect, of oral literature.How much Hooper knew of the literature of Europe which detailed the adventures of rogues it is ira<* possible to say, and it is likewise impossible to presume that, even If he knew this literature, he would have been any quicker to imitate it than most of his countrymen were. But it is possible
Marion Kelley, The life M d  Writings of Johnson
M  «■ H m *54 Jgr-llll^MJJIWUfUWIl|i.tjM*» pMMIMM. Ill m l U i *  1*11 h | HUI«mWNJones Hooper, unpublished M . A* thesis* Alabama Polytecl'i-ni e Tostxtute, August, 193A, p* 126.
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to perceive that with nothing except a knowledge of life on the frontier and acquaintance with Southwestern humor, Hooper could have learned how to draw Simon Suggs*
Because of the absence of concrete evidence, the problem
of the origins of American rogue literature cannot be
finally resolved* Arthur Palmer Hudson has commented: ”In
my opinion, then* there is no use in seeking literary ori~
gins and influences upon much of the most interesting and
vital portions of the material of this book n  ♦ his an-
thologvj. Gideon Lincecum* Reuben Davis, Lorenso Dow, and
David Theodor© Hines must have read something £ they could,
30indubitably, write*” Thus it is impossible, and perhaps 
needless, to contradict such statements as this of Grant 
C« Knight 5 "Reflection upon their writings makes it clear 
that some of them, like Hooper {Simon Suggs), represent 
something akin to a spontaneous development of the picar­
esque in American literature, a development softened by
the Anglo-Saxon *s characteristic impulse to add fun and
31repentance to roguery*” One is inclined to wonder, how­
ever, when Simon Suggs or Sut Lovingood repeated*
The term rogue, like other general terns, can b©
29 Hative American Huapr, p, 67.
^  ‘Fhe Humor of tfye Old Deep South„ p* 15*
Grant 0* Knight, American Literature and Culture* Ray Long and Rlcharff~X'* SSmith, Hot York, 1932,w-f’y — ■* w 9 7p . 3 Ax•
applied to  innumerable variations of humanity 5 h u t in
spite of the wide application* some definite limitations
need to be set which will enable the student to distinguish
the rogue and his literature from other types of ©har&c-
tors* Frank W* Chandler has made some observations on the
type which seem pertinent here:
Determined by subject matter- rather than form* and d©pending upon observed actuality rather than ideals* it presents low life in lieu of heroic* and manners rather than conscience and emotion*-## At the outset roguery must be distinguished from villainy# The latter is the creature of malice* if not of pathological conditions; its evil pro** ceeds to extremes* The former is less vicious; it regards rascality with humor * or explains it as the result of social environment# Between the two no hard and fast line can be drawn ; for the rogue may vary from the practical joker bent on mere mis­chief to the swindler and the highway man; while the villain* like Hamlet*© unci©* may smile and smile* or wrfch lago carol a drinking- song# • ♦ #Fal~ staff is not to be■ mistaken for lago* and the con­trast between them* as between every rogue and villain* hinges less upon the relative venality or atrocity of deed committed than upon the rascalf a and author*© point of view# * - -A© the typical crime of the villain is murder* so the typical crime of the rogue is theft# To obliterate distinctions of meum and tuum I© the rogue*© main business* He aspires to wfioy wit or dexterity what others have wrought by labor or received of fortune* He may cheat at cfirds or ©natch purses*He may fo rg e a check or a will* He may bog with a painted ulcer, or float a commercial bubble*.* *He may play the quack- levy blackmail, crack a safe* or even rob on the highway* But the use of personal violence usually ends hi© career as a rogue and stamp© him the villain#**.H© must also occupy the centre of the stage* or at least with hi© fellow© command attention* So long as the con-** filet between good and evil is dealt with, so long art of necessity will employ the anti-hero a© a foil to the hero# But where the former exists simply to be worsted by the latter, he cannot be
claimed for the literature of roguery 
The rogue character then has definite limitations and can­
not exceed them and remain a rogue*%
Chandler*© definition* although set up for European 
literature., applies well enough to Americans but certain 
alterations in the conventions must be expected, for the 
American frontier was a far different environment from the 
crowded European slum, and the individuals emerging from 
It should differ in many respects from the products of 
Europe* The questions of ,7ob served actualityw and !*low 
life in lieu of heroic* have already been examined and 
need little further development here* It might be worth** 
while, however* to mention that the central figures In 
frontier tales were more often than not baaed on real per­
sons: Davy Crockett and Mike Fink were real people j in 
addition* Simon Suggs is supposedly based on an individual 
named Bird Toung*33 while Sut Lovingood had his model in 
Harris’s assistantIdentification for many other per­
sons could possibly be made*
The second point, that of distinguishing the rogue
32 Frank W. Chandler, The - Literature of Roguery f Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1 9 6 7 T ^ , ^ f t pa^imT --
33 ^id» Kelley, Johnson Jones Hooper, pp* 260 ff *
3^ j, T* Brown, ^George Washington Harris/*" Library of Southern Literature» e&d. £3 + A* Alderman and J* C*Htrris, FSrtin1, JToyt1 Shd Company, Hew Orleans, 1907, V,2101.
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from the villain, also calls for some comment* In the 
first place, Chandler does not have scruples about includ­
ing the biographies of notorious higbmymsn in the cate- 
gory of rogue literature, Secondly, mid perhaps more 
important, the frontier environment m s  such that its 
people were conditioned to violence* Even after the r©** 
moval of the Indian menace, the eiti&enry of the old South­
west often went armed, and it is common knowledge that 
fatal gun or knife fights were not at all rare* In addi­
tion, numerous accounts of frontier exhibitions in T?the 
manly art* leave no doubt that the gouging out of eyes, 
biting off of fingers, ears, or noses, and even disabling 
for life was looked upon as the natural outcome of a fight, 
much as the school boy today expects a black eye or cut 
lip to stand as the symbol of his fisticuffs* In a land 
where everyone goes armed and violence is to be expected 
at any moment, in such a land as the old Southwest was, 
such deeds as murder committed in the act of robbery— or 
even in the perpetration of a practical joke— are no ©vents 
to disturb any but the over-squeamish.
X*uey Hazard’s generalisation about the distinction
between picaro and villain holds up well when applied to
the American frontier;
From the picaro to the bad man is but a step. For while the picaro is by definition a rogue rather than a villain, the distinction is, after all, a matter of relativity. To the Puritan nevery sin vras a crime™; to the frontiersman, even a crime
25
might tak© on the aspect of a good ;|ok©.^
The matter, as Chandler says, hinges upon the point of* view 
of the hero and of the author, but it might be added that 
in America the point of* view of the frontier is also to be 
considered* Because violence was bh© rule, then, it need 
not be considered as barring the American rascal from the 
category of rogue, and the fact will Justify the inclusion 
for at least a cursory examination of some of the deeper* 
adoes of the old Southwest*
For the true rogue, however, some emphasis must re­
main on the qualification that his success is achieved 
primarily by wit and dexterity rather than by physical 
force. It is worthy of note that such a requirement is 
implicit in the social status of the rogue» Being of the 
lower classes, he cannot expect to have a monopoly on 
force, the privilege of government, whether aristocracy or 
democracy. In addition, being poor, he lacks the material 
means for control of his environment * Be must then be pre­
pared to triumph over whatever unexpected situation he 
meets, and he must do it by outsmarting the forces which 
imnose the situation on him or by taking advantage of other 
individuals placed in the same situation.
The American rogue Is even more bh© central figure of
^  Lucy L. Hazard. ”Th© American Picaresque,” The Trans-KississInpi West« odd. J * p4 Vuillard and 0„ B. GoocTy- kbontz, On Ivors ity’"oFColorado Press, Boulder, 1930, p. 200.
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his story than the European* The reader of Oil. Bias is 
plagued with innumerable interpolated histories or whom- 
ever Gil meets; the reader or Thorpe’s TTRlg Bear o f Arkan­
sas” will find interpolated stories o f bear hunts, but all 
build up to a climax and the Big Bear himself is always 
the focal point* Perhaps this focus is one of the reasons
that none of the American narratives reach the length of
£11 B^as. It is certainly one of the reasons why the 
American rogue story is, as a rule, superior in reader in­
terest to the voluminous rogue chronicles of Burope*
It may be observed that the frontier rogue is as ver­
satile in his occupations as his European predecessor* The 
crooked gambler, the quack doctor, the highwayman, the .dis­
honest businessman— all of these can be found on the fron­
tier* If the cut-purse and the vagrant student are missing, 
their places are admirably filled by new American types, 
the politician and the land speculator* The attitude of 
disrespect for the clergy is altered also* Ho longer need
the rogue serve as a means of satire on the corruption and
worldliness of the Catholic church; in America he has a 
new objective, the evangelical Protestants, who after the 
time of the Great Revival had presented ample opportunity 
for satire h  their frequent and well-attended camp meetings* 
In defining the picaresque novel, the one definite 
sub-type of rogue literature, Chandler states that it is 
wthe comic biography (or more often autobiography) of an
2?
anti-hero who makes his way in the world through the ser­
vice of masters, satirising their personal faults, as well
36as their trades and professions*** The condition here 
described, that is, the relationship of master and ser­
vant, does not occur in frontier rogue fiction * for al­
though such a character as Madison Tensas is apprenticed 
to a doctor to learn the medical profession, the satire 
remains centered on the primary character. The reason for 
such a change is obvious; on the frontier Efegro slaves oc­
cupied, as a rule, the traditional place of servant and 
there were few professions requiring a form! apprentice­
ship. As a matter of fact, it was easy enough for a white 
bondsman in the older colonies to slip aw&y to the frontier 
and become just as free as anyone else. Then, too, the 
frontier symbolized freedom, and it would be highly unus­
ual if the servant or bondsman occupied a prominent place 
in frontier literature. Chandler’s qualifieation, however, 
need not deny to such an obvious picaro as Simon Suggs his 
appropriate title, for satire on occupations and manners 
has sufficient range %-<rithln the biography even though Simon 
is always the focal point of the story.
There is one sign if leant variation from the European 
tradition to be found in the rascal of the old Southwest.
If Simon Suggs can be said to represent the European rogue
36 The literature of Roguery, p. 5.
beat to that he is struggling to survive under adverse 
economic conditions! Sut Levin good stands Tor a whole now 
rogue category, that of the rogue who acts without economic 
motivation, simply for the enjoyment of the escapade, or 
as Sut says, for the "skeerin* uv folks generXy**.*" This 
type of rogue does appear to European literature but it is 
rare that he is entirely devoid of economic motivation! in 
America he is a distinct rogue type* Th© class includes 
a vast number of frontier characters from the rather mildly 
innocent Major Jones to Longstreet1 s almost vicious B&nsy 
Sniffle, who likes nothing better than to start a fight 
between other people* The distinction, between the nsharp­
er” and the frontier Puck is more than a difference to 
degree* Simon Suggs1 heinous crime of stealing the col­
lection from a frontier camp meeting is far less deplorable 
in its outcome, if not to its intent, than Sut Lovingood*s 
prank of frightening the horse at Mrs* Yardley*s quilting, 
for Sutvs prank results in the death of Mrs* Y&rdley* Some­
how to America the tradition of the mischievous elf or 
fairy seems to have been blended with the rogue tradition 
to produce a rogue who is distinctly American.
Simon and Sut, Major Jones and Ransy Sniffle, Davy 
Crockett and Mike Fink— these are the rogues of the old 
Southwest who flourished in literature from the l$30*s to 
the 1060* s* True enough, the tales began earlier— for 
Instance, Oliver H* Prince*s "Militia Muster" was first
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published in l£l3^~and they continued longer— the col­
lected edition of Sut Lovtegood*s tales did not appear 
until 1S67? but these two dates encompass the main stream 
of Southwestern humorous literature. The initial date is 
easy to understand? the frontier had to make a few steps 
toward civilisation before it could be expected to produce 
any literature*
The terminal date, too, is quite explainable* By 
l£60 the old Southwest was no longer the American frontier* 
Although primitive backwoods areas still exist in the 
South today, the frontier had moved further west* Law and 
order were established, two things which tend to discourage 
roguery in many of its forms* Finally, the South was pre­
occupied with the war for a few years after 1$60; and when 
it returned to literature, the two dominant streams were 
devoted rather to the portrayal of a utopian ante-bellum 
South or to the advocacy of a New South* Only the work of 
the local colorists carried on the traditions established 
by the frontier humorists, and local color writing Is 
notably weak in the virile qualities which had distinguish­
ed the humor. In the three middle decades of the century, 
however, the old Southwest had produced a notable contri­
bution to the literature of roguery* r,The age, one of the 
most vivid of American experiences, has no other authentic 
record in our literature* Nothing is more essentially 
American than the frontier; and these sketches, humble
3Q
enough in interest * were the earliest literary realisation
of the frontiert and, [siĉ  remain its most revealing 
37pres© ion % w
As a matter of fact,. historical record© of the old 
Southwest provide ample evidence that th e rogues in fron­
tier humor were actually little more than reflection© of 
the real life of the area* Even among the respectable 
people there are roguish attitudes and rogue-like prank© j 
fear these citlsens, removed from the traditional restraint© 
which affected the eastern colonies * were infected by'the 
lawless exuberance of the backwoods. Among the criminal 
element also can be found touche© of cynical humor, a flam­
boyance of action, and the multitude of minor crime© that 
have long been the property of the picaro, Furthermore* 
there was a race In between the honest citison© and the 
villains, a race of true rogues— gamblers, swindlers, and 
thieveg— wbos© stories rival those of fictional rogues in 
the European tradition, fo carry the matter further* it 
is often difficult to separate fact from fiction | for the 
anecdotes of Guild and Foote are sharpened and colored by 
the passing of years, and the fictional accounts of long— 
street and Baldwin are based on actual happening© and are 
filled with sketches of actual characters.
37 Franklin <J. Mein©, T&lf ffajOB of the 
Alfred A, Knopf, New York, 19307 P* -:V:L„
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The very nature of the materials, then, suggests the
proper approach to the study of the rogue In the old South-
weefe* Since he stemmed from the actual life of the area.*
some consideration of-historical materials as they reflect 
roguish tendencies in the population is necessary to an 
understanding of the rascal in frontier humor* The his­
torical figures, as has been suggested, fall naturally 
into two groups— the respectable people and the criminals, 
both of whom illustrate some of the characteristics of the 
American rogue* Among the criminal element also will be 
considered those individuals who wire American versions 
of the true picaro $ for in real life if not in fiction the 
occupations of the rogue, even though his sine be slight, 
place him outside the circle of honest citizens* For the 
fictional characters a somewhat different approach is nec­
essary* There is a group of upper-class Jokers who must 
be separated from the lower-class rogue©’ because the nature 
of their pranks tends more to follow the patterns estab­
lished by the English wit than to partake of the extreme 
crudeness which characterises the pranks of the race of 
Sut Lovingood. Finally, there is a group of people in the 
old Southwest who do not fall entirely into either a fact 
or a fiction category* These are the men whose names are 
found in the legends— men such as Davy Crockett and Andrew 
Jackson - These demand consideration by themselves*
CHAPTER IX
Honest Fen and Rogues
If the people of the frontier were mercurial and 
fluent, if they were too busy to produce an extensive lit­
erature, some of than at least stopped long enough to re­
cord in diaries, histories, and reminiscences the life 
they lived* Sometimes a busy planter merely jotted down 
in a day-by-day journal a record of crops, sick Negroes, 
and business transactions* Sometimes a preacher, inspired 
to reveal the West, wrote a volume of history or an auto­
biography; or a lawyer, a catalog of biographical sketches 
of prominent members of the bar* These writings, published 
or simply deposited in old trunks, were not t'arorks of fic­
tion but of historical record, intended not for amusement 
but for instruction. And yet, one thing they had in common, 
for tucked in between the number of bales of cotton or the 
sketches of valiant, honorable, and gentlemanly lawyers 
lie anecdotes of life as it m s  lived, touches of breath 
and color among pale dead biographical fact©* These are 
incidents proving the verity of the tall tales that decor­
ated the newspapers, and, even more important to the present
32
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purpose, illustrating how fin© was the line between 
gentleman and rogue on the frontier*
The anecdotes, though occupying only a small frag­
ment of each work, are clearly indicative of the milieu of 
the Southwest, showing the rogue just under the skin of 
even the most respectable citizens--the preachers, the 
doctors, lawyers, and planters* More often than not the 
rogueries of these men are of the milder sort— practical 
jokes, unusual methods of collecting a debt, and records 
of migratory hand-to—mouth existence— for they were hon­
orable men; but in their records appear too encounters 
with more practiced rogues and professional sharpers* And 
the rogues not infrequently belonged to th© better classes 
of society* Such a on©, for example, was Richard Graves, 
elected treasurer of th© state of Mississippi, who A b ­
stracted” over a hundred thousand dollars for his own pur­
poses and escaped to parts unknown.
It would be expected that the ministers of a commu­
nity would be least susceptible to rogueries * but such was 
not the case. True, some pastors were well-educated, set­
tled persons, going about their duties in the same quiet 
manner as their contemporaries on the Atlantic coast* 
"But,” as Ralph Rusk observes, "for the most part, the 
preachers who carried on the religious campaigns among 
the backwoodsmen vrere men o f more zeal than culture. Ho 
doubt a great number of them, including some of the most
1successful* wer© only one stage removed from illiteracy-** 
Such a statement a© this Immediately brings to mind 
the character of Loren so Dow* perhaps the most famous of 
the itinerant preacher*© of the old Southwest* for though 
able to read and write, Dow had so little formal educa­
tion that he frequently was refused credentials by offi­
cials of the church* His methods were simple* Hot being 
qualified to hold a regular post, even as a travelling 
preacher, Dow persuaded friends to equip him and started 
out on horseback* He would leave furbished as became a 
preacher, well-dressed, well-mounted, and with at least a 
small amount of cash; but he frequently returned on foot, 
ragged and half-starved* His horse, his good clothes, M s  
watch, said even his handkerchief would be missing^ for in 
order to travel he would sell, pawn, trade, or barter 
everything he had* His tours were almost frenetic in 
their speed, and be hired fresh horses, begged carriage
rides, and raced miles on foot to preach, with the seal
2of one hotly pursued by th© devil himself«
Despite what might be considered an excess of reli­
gious seal and despite the fact that Dow was obviously 
very earnest in his endeavor©, he did upon occasion etoop
The Literature of the Middle Western Frontier,
p* 49#
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to rogueries— if th© cause seemed just* A. p* Hudson an­
thologizes two anecdotes that will illustrate this char-* 
act eristic. In on© of the tales Dow tells of having hired 
a horn-blowing Negro boy named Gabriel to climb into- a 
tree and blow a blast at the significant moment in his 
sermon when he mentions Gabriel and his trumpet. The 
confusion resulting from such an effort can only be 
imagined* In the other anecdote, Dow stops overnight at 
a household where the husband is absent* After he has 
retired in a back room, a man who is obviously not the 
housekeeperfa husband enters and begins to jest with her, 
the general tenor of his intentions indicated by the fact 
that he hides in a ,lgum*f full of cotton when th© husband,' 
tipsy and inclined to be querulous, appears at the door*
On hearing of DowTs presence, the husband demands that the 
parson demonstrate his fabled ability to raise the devil* 
Dow, stationing the husband at the door to give the Old
Boy a few whacks as he passes out, oblige© by setting
3fire to the cotton and w flushing** the visitor* The verity 
of the anecdote need not be questioned, but th© fact re­
mains that analogues of the tale are abundant in the folk­
lore of Europe*^
Other Itinerant preachers, such as Timothy Flint and
 ̂The Humor of the Old Deep South* pp, 222-226*
lr Cf, Hans Christian Andersen * "Great Clan® and Little Claus,"
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W* H. Milburn f were better educated than Dow, and their 
records , autobiographical and historical , would not bo 
expected to reveal as many roguish traits as The 
The atmosphere was the same for them, however., as it was 
for their less cultured brothers g for preaching on the 
frontier meant dangerous wildci .ioss trips f stopping over­
night at the houses of complete strangers of any social 
class, and coming into direct contact with the varied types 
of humanity on the frontier* C„ H. Gratton lias commented 
upon Flints nHe vias not a Daniel Boone nor a David Crockett* 
His prowess as a hunter was nil, his ability to wrest a 
living from the soil was never tested in a serious fashion 
(luckily for him?) and his capacities for whiskey-drinking,
gouging, and swearing cannot be exploited to give romantic
5color to his stories *n And yet it is hard to picture 
Timothy Flint as a milquetoast* Frontier parsons could 
not afford to be sissies*
In the first place, in spite of the Great Revival, 
not all denizens of the bacla^oods were inclined toward re­
ligion* At every camp meeting there was sure to be a gang 
of rowdies loafing around an open barrel of Monongahela* 
These rascals could be depended upon to cause trouble, 
sometimes by giving catcalls during the sermon and not in­
frequently by engaging the preacher and his deacons in a
5 Timothy Flint. Recollections of the last Ten Years, ed. C* K* G r a t t o n g T R E S p T v .
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rough-house* tod often the better classes were little 
more amenable. Flint preached once in a French settlement 
in Louisiana where the congregation was so indifferent to 
his speech that the gentlemen wandered in and out during 
the sermon , dividing their time between the chapel and a 
near-by billiard room.
Religion was just not a necessary commodity to many 
in the old Southwest* Bennet Barrow was convinced* for 
example* that it was a bad influence on the slaves* for 
in his diary he records: ”Mr. Turnbulls negroes are cutting 
up a great many shines— 16 ran off & have defied him--are 
well armed killed two of his dogs while in pursuite of 
them— all this grows out of his having them preached to 
for 4 or 5 years past— greatest piece of foolishness any 
one every £sicj guilty of*"^ Even the whites might not 
feel ashamed of a lack of religious belief* Timothy Flint 
relates a conversation with a Louisiana Dutchman on the 
subject of religion: rrfThis is a bad country for religion.
I know, that I have lost him,* he continued, *but never
mind, by and by the good preacher,* as he phrased it,
fwill come along, and I shall pick him all up again.fV?"
6 Ibid.. p. 264.
' Bennet H. Barrow, Diary. Included in Edwin A.Davis, Plantation Life in the Tlorida Parishes of Louisi­
ana , 1 £36-1346« Colurabla University Press, New York, 1943,
P 0 2234 Tr
^ Recollections. p. 226,
knrortunabely f o r  the poor parson , to o many people pre*» 
ferred to  occupy themselves with other affair® than reXi*
they could "pick him all up again*”
Even more intriguing is the fact that on th© frontier 
an evangelistic inclination was often considered sufficient 
preparation for the ministry. Jh the beginning, licensing 
boards of the various denominations were likely to be 
several hundred miles from the preacher’s area, and by th© 
time church authority reached the eonmmity the gelfVor- 
dained minister, if he had been sealous9 could have become 
indispensable to religious life in the community. If he 
had not been sealous, the frontier lay just to the west. 
Noah Ludlow tells of one Charles Parsons whofinding the 
stage not as remunerative as he desired, became a preacher 
and succeeded well until his congregation uncovered his 
association with "the stage*" Ludlow once attended a 
sermon by the ex-actor and comments wryly j ”1 thought his 
style of delivery, though, was a trifle too stagey for the
pulpit. In fact he was an actor when a preacher, and a
9 *preacher when an actor.” And people did not consider
at all odd the rumor that Sol Smith had turned parson,
having given up the dissolute life of the stage. Ac a
gion, confident that at some vague date in the future
9 N • M* Ludlow, jares and Company, St. L ic JJXe As I  Found It, S. 1 I b L'C/ * p. 1 2 f-*.
result , the people or one small Tennessee town begged him
to speak to them; and Sol * accustomed to one-night stands
in transit, agreed, rinding only at the last minute that
he was supposed to deliver a sermon Instead of his cue-
tomary conic recitations* The result could have been
appalling, but the inimitable Sol managed to provide a
10worthy sermon off the cuff* Such were the preachers and 
congregations o f the frontier*
If the new land produced unusual difficulties for the 
preachers, it also conditioned thesn mentally and physically 
to meet them. They were not pampered pets, those old 
preachers, and many of them were as ready to prove their 
physical prowess as were the ruffians* Loren so Dow once 
leaped out of the window in mid-sermon to catch and chas­
tise a young hough who had sought to disrupt the meeting 
by throwing sticks of wood through the xfindow*^ Peter 
Cartwright, another travelling preacher, crossed the river 
with a ferryman who had promised to duck him if they ever 
met, and revealed his identity in order to test the man*s 
veracity* After a considerable struggle in the water, 
Gs.rtwright not only ducked his opponent but succeeded in
^  Sol Smith, Theatrical Approntic os hip and Anec­dotal Recollections * PHiTa<lelpHraTuarl^*^i3^TarF^. 311̂ 5*7 p* 1£3.
11 S M  gsaifegft o f God, m n t and The Devil, p, 113,
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making a good churchman of him by the simple expedient o f
holding him under water repeatedly until he promised to
12.attend meeting*"1* And Reuben Davis once cemented about 
his father, a respectable and respected Methodist preacher; 
"Minister as he was, my father never doubted that it was 
part of his Christian duty to knock down any rascal who 
happened to deserve such d i s c i p l i n e . " ^  Preaching for the 
travelling ministers meant days of hardship in the saddle, 
fording streams, sleeping in the woods when no habitation 
could be found, and even avoiding Indians* For the minis­
ter settled in the backwoods community preaching often as 
not meant earning a living by farming or other means, for 
few small churches provided well for their pastors* Ho 
wonder the preachers of the frontier were horny-handed, 
vigorous men.
For one thing, the attitude of the Protestant sects 
toward liquor was not as strict during the first years of 
the nineteenth century as it has now become. "Since 
drinking was almost as common as eating, it is not sur­
prising that nearly all good church people drank* One 
never thought of entertaining without liquor is some form.
12 William Henry Milbum, The Pioneers. Preachers. and People of the Mississippi Valley. Derby and JacSsbn,'"' New York, lH5t>, ppV y7& -377V
13 Reuben Davis, Recoil act ions of Mississippi and I:ississippians* Houghton, Hifflin and Company, Boston and" Hew York, 1891, p* 19.
• *.Ministers regularly took their morning eye-opener and 
their nip^htcap in the evening* Some even made whiskey or 
trafficked in it.”*^ The idea of a Methodist minister 
running a still behind his bouse is so incongruous to the 
contempox'ary mind as to appear ludicrous* and yet it hap­
pened on the frontier, And whiskey-making was not the 
only way a poor parson could augment his income* Bonnet 
Barrow recorded on© variant in his diary: "Parson Burruse 
called to see me yesterday— wishes to sell his blood stock
mares and colts— he ĵ s the most perfect connoisseur in the
15Horse line I ever met with.n Furthermore, the hunting
parsons of Bfogl^nd had nothing cm these versatile gentle­
men of the old Southwest. Plantation records frequently 
show a pastor listed in a hunting or fishing party* Even 
Timothy Flint mentions casual hunts on his trips along the 
Mississippi,
The varied experiences of the frontier preacher moulded 
him into the form of the frontiersman rather than the con­
ventional shape of the eastern minister* Milbum*s com­
ments on Cartwright, then, seem appropriate to many of the 
pastors of the old Southwest 5
The crowded years of this long and busy life were marked from week to week with the strangest oc­currences, the natural results of the wild unfet­tered thoughts and life of the West; often most
14 The Dixie Frontier, pp. If!£~l39.
1-5 Davis. PlantatAdn Life. p. 100.
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grotesque and at first sight coarse, and even ridiculous, silly or absurd to an eastern man; and yet requiring but brief consideration to discover hoi? peculiarly fit and proper were the rough repartees and even the comical tricks, practical jokes, and ready physical force with which this hardy soldier of the church militant upheld his authority, or silenced his opponents at campraeetings, or in controversy with the ignorant fanatics, the deceivers* and the rabid sectarians of his rugged field*1$
Thus, the history of the frontier pastor exhibits, 
surprisingly enough, several of the typical components of 
the rogue tales, for the very nature of the country accen­
tuated the picaresque in all men. The travelling parsons 
were vagabonds, not irresponsible beggars it is true, but 
wanderers, living off the hospitality of the land as did 
the wandering minstrels of the middle ages* Furthermore, 
they were all forced by circumstances into a disregard 
for decorum and convention that vjould have shocked their 
Eastern brothers. Life in the backwoods was rigorous even 
for the favored few, and the preachers as well as the ordi- . 
nary men found that hardship was endured best with a smile. 
In fact, some of them— Lorenzo Dow and Peter Cartwright, 
for example— displayed in their pranks a Ttcertain jollity 
of mindn that is almost Rabelaisian in its earthy fresh­
ness. Finally, in their efforts to supplement their meager 
livelihood, some of these old pastors engaged in activities 
such as moonshining and horse trading, which seem rather
16 Milbum, Pioneers. Preachers. and People, p. 3&L
the occupation or the rogue than of the minister*
If preachers sometimes stooped to roguery, it is not 
surprising that lawyers too transgressed; and yet in the 
South the law was considered the highest, the most gentle­
manly, the noblest calling of all* Among the aristocracy 
of the East this was especially true* Younger sons, freed 
from the responsibilities of public life by the laws of 
primogeniture and entail, might become doctors, ministers, 
or even merchants5 the first-born must prepare himself to 
govern as had the aristocrats in Eh gland <, Such was the 
attitude until "that remarkable migration to the state of 
Mississippi, of barristers from other states of the Union ™  
a little anterior to the close of the fourth decade of 
the. *. [nineteenth3 c e n t u r y . T h e  flush times that Bald­
win was to capture were on* People poured into the old 
Southwest seeking land, quick money, or escape from the 
law, and with them came the lawyers* In a day in which 
the settler of years1 standing might find himself outbid 
for his improved property at public auction by ruthless 
combines of land speculators taking advantage of govern­
ment sales, in a day in which any man might become care­
less with his fire arms on slight provocation only to 
discover that civilization, now moving in, disapproved of
**■? Henry 3. Foote, The Bench and Bar of the South and Southwest. Soule. Thomas'and Wentworth. "St. Louis.1236, p. 537"
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murder , in a day in which wealth m s  abundant and the 
woods offered refuge for thieves— ►in such a day lawyers 
were needed*
Henry S. Foote* s bool: is full of anecdotes which il­
lustrate the quality of these lawyers and judges; and they 
wero a marvelous race, for what they lacked in education 
they compensated for in confidence* A ship captain, one 
of three appointed justices of a Baton Rouge Court, took 
it upon himself to be chief justice and called for the 
only murder case on the docket* trl intended to show all 
such ruffians,n he said, nthat no man is hereafter to be 
killed in this parish except with the consent of this 
court first had and o b t a i n e d . A n d  a certain Judge Child, 
though educated to the law, felt no doubt abcmt his omni­
potence, for in the midst of a trial he once commented to 
a colleague: nJudge Co&lter, put dotan that book; 1 have 
read all the law in the world and recollect what X have 
read. I want no aid from the musty volumes you have 
brought into court, If you have any original views to
bring forward, I will listen to you; otherwise I think
19you will do well to take your seat *n The bench certainly 
partook of the self-assurance I<\ J. Turner attributed to 
-the frontiersman.
1$ Ibid., p. vli, 
19 Ibid.» p. 21.
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The men in the legislature were no more commonplace
than their compatriots of the bar# Representatives Larry
Iloore and Philemon Thomas of Louisiana, for example,
became famous for their persuasion in getting the Florida
parishes admitted to the state. They changed the minds
of the French representatives from Mew Orleans, Blanc and
Raphignac, with a most effective argument“ a poker placed
20in the fire and heated red hot* And outside of session, 
the legislators proved that they too were human * Larry 
Moore succumbed to the lure of the "tiger," or faro bank, 
and his losses caused him to instigate a law to prohibit 
gambling* These were individual actions, however; it re­
mained for the legislature of Mississippi to demonstrate 
its qualifications an masse* Reuben Davis tells of it:
It was far on in the depth of a winter’s night when I was awakened by a confusion of sounds in the street, music predominating. I threw open a window and beheld a long line of well-dressed gentlemen proceeding in single file down the middle of the street, and loudly singing the popular melody of "Buffalo Bull came down the meadow," It was the legislature of Mississippi indulging in an airing, after having spent an evening in the worship of Bacchus
Such incidents as these leave no doubt in the reader’s
mind as to the origin in actuality of the frontier tall
tale, exaggerated and improbable as it may sound to the




If the ministers were not averse to violence on occa­
sion, the lawyers seemed to relish it* Aside from the 
duels, which for their unique variations from the code 
duello deserve separate mention, these hot-tempered bar­
risters demonstrated their prowess frequently* Their 
books are full of examples of fist fights and impromptu 
pistol matches, centering around such personages as S* S* 
Prentiss and Colonel McCIung* The latter (f,to his friends 
he was always the same— kind, generous, and devoted”} is
especially noted for having terrorised a Hew Orleans res**
22taurant* The Colonel, being in an unpleasant mood, had 
run all the other patrons out and placed two pistols and 
a bowie knife on the table to assure privacy while he 
dined. Of course, he was only having his little joke.
Even more astounding to one accustomed to regard the 
profession of law as one of considerable dignity is Reuben 
Davis* confession of one of his own escapades. Disagreeing 
with the judge on a point of law, Davis became so Infuri­
ated that he decided to attack the judge* He threw his 
pocket knife at the bar with such force that the blade 
snapped, hoping all the while that he would be summoned 
to the bar and cited for contempt, and that being thus 
within easy reach of his honor he would be able to inflict
22 Ibid.. pp. 216-216.
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considerable personal damage before the bailiffs could 
stop him. This ruse failed* but soon another opportunity 
presented itself; and he and the judge met to the corridor 
of the hotel where they stayed during the session of court* 
After exchanging words, the two began to fight. The 
judge, however, picked up a claw hammer and Davis drew 
his broken knife. The outcome might have been disastrous 
had not friends, attracted by the commotion, managed to 
separate them before either was seriously hurt * ̂  It must 
have been considerable encouragement to realise that his 
lawyer would literally fight tooth and nail to save him.
If physical violence is not the proper forte of the 
rogue, acquiring money by questionable means is; and 
frontier lawyers, dealing with clients of questionable 
financial integrity, often had to deviate from accepted 
procedure to collect. Judge Child, mentioned previously, 
was quite direct in his collection of rent to arrears from 
a tenant: ”1 told him that I had come to force him to 
’attorn to me,f and if he did not do so at once, I should 
certainly give him a severe caning.. . . Alex Porter, 
after he had acquired a considerable reputation as a lawyer, 
demanded a thousand dollar fee to defend a prospective 
client, five hundred for his services .and the other because
23 Ibid., pp. 149-152. 
2^ Bench and par, p. 22,
"the man had set his dogs on Alex in the latter*s less 
lucrative days# And such a man as Reuben Davis felt cer­
tain that having his fee in his pocket enabled him to get 
one Billy May freed from the charge of murder, for Billy’s 
father was known to be careless in paying his debts ̂  The 
most rogue-like of all, however, was John It Grimes, who 
managed never to get out of debt himself.- On one occasion 
Grimes* about to be arrested for a debt of two thousand 
dollars, persuaded the sheriff to wait until he had begun 
to try a case in court the following day. His client,
rather than acquire another lawyer in mid-trial, lent him
o Athe money, and unfortunately never saw it a g a i n T h e  
ruse is worthy of any rogue in literature, for two thou­
sand dollars, so neatly achieved, was a considerable sum 
in those days of cheap land and cheap food*
One essential characteristic of these lax-jyers, one 
necessary quality for retaining a roguish rather than vil­
lainous point of view, was a sense of humor# Travelling 
about after the court as they did, enduring hardships, and 
associating with men of violence, they nevertheless found 
time for conviviality in the evenings spent at country inn 
and city hotels. Anecdotes and Jokes were traded around 
until they became the -common property of the legal
25 Recollect! 3/2
2(j Memories jpf Fifty Years, pp * 434-43 5 #
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profession* and a lawyer might find that he had acquired 
considerable reputation among his colleagues even before 
he met them. The most important point of consideration 
in this humor, for the present purpose* is the fact that 
these m m  lived the parts they played in humorous anec­
dote. Those jests preserved for us— and they probably
amount to a small percentage of those In circulation a
century ago— range from the youthful pranks of W. H. 
Sparks, who, intending to frighten the family’s overseer 
with a jack-o~lantern, actually scared his father enough 
that he fell off the bridge into a creek, to the ludicrous 
cavort in gs of Judge Mitchell in his later years. The 
Judge teUs of attending a dance in Tennessee and dancing 
with a lovely young lady who thought to flatter him:
w0h, Judge Mitchell, how I wish that you were not a married man.” To this I promptly responded! "Most adorable lady, I assure you that at leastone thousand of your sex have expressed the samewishI” On uttering these last words, seeing a vacant space to my right, X leaped from the side of my partner, full ten feet, turned a graceful and impressive somersault, and, lighting firmly upon ray feet, I faced the astonished lady, and waving my hand In token of respect, X saidt nMIss, pray tell me what you think of that?”™
Such was the vitality of the bar of the old Southwest 5
and in a land "where superior court judges, turned somer*
saults In public for astonished young ladies, who was not
potentially a rogue?
Bench and Bar* P* 246.
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The body of* anecdotes devoted to doctors is consider­
ably smaller than tlxat devoted to lawyers* bat even among 
these record© there ar*e to be found some of the elements 
of a literature of roguery. As a matter of fact* the 
doctors had no convivial gatherings such as those occur­
ring among lawyers wherever court sat; thus there was a 
lack of incentive for the development of a tradition of 
oral anecdote. Nor did the doctors feel the need of re­
cording the history of the times as did the ministers« 
Finally, perhaps the medical profession lacked the pres­
tige of the legal and legislative, and therefore there 
was not so great a demand by the public for reminiscences 
and memoirs. There were doctors, however, who kept diaries 
or wrote autobiographical sketches for family or friends, 
and some of these are available to the modem reader, 
Possibly such records are of purely historical interest.
The diary of Dr. L. W. Phillips, f o r example, is little 
more than a journal of transactions on his plantation.
There is one doctor, however, who did write an autobiog­
raphy full of the materials of roguery, Dr. Gideon 
Lin cecum.
Son of an unsuccessful farmer who could never find 
land to suit his tastes, devoid of any appreciable formal 
education, and possessed of no financial competence, Lln- 
cecum would not seem the type to acquire a reputation as 
a scientist; and yet before he died he corresponded with
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Charles Darwin * was well known as a naturalist , and was 
an authority on the Choctaw Indians* His occupations 
varied from those of* a common wood sawyer, manager of an 
Indian ball team, and backwoods school teacher, to those 
of planter, doctor, and civic leader* The record of his 
life is as full of peregrination as a Cook9'a tour$ and 
except for the point of view, which is that of a man 
writing for his grandsons, deserves to be called picar­
esque. The earlier chapters, in particular those recounting 
the lean years of his life when living meant doing any­
thing to keep from starving, present as varied a picture 
of the social milieu as any rogue story of Europe % only 
the satirical intent is missing* ted in the various epi­
sodes of his life one can find a m s s  of material ready­
made for the writer of frontier humor.
From a purely literary point of view, the most obvious 
fault of the biography is its brevity, which prohibits 
full development of anecdotal material. For instance, 
Lincecum tells far too briefly the story of one of his 
father1 s moves. His father had hired a teamster to help 
drive the wagon, but the two soon discovered a mutual con­
viviality and stopped to buy a jug of whiskey. After a 
short while the teamster became so intoxicated that he
His works include a Life of Apushraataha. the Choctaw chief, and Traditions o¥  ̂ Kê hootaws»
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fell off hie seat* f right ening the team and causing them 
to run away. The incident ended only Xtfhen the imgon 
turned over with considerable damage to household goods 
and severe injury to Lincecum’s grandmother*^ of such a 
happening Sut Lovingood would have spim a full-fledged 
yam, elaborated in minutest detail; in Lineeeuznfs auto­
biography it occupies a short paragraph*
There is, however, a Defoe-like realism in Lincecum* s 
writing that gives it an almost unique charm* Incidents 
like the one above are told in a matter-of-fact manner 
that makes one think immediately of Eo bin son Crusoe* Per­
ilous escapes from Indians, hazardous adventures in the 
woods, and scenes of back-breaking toil are presented as 
daily experiences in the life of every man and nothing to 
become upset or excited about % for Lincecum, writing in 
retrospect, knew that things would turn out all right. 
Furthermore, if the reader feels a lack of elaboration, 
he also is blessed In ©scaping the lush portraits of 
everyone the author meets, the "flower of Southern man­
hood" portraits with which the members of the legal pro­
fession often plague their readers*
As has already been stated, the facta of Lincecurr^s 
life read like a picaresque tale, and it is worthy of note
29 Gi<i©on Lincecum, "Autobiography of Gideon Lin- ceeum,M Publication of the Mississippi Historical Society,VIII, 443-51$,'' Oxford^" Hssisslppi WoS,'r p.
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that; his preparation for a medical career if as only slightly 
more thorough than that of* Gil Bias* He never attended a 
medical school nor apprenticed himself to a doctor , bat 
he was unusually perceptive in his observations of medical 
practice, and to this fact, perhaps, can be attributed 
his ultimate success. Early in life he read a few medi­
cal books, but he read them casually, seemingly without 
intent to practices for he refused a suggestion that he 
study medicine and went into the lumber business, forced 
by poverty to do his own sawing* His living was derived 
from everything he found he could do, including, in addi­
tion to the jobs already listed, such widely diverse oc­
cupations as teaching school and operating a rented 
billiard table. It was not until he became ill with a 
fever which local doctors could not cure that he renewed 
an interest in medicine. Having travelled to Columbus to 
see a famous doctor, Lincecum described so effectively his 
symptoms and the cures which had failed that Doctor Hann 
simply handed over the key to his drug shop and told him 
to cure himself. It was then that he developed a serious 
interest in medicine, and yet it was not until several 
years later, when a friend gave him one hundred dollars 
to buy drugs, that he became a doctor.
His fund of knowledge was acquired in diverse ways*
He observed that sick deer ate sparingly and from this 
concluded that sick people should restrict their diets.
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He hired a Choctaw medicine aan, his only real teacher, 
and camped vrith him until he had compiled a complete class- 
sin eat ion of* all the herbs laiown to the Indian* He 
bought Samuel Thompson *s Guide to Healt.1% and learned the 
practice of ** steam doctoring,Is with such drugs as lobelia, 
cayenne, nervine, skunk cabbage, and bay berry* He learned 
from observation that calomel, a conventional ctire-all, 
was frequently ratal in eases of* the bloody flux resulting 
Tram cholera, and that the poisons the doctors tiers accus­
tomed to prescribe were more often injurious than benefit 
eial* From this welter of sources, Lincecum achieved an 
encyclopedic knowledge of medical fact that was scarcely 
equalled in his day*
But underneath his determined and systematic mood lay 
that restlessness and drive for success that has led A* P* 
Hudson to speak of Lincecum as tfthe incarnation of the 
pioneer spirit*”  ̂ This is, in many ways, the spirit 
found in the rogue, even in the rogues of ISuropej for it 
demanded that the individual overcome unfavorable circum­
stances by the exercise of his wits* The frontier version 
of the rogue is never far below the surface of the char­
acter of Lincecum? he buys a race horse to ride on his 
calls and collects his bills on the pretext that he needs 
•the money to buy drugs to help his patients? he contents
The Humor of the Old Deep South* t>* 62.
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a group of rowdy adult, school-boys by sotting up a democ­
racy , complete with elected officers, a device which makes 
them keep order among themselves5 and* beat .of allT he 
selects his Indian ball team from a crowd of over four 
hundred applicants by the democratic method of drawing 
navies but from a hat containing forty slips bearing the
names of the best players and three hundred and sixty-five 
31blank ones* Only the roguish point of view* the tongue- 
in-cheek cynical humor, is missing*
Among the actors who travelled along the frontier* 
however, the rogue point of view Is much more in evidence, 
for actors lived a precarious life in the old Southwest, 
hanging midway between the better classes and the disrep­
utable ones. The stigma of being on the stage and the 
uncertainty of financial success conditioned the actor 
not only to a humorous outlook but also to the necessity 
of occasional shrewd rogueries, the latter quite often 
taking the form of practical jokes played not for economic 
purposes but for the sheer frni o f outwitting each other*
Of the actors and theatrical managers who wrote recollec­
tions, two stand out as sterling examples of the frontier 
thespian, Sol Smith and Moah M* Ludlow* Those two, though 
born in the East, conducted their business almost cxeliir 
sively In the Southwest* They toured from Cincinnati to
31 1incecum, wAutobiographytv p * 4o3.
New Orleans and from Knoxville to S t , Louis, tod their 
records of performances are a key to the tastes o f the 
frontien-*~lrom Richard III to the Hunters of &mti*oky>«*» 
which is invaluable to any student of American drama*
Sol Smith, who was perhaps the best known comedian in 
the West, began his thea** cic&l career by naming away from 
home to become an act op'-*. Unfortunately, the profession 
did not accept him as a boy wonder, and ha m a  forced to 
work as a farm hand and printer in order to earn & living* 
This period of his life is full of picaresque adventures, 
including an unusual display of irresponsibility * Appren­
ticed to a Cincinnati printer who had a rather irritable 
wife, Smith and another boy decided to end their appren­
ticeships one evening and left that night, as Smith said, 
"Without troubling my worthy master or mistress about the 
m a t t e r * L a t e r  in his career hp started a singing 
school, hoping that the income from this venture would 
tide him over until he could find another job* After only 
one session of instruction in the use of the shape notes, 
he got an opportunity to open a newspaper in another town 
"on a credit" and forgot completely about the school*^
For the most part, however, Smith and Ludlow both concerned
32 Sol Smith,Anecdotal Recollectio and MarET M t i f , p. 33
33 Ibid.. pp. 45-48.
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'themselves primarily with the acting profeasidn as per­
formers and, after the accumulation of some wealth, as 
managers and theater owners*
Both of these a e t or-managera enjoyed playing practi­
cal jokes on their compatriot® , bub these jokes were of 
the more innocuous type, at least if compared with those 
of Sut Lovihgood* Ludlow tells, for example, of his first 
trip dotm the river on which the p&rby camped out# One 
member of the company, Alex Drake, m s  deaf, and Ludlow, 
feeling cold, scared his comrade into believing that there 
were wolves howling nearby so that lie would keep the fire 
burning all night* On another occasion, one Caldwell, who 
was the comdeian in the company, had sought to josh the 
backwoods people with whom the group had stopped overnight 
by quoting lines from tragedies, all the while rolling 
his eyes. Ludlow and some others, however, explained that 
they were taking Caldwell to the insane asylum and m m o d  
their host that he vrould probably try to trade horses 
before they left, saying his own had gone lame. They then 
proceeded to stick a locust thorn in the horse*s hoof to 
assure the scene*s success* The host, needless to say,
never forgot the madman and on meeting Ludlow sometime
31later asked about him.
Sol Sifiibh has similar anecdotes# A Dr* Carr, who
^  Dramatic fcjfe. p. 300.
was both actor and dentist, was sent to the home of a 
stage-hating justice of the peace under the impression 
that the justice had asked him to dinner to discus© some 
prospective dental w o r k 5 Another time, while travelling 
through the woods 9 Smithes company passed through an 
Indian village* Noticing that John C*, an actor who was 
driving the property wagon, seemed nervous, Smith advised 
him to start, as he obviously had done something to dis­
please the Indians* John drove away, feigning noncimlance, 
hut Smith had hired two Indians to run along beside the
wagon yelling and whooping* The result of the subsequent
3d*wild chase could have been a catastrophe*
Both Smith and Ludlow on occasion committed rogueries 
for other motives than fun* Ludlow* s group on the way 
down the river decided they needed fresh meat but were 
unable to find any, for a group of boats had proceeded 
them and bought all the surplus meat* The problem was 
solved by "confiscating” a sheep from a woman who had re­
fused to sell* The fact that they paid the woman adequately
did not mitigate the wrath of her husband, who arrived
37just as they were leaving* Smith went through even 
harder times early in his career and says of his first
^  Theatrical Apprenticeship» pp* 126-131*
36 Ibid.. pp. 136-140,
37 Dramatic Life, p* 26*
venture as a managers "At. the close of the theatre I 
found myself In debt eleven hundred and fifty dollars* 
Rather an 'unfortunate b e g i n n i n g . T h i s  droll understate** 
mant does not exhibit fully his financial d©^habile4 for 
he •was forced to return to Mew York and look for work 
there. Unfortunately, the theaters were not hiring* and 
Smith lived a hand-to-mouth existence for several months.
Cn this most roguish of his escspad @s- -which included bor­
rowing money, pawning articles whether or not they belonged 
to him, and pretending not to have change so that a pas­
senger he was conversing with would pay his ferry passage 
*
— Smith was using a friendt s telescops to sell passer shy 
a look at the moon, for the friend was ill and Smith had 
been promised half of the profits. Smith soon discovered 
three drunken sailors and spent the evening giving them a 
glimpse at all the heavens * complete with lecture, taking 
in ?l£.62 instead of the usual, two or three dollar s. ̂9 
It might fee added that both Smith and Ludlow were 
serious actors, not vagabond rogues like Mark Twain*s 
Duke and Dauphin. They were not trying to defraud the 
frontier people of money but were attempting to provide 
genuine dramatic enfeertatomcnt, mid each regarded himself 
as a pioneer and leader in the theater of the old Southwest.
^  Theatrical Apprenticesh i p p .  55*
39 Ibid., p* 7 &.
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Bespit© this* however* they were forced to live a vagrant 
life, enduring many of the hardships of the true pioneers 
and making expenses somehow in spit© of the caprice of 
uncultured audiences* It is a wonder then that they were 
as scrupulous as they were, for each says he was thor­
oughly honest, although each accuses the other— they were 
at one time partners— of some degree of duplicity*
The other respectable men on the frontier— the 
planters* the merchants, and the like— had little reason 
to publish memoirs during their lives; but a few diaries 
are preserved and occasionally in the pages of books by 
others one of these will show his face for an instant* 
Bennet H* Barrow* a Louisiana planter* kept a diary which, 
though primarily a plantation record book* is filled with 
memorable comments and anecdotes about the planter class* 
Although not a rogue in the strict sense of the word* for 
he is if anything over-honest for the times, Barrow dis­
plays many of the qualities that make up the background
of the rogues* For one thing* he enjoyed the more color­
ful aspects of leisurely living— horse-racing* hunting* 
or fishing— to such a degree that no matter how serious 
affairs at the plantation became, no matter how deep he 
vras in debt because of poor crops or low cotton price© * 
Barrow was always ready to go off on a jaunt*
Barrow was a friend of T, B* Thorpe and a subscriber
to V/. T* Porter*©- Spirit pf the j?imear the leading sports
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paper in the nation and a treasure - house of tall tales* 
it is no wonder then to find compressed into his diary 
the outline of hunting or fishing stories which would make 
good tall-hale material* The following 1© an example of 
his best:
Foggy moming^Went driving My nephew E H Barrow here last night— Ruffin shot a Large Buck in No one drive— shot on© eye out* The Beer ran at him blind side & knocked him— side of his horns hit­ting him only* I came up— he shot as he came at him-— missed he ran us Doth round & round— the3 hounds & one cur hanging to him— we gained a large tree— the Deer took off X after him— on horseback dog© stopped him some short distance — went up to shoot h m — dogs pointed, *bil he came so near me as to compell me to shoot in selfdefense shot his under jaw off as X jumpedbehind a tree— after a while I found a chance to shoot him in the head & end his life after some verry narrow ©scapes— 5 prongs— very fat & Large—
Perhaps the sketch lacks the precise and comic development
of the usual frontier tall tale, but the incongruity of
the basic situation, that of the hunter treed by his
quarry, is quite typical of the genre# Barrow*© retelling
of the story on winter evenings may well have developed
into true frontier humor#
The diary contains, in addition, brief comments on
manners, morals, and people of the times that are intri**
guing in their terse expression* A Mr* King is nas ill-
natured as a Bear with a sore head in Fly time—  *n The
figure is perhaps not as graphic as J* R» Lowell*s
Barrow, Diary. p. 13 £*
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"stumped-tailed bull in fly time , " although it antedates 
it; but it does sijse up King concisely for the reader* 
Behind "jack broke his Fore finger last night Whipping 
his wlfePt lies the suggestion of a tale about marital re­
lations in the slave quarters* And Barrow too is portrayed 
neatly In his diary* He obviously loved a good fight, as 
did most citisens of the old Southwest, and was inclined 
to dismiss infractions of civilised rules of combat with 
a gentlemanly lift of the eyebrow* "Went to town« Saw a 
Fight between Boyles and Kelly fthe Editor* * Considerable 
blood split by blows on both sides, nothing serious, eev~I noral on Kelly at once— verry foul conduct &c *" The &c 
is an anticlimax that Mark Tim in would have appreciated* 
Again, Barrow was not free from a tendency to bombast* 
"Dennis came inside on Tuesday— ran off again yesterday—  
without my even seeing him* will carry my Gun & small 
shot for him— I think It will break him of his rascality. 
Barrow constantly begs his diary for a shot at Dennis or 
some other recalcitrant slave, on one occasion offering 
to pay $100 for the chance, but he seems to be almost all 
bark* Only once does he actually shoot one and then only 
sprinkles his legs with bird shot,
These points are minor ones, however; but Barrow did 
v:eet with rogues on occasion, and because of his ovm
41 IkM*. p » 19/:-. 
^  Ibid. , p* 136*
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honesty and eagerness to help a friend he got into finan­
cial difflenities. His greatest troubles seem to have 
resulted from endorsing notes for friends who were not 
o^erscrupulous in paying their debts5 but times were hard 
when the price of cotton dropped, and It was not at all 
unusual for a group of planters to endorse notes mutually, 
Insuring the solvency or failure of the group* Barrow 
even endorsed for relative strangers;
Dr. Desmont an Englishman has left here* verry strangely a vilain no doubt— & left me to pay between 10*000 & 16*000 for him— his uncommonly gentlemanly manners— modesty & chastity caused me to be discerned by him—  X*ve allwayp been op*- posed to Yankee speculators coming out here to seek their fortunes* by marrying or any thing else that suits their purpose— particularly theprofessional preachersv-stragling foreigners, are no better— ^
Dr* Desmont did return, but only to borrow more money— and
there is no record in the diary of his ever making any
payment*
The attitude toi^ard Yankees seems a little strange
as early as 1644, although the fame of the Yankee peddler
had spread long before tho Civil War* On another occasion
Barrow comments: Who should come but two D* Yankees to
see Mr. Huriburh £hi& overseexj and the impudence of their
section of the country, gave them a Hint to Leave that no
44southemor would mistake.’* Unlike his attitude toward
43 Ibid.. p. 150
44 Ibid.. p. 317.
the Yankees, which remained constant, Barrows attitude 
toward borrowers improved* At one point in 1044, he com­
ments? M * * * to conclude wish every one X*ve had to pay
45money Tor was in Hell,1*  ̂ A few months later when money
was even scarcer, he remarks? ”And sincerely wish every
rascal lb persons causing me to :be In Debt in Hell riding
46on a red hot iron.Tr Barrow, then, if mot a rogue him­
self, was not unaxmre that some people were rogues, even 
if he found out too late.
Other planters who got into financial troubles were 
not as scrupulously honest as Barrow* Frederick law 01m- 
stead, who travelled extensively over the area, reports a 
conversation between a fellow traveller in Louisiana and 
their host for the night: **Them he turned to our host and 
began to ask him about our neighbors, many of whom he had 
known when he was a boy, and been at school with# A sorry 
account he got of nearly all. Generally they had run 
through their property? their lands had passed into new
hands; their negroes had been disposed of; too were now,
47he thought, 9 strikers1 for gamblers in Hatches.tT Strikers* 
of course, were people hired to lure customers into
^5 Ibid.. p. 322.
46 Ibid.. p. 325.
*►7 Frederick Law Qlmstead, A Journey in the Back Country. Mason Brothers, New York, 1863, p. 2T7
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gambling houses , and aristocratic-looking yomg men were 
vrell^cuited to the part * Her did Olmstead find the south­
ern planter over-honest even when still possessed of his 
plantation, travelling long distances a a he did,, he felt 
he needed com far his horse, and since he ras forced to 
pay for each nightf 3 lodging h© felt within his rights to 
ask for it* Aside from the fact that the grain m s  often 
not supplied when he was assured it would bo, he found  
that his hosts or their stable boys did such tricks as 
greasing the c o m  so the horse would not eat it, and thus 
one small supply of com could be offered over and over 
again to the horses of guests* Such roguery is, perhaps, 
rather picayune, but it is roguery.
The picture of the better people on the frontier can 
hardly be completed without some mention of the merchant 
class* Noah Ludlow tells an interesting story of a joke 
played by a storekeeper friend of his, which will serve 
as an example. Mr. Dwyer, the storekeeper, had a mountain­
eer customer who, being interested In music, decided to 
buy a violin. Unfortunately he lacked the necessary 
twenty-five dollars, Dwyer, always ready for a .joke, 
traded for the man’s shot gun an tetra pump for a whiskey 
barrel, which he called an Irish bassoon, The next day 
when the mountaineer returned complaining that ho was 
unable to make music, Dwyer showed him the sod lac signs 
depicted on an almanac and persuaded him that this was the
ngamut,n essential to making music on the Irish bassoon- 
The motmtaineer gave up being a musician on the following 
clay and wanted his shot gun back- nI,ook here , *squire, 
IHre been blowing into this cussed thing until I’ve nearly 
blowed my brains out, and I’11 be &~**~~d if I can get a 
single squeak out of itln^  The joke is typical of those 
perpetrated by the Pucks of frontier humor, who commit 
rogueries for the enjoyment of the deed rather than for 
economic motive*
The duel naturally should be classified as an act of 
violence rather than roguery, but some of the unicate vari­
ations on the duel illustrate the ingenious mind of the 
residents of the old Southwest* In addition, the taking 
of life was regarded more lightly on the frontier than in 
even the most violent sections of Europe* Colonel James 
a. Creecy, a resident of Louisiana, gives an apt anecdote 
of this characteristic nonchalance about violence., While 
travelling through the woods, Creecy was stopped by a 
ragged looking man, armed only with a large stick* The 
man explained that ho had been suspected of distributing 
abolition tracts and had been thrown out of his inn sans 
baggage* Creecy, giving him some money, cautioned him not 
to stop travellers again, for he would surely bo shot* By 
the time he had reached the inn where he had planned to
^  Dramatic J4jfe, p* 3$3*
breakfast , Creecy had decided to see whether his warning 
v*as Justified, To a nvan. the travellers at the inn asserted 
that they would have shot him without stopping to ascertain 
what his difficulty was- These were not a crew of rough­
necks but gentlemen, wary of strangers in the woods because 
of the ever-present danger of robbery*^ A gentleman who 
\/ould shoot down an unarmed ran certainly would not quail 
from a little blood, shed in an act of honor,,
In the Southwest, despite the French influence which 
should have tended to regularise duels, a great many chal­
lenges stipulated conditions considerably at variance with 
conventional requirements of the code duello - There were, 
of course, duels with small swords or pistols at twenty 
paces, but the resident of the old Southwest was likely to 
add flamboyant touches. There are tales of engagements 
with pistols loaded with buckshot at ten feet, of combats 
with rifles, and even of such dangerous fights as the one 
in which two citizens of St. Louis, each armed with two 
pistols and a bowie knife, were locked in the darkened 
back room of a bar. Judge Child, previously mentioned, 
however, provided an example of the extremes to which these 
variations were carried5 for the Judge, challenged to a 
duel by General John Joor under the condition that each
KQ Colonol James R* Creecy, Scenes in Thomas McGill, Washington, i$60, pp /67^-So , ™
was to br in it any weapons ho chose bo fight with, arrived 
on the field of honor with a cart loaded with pistole and 
muskets and complete with a mulatto servant to hand his 
anas to him as he needed then*-*® Such informal procedure 
is common enough in humorous literature but seems doubly 
comic in actual life,
Such duels as these, in spite of a wry humor bade of 
them, were designed to be much more lethal than the ordi­
nary duel| but there were occasions on which the humorous 
point of view of one of the combatants prevented fatalities* 
A fine example is related by H . S. Fulkerson about one 
Billy Button, an ex-comedian who had turned bartender. The 
town bully, Dick had tormented Billy beyond endurance, 
so that Billy decided on a ruse to rid the comtmmity of 
the villain, A duel was arranged between the two, with 
the pistols firing blanks, a fact mtaown to Dick, After 
the shots were fired, Billy fell on the ground, "bleedingn 
profusely as a result of the generous application of ketch'* 
up* Dick, placed under arrest and allowed to hear the 
murmurings of the citisenry, took the first opportunity
to avail himself of the better part of valor and loft no
51forwarding address* This duel is one of the few examples
5® Bench and Bar, p* 22,
51 K* S* Fulkerson. Random Recollections of Early Days in Kxssisnippi. Vicksburg Fronting and Fublxsning Com­pany ,̂ ic'ksbSgj MisnIs& ippi, 1365* pp* 9-11*
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to which a roguish prank reunited in good to the commu­
nity , and Billy Button, as well as all the practical 
jokers on the frontier, belongs definitely to the cate­
gory rogue.
These then— 1the preachers, lawyers, doctors, and 
planters— represent the better classes of society in the 
old Southwest. The usual survey of Southern society makes 
little of the elements of roguery among the better people, 
preferring to accentuate their function as proponents of 
aristocartic culture. On the other hand, the samples of 
f rentier life and character pres anted here are selected 
for the purpose of illustrating the fact that roguery 
never lay far from the surface of ©van the best people in 
the old Southwest. There ware preachers who tended their 
flocks in the conventional manner; there were lavryers who 
were absolutely honest and fair, lacking perhaps even a 
sense of humor; there were doctors trained in medical 
schools and lacking the wanderlust* But, on the whole, 
the citizenry of the old Southwest partook in some degree 
of the attributes of the rogue, leading a roving life, 
regarding violence and crime with an almost objective dis- 
passion, and turning an occasional fast dollar or playing 
a practical joke without economic motivation.
In any society it is the respectable population who 
establish the optimum standards of behavior and who are 
responsible for the interpretation of legal restrictions
?0
on moot criminal act*©* Svm in our day th e actual en­
forcement of* prohibitions against such things as gambling 
and the consumption of alcoholic beverage® depends less 
upon statuatory limitatione than upon the social milieu 
©f the individual community, which in turn is dependent 
upon the prevailing attitudes of the respectable classes 
in that community* In the old Southwest, where adverse 
environment and the remoteness of adequate means of law 
enforcement conditioned the individual to make his way as 
best he could without too much regard for the niceties of 
social behavior, where pleasures were likely to be crude 
both physically and morally so that the settler took his 
recreation in the less acceptable modes, where the Euro^ 
pean or the Easterner was impressed with the necessity for 
sutceess and damn the consequences $a in such a land it is 
not in the least extraordinary that the leas yeepectable 
people should turn to roguery and villainy} nor that 
writers, interested in preserving the vivid life they saw 
rather than in making a contribution to formal literature, 
which after all was fostered in that geographically and 
culturally remote place Mew England, should seise upon the 
colorful character of the rogue as he appeared in his guise 
of the American backwoodsman.«
Any correlation of the environment of the hero of Eu­
ropean picaresque fiction with that of the resident of 
the old Southwest seems at first glance to be impossible; 
yet when all the surface dissimilarities are stripped from
?1
the two, a basic correspondence remains* The European 
rogue tma socially and economically insecure. He belonged 
■to the bottom link of an aristocratic hierarchy which was 
controlled by a concentration of power In the hands of 
the few5 he was poor and consequently was unable to control 
hie immediate sphere of action even to the extent of guar­
anteeing for himself the basic necessities of existence.
But above all he i/as smart and he knew, or h© learned from 
experience, that control of environment could be achieved 
by those who first achieved material success* All around 
he could see examples of the fact that honesty and indue** 
try are not adequate to gain wealth in a hostile society; 
roguery, or the application of his wits to the problems 
evoked by his environment, with disregard for conventional 
moral codes, remained his only chance* On the frontier 
the settler also was faced with social and economic in* 
security, the result of being exposed to an indifferent 
if not hostile natural environment. The difference lie© 
in the facts that the frontiersman* s environment was not 
controlled so much by individuals at the top and. that the 
potentialities for material success and the psychological 
drive to attain success were far greater than they had 
been in Europe, And here too honesty and industry were 
not infallible guides to security: they could not guaran­
tee that a man would not be murdered by Indians or robbed 
by highwaymen, tliat hi© house and goods xrould not be
destroyed by fire or storm w b m  he lived far from hi© 
neighbors, that drouth or flood would not destroy his 
crop and with it his fortune* As a result of this inse- 
c\arity some qf the settlers on the frontier became out- 
and-out rogues; most of them found it necessary only to 
keep their wits about them to prevent their being easy 
marks for the rogues, and they sharpened their vrltn on the 
twin grindstones of petty roguery and practical jokes*
Most of all, by their acceptance of roguery they establish­
ed a social milieu in which, encouraged by the potential 
reward and easy escape which the frontier offered, roguery 
could flourish*
CHAPTER III
The Real Rogue© and Criminal©
Mariano Lorento, in his introduction to L&sarilla of 
Torraeg f attribute© the prevalence of pic&ros in Spain to 
the great wealth that nation was reaping from the Mot 
World during the sixteenth mid seventeenth centuries* 
Further# he states, "Given the requisite surroundings~*-a 
wealthy and populous country or town— the plearo^who is 
a para sit e~will not fail to show up*” Xt may not be 
far wrong to extend this statement into the generalisation 
that wherever wealth is abundant there will be those who 
seek to acquire it without going through the rather tedi-* 
ous process of earning it by honest industry and that the 
seekers will not be confined to picaros alone but may in*- 
elude in their numbers a wide variety of individual types 
ranging from the more~or~le3S honest businessman to the 
most cruel of highwaymen and murderers*
Though the old Southwest lacked the concentrated pop­
ulation of the Spanish peninsula t it was possessed of




comparable wealth# Gamblers flourished because they knew 
that on any steamboat, on any train, anywhere people con* 
gregated, it would be easy to find suckers ripe for pickl­
ing at faro or three-card monte* and the suckers they 
found were not penny—ante prospects either, but wealthy 
planters, merchants, and professional men accustomed to 
carrying thousands of dollars in their wallets * wIt was 
the day of finns* and *bayems,t a time when if you had 
asked a landlord if he was keeping hotel he would have an­
swered *nog I am keeping tavern,1 and many a time these 
inns and taverns housed in a single night guests, whose
combined wealth, in the money carried upon their persons,
2would have reached the million dollar mark," The money 
was there for the taking and experienced rogues found it 
easy to take. Georg© H* Devol, prominent among the river 
gamblers, reports the profits of a few years of a four-way 
partnership in gambling as follows s "Brown got #240,000 
for his share of the profit, and Chappell went North with 
his portion, and is today as poor as myself#**^ Devol, 
like many of his fellows, partially compensated society 
for his ability to acquire money by an equally great abil­
ity to put it back into circulation with enough rapidity
J, R. 3. Pitts, jL&fe and .Confessions, of the Noted Outlaw James Copeland. n.p. 4 copyright by A, S * anal* S* Pitto7 T95I7 pV s.
3 George H» Devol, £ 
u ianisBippi. Henry Holt and”2Z£x X<esa a gafea.gr ja Mis . .Company,' New rork, 1920, p. 166*
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to prevents any serious currency shortage in his immediate 
viointy*
In addition to the potential wealth available, the 
old Southwest offered another great advantage to the mto 
seeking to live on the gains o f other men* Although It 
did not provide a teeming population so that the rogue 
when necessary could lose his identity in the crowd* the 
frontier furnished even better concealment* miles and 
miles of forest and swamp land capable of concealing 
entire armies* The Hatches Trace, main thoroughfare for 
boatmen and businessmen who sold their goods In Hew Or­
leans and wished to return northward* ran for five hundre 
miles through trackless wild© inhabited by Indians and 
banditti, with only the occasional habitation of a farmer 
or ferryman; and there were other such places throughout 
the Southwest* offering concealment for highwaymen tod 
haven for all those too closely pressed by the minions of 
the law. Imagine Lasarillo of Tormes presented with ade­
quate refuge in an area so Immense that its main and only 
street would stretch across Spain from Andalusia to 
Havarraf
Unfortunately* this adequate hide-out doubtless en­
couraged the operations of individuals whose actions tran­
scend the bounds of roguery; the Trace, in particular, was 
fertile ground for highway robbers whose brutality marks 
them at once as villains, not picaros. And yet this class
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deserve# Bon\B mention to a study of roguery in the old 
Southwest tor t w  reasons* criminals established the limits 
o f social behavior at its lowest level just as the re­
spectable people set the upper limits , thus providing a 
definition of the contemporary distinction between roguery 
and villainy | and they partook, to their multifarious 
transactions, of many of the characteristics of roguery 
as a result of the quirks of their personalities and of 
the social milieu of the frontier.
The history of outlawry to the old Southwest began
Just before the turn of th© nineteenth century when Kie&-
jah and Wiley Harpe# together with their women companions,
. *
started a career of robbery and murder that was not to 
end until the citisens of Tennessee rose tip to a w  to 
drive criminals from their state* Actually, the Harpea 
could not, through any stretch of the .Imagination, be con­
sidered rogues f and yet i7Big?t Harpe——Mica J ah--*ut ±1 i%ed 
the disguise of a Methodist preacher to travel with rela­
tive security through territory that was to a turmoil 
looking for him; and he was not th© only rascal who was to 
find the cloth an effective concealment,^ This use of 
ministerial disguise by outlaws calls to mind th© similar 
actions of Tyl tolenspiegel, who, banished from home9
^ Robert M* Coatee, The Outlay* Tears, The Macaulay Company, New fork, 1930, p, 3TTT —
wandered about in clerical garb *
■ There are other colorful touches in the modi operand! 
or the early land pirate©* A man named Wilson first con­
ceived the Idea of using Cave-in-Eock on the Ohio a© a 
base of operations for act© of piracy against river trsttw 
oilers and put out his sign, rather euphemistically reading 
*Wilsoars Liquor Vault & Rouse for Hht ertoinment *" ̂ Then 
there was Colonel "Flug" Fluger who hid in the holds of 
riverboat© and picked the caulking from the seams or bored 
holes in the bottom, calculating the rate of sinking so 
exactly that the boat became helpless at that particular- 
point on the river where his man would be able to rescue 
the merchandise carried on board* Unfortunately, the Colo­
nel miscalculated one© and drowned along with the passes-
6gears and crew of the boat* Finally, there was Joseph 
Thompson Hare, who operated with his gang along the Trace* 
Hare was essentially a town mm and a dandy, and he found 
long sojourns in the wood© conducive to melancholy* As a 
result, he became very religious, preaching to hi© men and 
reading to them from "John Wesleyfs magazine" in between 
forays against traveller© on the Trace* He was at last 
captured in Baltimore, where he had stayed overlong in a 
haberdashery debating whether to buy a plaid coat or one
5 Ibid.. p. 47.
6 Ibid.. p. 49.
of crimson silk*^
John A* Murrel, horn s « t e e  In, fmriessee iurtog 
th© year I $04, is a finer . eimmpX© of the Mmteture of the 
rogue and the criminal than are most of 'hi# predaeea©ore* 
His suave confidence and his readiness to put into execu­
tion even the most fantastic seh©mca--v&Xu&bl© assets to 
any picaro f who must cover up his true nature under a con­
fident exterior-^led Murrel into dreams of a rogue empire 
in the Southwest $ and before the bubble burst he bad as** 
sembled an army consisting of eight officers., three bun* 
dred lesser agents, and an unknown number of Megro slaves 
ripe for rebellion*. It is ironical that Jtowsl*®. confi­
dence in his ability to Judge character caused him to 
reveal his plans to Virgil Stewart, the young mBn who 
proved his nemesis*
In his early days Murrel had been more of a picaro 
than a villain* H© had evolved an almost fool-proof 
method for stealing slaves, and evidently practiced it 
extensively. It was his custom to induce a Negro to run 
away to a place of concealment which Murrel had prepared 
and to hide there until the owner had advertised him as a 
runaway. According to the law, the fact of advert 1 a©ment 
constituted a power of attorney for whoever captured the
7 IbM. pp. 10$»XG3. 
6 Ibid,. p. 2AX.
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slave, and Murrel was thus provided with a legal device
to avoid prosecution if discovered taking the Negro away
from the area* If he was caught, he could only be sued
in civil court for breach of trust; without the power of
attorney he would have been subject to criminal action
for theft*^ Such a use of wit in preference to violence
is typical of roguery*
In addition, Murrel early became aware of th© potent
tial rogueries that could be perpetrated by one disguised
as a minister* For one thing* the garb was excellent for
travel; in the days of Timothy Flint and Lorenso 0©W*
preachers were charitably received wherever they went*
Murrel had also found out from an acquaintance named Carter
that such a disguise had other advantages * If one dabbled
in counterfeiting, as Murrel and his associates did, he
could go to camp meetings and, being above suspicion
because of his supposed calling, could pass his counter**
10feit money* Considering the fact that the pseudo** 
preacher would probably be well entertained, even if he 
did have to give a sermon or two, Furrel and men of his 
ilk found the ministry very profitable as an occupation *
Just as villainous as Furr el, but with an eye for the 
flamboyant possible rather than the grandiose Impossible,
9 Ibid.. pp. 1&/+-1C5
Ibid., p. 221.
was James Copeland« Copeland became the leader of a 
group of outlaws known as the Clan* which had It® chief 
^Wigwam* in Mobile, but which operated all over the South** 
west * Although the Copeland and Murrel gang© used the 
same secret code and perhaps had a few member® to commonf 
it seem® that they maintained their separate Identities* 
Copeland, for example* in his confessions does not mention 
MurreX*© plot to enooumge a slave revolt* He, in general, 
maintained a more practical outlook on~his enterprise© 
than Murrel; he refused to engage in count erf sit tog, al­
though several of M s  friends found it profitable, and ho 
was far too cautious to confess his deeds to a stranger a© 
did Kurrel* Copeland* & confession was to Dr* J* R* S* 
Pitts* then sheriff, who acted aa M s  jailor after -he had 
already been convicted and sentenced to death*
Actually Copeland1 s career began with picayune oper­
ations; as a boy he pilfered from other children and as 
he grew older he advanced to hog-stealing. Perhaps If his 
mother had not called to an old friend, Gale H. Wages, to 
help her son escape punishment for hog^ate&ltogt Copeland 
would not have become an outlaw, for Wages was a well- 
known desperado* After managing to get the trial delayed 
time and again, Wages and th© boy Copeland decided that 
further procrastination would be worthless; so they set 
fire to the court house one dark night and destroyed the 
indictment, along with all the other records stored there.
’fho two then proceeded to Mobile , whore Copeland , wider 
the auspices of his new-found joined the Clan
Nor wets the court house burning Copeland*s last ex­
perience with arsoxx , for the first large-scale' robbery 
he participated in made use of it a© a method of conceal­
ment * After a short period of petty theft, during which 
apprenticeship Copeland was with a group pretending to 
cut shingles and b u m  charcoal, the gang was ready for 
what was probably the most spectacular of its operations 
— the pillaging of the city of Mobile* Tim Clan , had se­
cured positions in the Oity Guard© for six of its members 
and on an evening when all six worked the early night, 
shift, the other members proceeded to enter several of 
the larger stores, load goods in bulk into waiting wagons 
drive them to the harbor and unload them into small ships 
also waiting. At eleven—thirty, just before the friendly 
policemen were to be relieved, the first set of stores 
was fired* Amid the resulting confusion, the robbers 
proceeded to transport merchandise from stores endangered 
by the fires to the safety of the ships in the harbor*
The crowning touch is that the whole systematic robbery 
was a fancy-dress affair; Copeland, all of sixteen years 
old, and the others were disguised with false whiskers 
and moustaches, black ©ye patches, and appropriate
^  bife Cpnfessions. p. 35.
costumes*^ This suecessful piraey~~Oopeland*s share 
alone was over 16,000 In met^han&is ©--appears to the 
modem reader to have been the masterpiece of some Tom 
Sawyer of the underworld. Certainly it ranks with the de­
liverance of Jim in Huckleberry Finp. for its meticulous 
but colorful attention to detail.
Although there were some members of the Clan who 
acted as receivers for the stolon goods , Copeland and cer­
tain of the others preferred to take on themselves the 
identity of itinerant peddlers and sell at attractive 
prices to planters and other residents of the backwoods*
It was cm the trip after the Mobile robbery that Copeland 
first discovered another form of roguery, slave stealing* 
His methods were different from those of Murrel* Custom­
arily Copeland lured the Negroes away with promise of 
freedom? but in the first instance he found an attractive 
mulatto girl and proposed that she run away and marry 
him* Although he obtained a thousand, dollars by selling 
her after he had concealed her for a few months., he did 
not escape twinges of remorse. He said, n2 roust here ac­
knowledge that xny conscience did at that time feel morti­
fied, after the girl had come with mo, and I had lived 
v/ith her as a wife, and she had such implicit confidence 
in ae.”^  It must be remembered that Copeland was still
12 Ibid. pp. 36-41.
13 X b M ., P. 43.
a callose youth at the time of this experience* Ho was 
later to participate in a wholesale robbery which would 
have furnished enough biserre materials for a dime novel» 
The slaves were stolen from a camp meeting and taken on 
board a boat far 'up the Red River * The entire transaction 
involved bandits disguised as storekeepers tod as United 
States marshalls; furthermore, the act made accessories of 
two Negro abolitionists who, thinking they were aiding in  
freeing slaves, actually ended in slavery themselves*^ 
Although Copeland himself never used the disguise of 
a preacher, one of th® gang named McGrath found It much 
to his liking# Copeland, Wages, tod McGrath had gone to 
investigate a group of slaves they wanted to steal, and 
finding that the owner*© family was staunchly Methodist, 
they agreed that one of their member should become a 
proacher~MeQrath was nominated* Th® other two, after 
considerable coaching of the candidate in the way© of th® 
ministry, separated from him; but they could not resist 
dropping by the church to hoar hi© first sermon * The ser­
mon was a success and the two pious rogues, well pleased, 
with their creation, ,1o±ned whole-heartedly in the singing* 
Copeland memorialise os the incidents "Wages sang bass and
I tenor and we all made that old church sound like distant 
1 %thunder*"  ̂ Next day, on being presented with a new suit,
^  Ibid#, pp* 60-7 6* 
15 Ibid*, p* 46.
new saddle and bags, and fifty dollars in cash by hi© 
grateful congregation, McGrath decided to continue to xaalk 
In the path of th© righteous*
Wage© and Copeland left for a quick tour of the South­
west and McGrath stayed behind to travel from camp meeting 
to camp meeting. The pair returned richer in pocket than 
they had been, but they had also passed from the category 
of rogue to that of villain, for on their hands was the 
blood of innocent people murdered for material gain. Horse 
stealing, like many other actions, is a criminal or ro** 
guish act not by the simple fact of its perpetration but 
according to the manner in which it is perpetrated* Wages 
and Copeland got seventy-four horses and mules by cheating 
an old man who had befriended them and by murdering the 
old man's servants in their s l e e p M c G r a t h  had stayed 
v/ithin the bounds of roguery * He had simply sold his 
horse, his clothes, and everything given him at one camp 
meeting to fellow members of the Clan* Then he had gone 
to the next camp meeting, announced that he had boon rob­
bed, and thus he received a new outfit* His profits had 
amounted to only one thousand dollars in cash and four 
fine horses held by friends for him, but his hands were 
free of blood
16 Ibid.. pp. 52-53,
17 Ibid.. p, 67,
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These men then— -Wilson * flare 9 Mur re! , Copeland , and 
"the others--are a Tew of the many .criminals who plied the 
trade of robbery and murder in the old Southwest* They 
were not rogues but villains, for they found too rapidly 
that dead m m  tell no tales and that murder was easy;, but 
on the whole they partook of the exuberance of the frontier 
and demonstrated again and again the rogue f s propensity 
for quick wit and extravagant action* Gil Bias had dis­
guised friends as officers of the law centuries before the 
villains of the American frontier were bom; rogues had 
swindled, lied, and cheated centuries before James Cope­
land stole his first pig* The materials î rere different— * 
Lasarillo cut mouse holes in his master’s food cheat; 
McGrath had himself robbed between his meetings— but the 
attitude toward society was th© same: a man should take 
what he can get and take it in the easiest way he e^n de­
vise* The criminal simply overgo©3 the rogue: he obliter­
ates not only the distinction between mourn and turn but 
also between desire for gain and greed for wealth, between 
humanity and barbarism*
There was, hovrever, a multitude of true rogues in the 
old Southwest, men who remained aloof from acts of crimi­
nal violence but who were set apart from the planters, 
doctors, and lawyers by an elegant disregard for conven­
tion and the rights of ownership* The frontier was rich 
In opportunity for the man who possessed the Puritan
$6
virtues of industry and economy5 for the rogue it was a 
cornucopia, and the philosophy of the rogue--be ho hog- 
stealer or land speculator— bore no relation to Puritan- 
lorn* Its moat graphic expression, perhaps, was given by 
an Irish woman Colonel Creecy discovered begging in Mew 
Orleans— "Who the dlyjl d«ye think fud work.* she said, 
whan dthey can git a hoonderd dollars a moonth be begr
Among the lower classes in the South, petty swindlers 
seem to have been fairly coupon. 0 * H* Hundley considered 
two of these— the horse-trader and the sm&ll-bown groggery 
keeper— sufficiently indicative of the baser aspects of 
Southern culture to include characters of them in his study 
of society in the old South, Of the former Hundley com-* 
ments: nThe Southern horse**Jockey varies somewhat from the 
usual type, but chiefly in his outward man only.; for in** 
wardly he is ever the same Sly, cunning fox, and thinks 
it a monstrous noble action to get the better of a credu­
lous purchaser in a ©ale, and the very apotheosis of wit
19and shrewdness to sidndle a poor country man in a swa 
The horse-trader was a common enough sight in the agricul­
tural Southwest, and in addition, trading was for many 
people almost an avocation; but it was in a fictional
18 Scenes in the Southf p. 26. 
^  Social Relations. p* 234-
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sketch— A* B* Longstreet1 s "Horse $wap"«Haot in historic
cal or sociological writing* that the custom was. to be
recorded most vividly*
On th© subject of the groggery keeper, a character
he evidently equates with that of the keeper of a small
town inn, Hundley manages to wax more violent* nA grog**
gery keeper in the South*" he says* "is usually a mm o f
mcuitivated mind* devoid of principle* habitually a blas~
phetaer and a Sabbath-breaker, a roviler of religion* and
30is sometimes also an abolitionist*" Then follows a de­
scription that would make Johnson Jones Hooper*s "Ugly 
Man" hang his head and Hansy Sniffle seem like a cherub*
He is usually stout of person* being bloated from constant imbibing, and possesses a coarse beard, a blotched and otherwise spotted face, a red nose, hard* cold* watery, and inflamed eyes, a dirty and badly fitting dress from crown to solej and in speech is low, vulgar and obscene* a retailer of stale jests and disgusting stories of scandal and intrigue* and with every sentence belches forth, from his accursed throat oathes and blasphemy*2!
Because his tavern is In a small tom and located
off the main^travelled roads, the innkeeper is not too
meticulous with his establishment*
Indeed, a "solitary horsemanfr even, or other way­faring man, hardly makes his appearance once in six months * * * * The most profitable customer who ever patronises the village Boniface of the South is the Horse or Hog Drover* *• Jlence, the village
20 Ibid., p. 226.
21 Ibid.. pp. 226-227.
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Boniface makes no preparation for the entertain** ment of strangers, and in consequence keep© the vilest of vermin- in habited beds, the mustxeat of feathers, and the dirtiest of bed-linen}. while the floors of all the rooms are bare, the walls are bare, the chairs are rickety, the window-* shutters are ragged in the extreme, and rattle and bang unceasingly at the ©port of the wind 5 and the whole is looked after by a single slovenly wanton of a negro-wench* * .who will wink a modest man out of countenance any day.*2
Obviously such a place was the ideal resort of rogues and 
villains of the lowest social order, and so Hundley pro* 
claims it.
The inn-keeper*© primary roguery, according to Hund­
ley, consists of the adulteration of spirits for sale to 
his unsuspecting customers.
Given the whiskey, or neutral spirit preferred, he proceeds to manufacture his own wines and brandies from recipes furnished by dealers to New York, who promise (we have seen their pre­cious circulars) to forward the desired inform­ation on th© reception of twenty dollars. The remainder of his liquors he mixes pretty thorough­ly with wholesome water and with unwholesome in­gredients of some other description designed to give the requisite strength. Log-wood, Juniper berries, dog-leg tobacco, and even strychnin©* are all said to be used5 and owing to their dif­ferent effects, have originated the expressive names of "bttst-head, " nrifle-whiskey,1? "Tangle­foot ," "red-eye," and "blue-ruin.
With adulterants available at libtl© or no cost, it is ob­
vious that what these vintners sold was not half ©o p r e ­
cious as the stuff they bought.
22 Ibid.. p. 232.
23 Ibid., p. 227.
The portrait o f the Southern tavern keeper as rogue 
would not be complete, however, without Henry ©* Footers 
anecdote or a landlord who was probably more cultivated 
and certainly more accommodating than Hundley1 a subject* 
Judge Buckner C, Harris, stopping in a small to\m to hold 
court, had been sent to a room by this innkeeper but 
found it occupied; he ttf&s sent to another with the same 
result# His conversation with the host is delightful and 
revealing?
wPray, sir* are you keeping a bawdy-house? I found the first room you directed me to occupy already in the possession of a man and isom&a—  the latter of whom 1 understand to be your wife --who were lying together upon the bed. On open-** 
in g the door of the second room, 1 found the same woman lying on the bed there, but attended by another man# I wish to know what' all this means?”My dear Judge,* explained the good-natured tavern-keeper, "I beg you will be composed. It is not possible that X can for the present say a ©ingle word concerning the matter of which you complain* You see, my dear Judge, X am a candi­date for constable in this beat, and very hard run for votes*
Th© reader who would question the application of the term 
roguery to the actions of this innkeeper should remember 
that Lazarillo of Tormes ended his days in relative com­
fort under the protection of the church as a result of 
certain visits— the object of which Lazarillo did not 
question— made by his wife to the worthy father who lived 
next door*
24 M m s h  H&L 2 m l * pp. 1 0 7 - 1 0 0
The innkeeper was* nevertheless* a rogue only by 
avocation* for he earned his living at a reputable trade* 
There were* however* rogues in the old Southwest who lived 
entirely by their rogueries* There were speculators and 
swindlers, petty thieves and beggars aplenty in this area; 
but the most distinct class a t rogue, the one achieving 
most prominence in its day, was that of the gambler, par­
ticularly as it was manifested by the elegant habitue of 
the Mississippi river steamboats* wHis distinctive 
clothes, his ’code,1 his manners, the fabulous legends of 
his dealings, have never been equalled since his hey-day* 
The only other group which approached him in color, the 
gambler of the West, suffered from being followers and 
copyists of the greater original.
One of the best known of the ante-bellum gamblers is 
Johnathan H, Green, who after reforming earned his reputa­
tion by publishing several works on the subject of gambling. 
These books, both autobiographical and semi-techinal, im­
mediately call to mind the ”coney-catching” pamphlets of 
the Elizabethan Robert Greene, especially as they consist 
of reform-biography and didactical revelation which occa** 
sionally give way to the less moral purpose of recording 
merely Interesting anecdotes* Such titles as The Re­
formed Gambler, Gambling Unmasked * The Gambler* s Mirror,
25 Neill G TRourke, ^Mississippi River Gambler,” New Orleans Fort Record. IX, 9 (May, 1944), p. 24.
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and aesa m Gambling;; sufficiently Indicate the contents 
of the volumes *
The picture Green presents of himself in Gambling 
Gnraaaked is that of an innocent youth led into the ways 
of sin by the association with vicious persons forced upon 
him by hi® extreme poverty* As a result of this effort, 
the young Green appears naive to the point of stupidity, 
rivalling Gil Bias as a youth in gullibility* Nnfortu* 
nately, Green’s protestations of innocence are not over*** 
convincing* On the occasion of his first arrest, for 
example, in spit© of the fact that he protested the affair 
as a gross miscarriage of Just ice, it was Green who manu­
factured pass keys from pewter eating utensils and engi-
26neered the jail break* Like that of European rogues, 
then, Green’s innocence seems but sham*
Because of the reformist nature of his writings,
Green is more inclined to present himself as an exposer 
of gamblers than as a gambler* Many of the incidents he 
recounts in this vein fall naturally into the folk-tale 
category of the cheater-cheated* For example, he tells 
of a small town on the Ohio river which had become in­
fested with gamblers, who operated primarily in an old 
mill just outside of town* The Irate citizens were on
26 Johnathan H. Orem, Gambling Unmasked. Burgess Stringer and Company, New York,
the w p p  of referring their complaints be Judge‘Ipush, 
when Qreen volunteered to r M  the mtm. ©£ till® plague 
by winning the operating capital of the group* HXth, ©era© 
trepidation , the eitieens.decided that giving the /gsasfolers 
:gt haabe of their own medicine was a better plan then 
driving ttom off by violence. Bnfo-rtwiafcoly, tree© die* 
eovared era hie first attempt that In. ap&te of the feet 
that he was able to Introduce a scrload deck into the. game 
he- rase unable to win frwn hie opponent, tho chief among 
the geiablere.
On lareetigBtlsra it was revealed that the gaiablers 
had eoaeaaled on the fleer above the gambling r o w  a man, 
who was able to eawtot Green*® hand through a knothole 
and signal his partner by polling on a cord which v m a  
through the outside wall of the building, wider the floor 
to a signalling devise under the gaableir** foot* Ehltsfc- 
i»« the aid of a reputable raorchaat, Green sat out erase 
Esere to rid the city of its vise. After a few bands had. 
been played, the merchant, who was concealed outside the 
branding, reached under the clapboard setterior and. araieod 
the rope to prevent signals from reaching the gtehler in­
side the building* Of course, Green with his deck of 
narked cards tsado short work of obtaining the ®a»hlw  * 3 
wonGy* After this night the tcsi was fro© of gambling,
I
for the rascals departed to recoup their fortune®# Green 
too was invited to aove on by the ungrateful residents.
but with the rogue’s disregard for adversity departed, 
being heavier in pocketbook than to heart
Other tales in Green’s works belong to the same cate- 
gory as the one $ m t sited , but have other figures than 
Green involved. There is the anecdote of Captain Howard 
and his gang of gamblers who met a wealthy old hog-drover 
on shipboard and proceeded be cheat him of most of his 
fortune, consisting of a huge roll of thousand dollar 
bills* They learned to their sorrow, however, that their 
victim was realy Spurlock the counterfeiter and that he 
had taken their good five hundred dollar bills in change 
while he played only with his spurious notes*
Then too, there is the story of General William 
Montgomery, operator of a gambling d m  at Montgomery’s 
Point on the Mississippi* Having entertained a Frenchman 
and a Yankee peddler at black*jack on© evening, the Gen** 
era! decides to ride down the river on a barge with them 
and complete the process of emptying their pockets* He 
initiates the Frenchman into the game of Mead open and 
shut,” a simple pastime In which the victim bets he can 
guess whether the General, who has his hands behind him, 
has his fists open or shut* The Frenchman is rather un- 
successful in his guesses, and the General offers the
^  Johnathan H* Grom, The Reformed Gambler. T* B* Peterson and Brothers, Philadelphia,“r "pp* 140-145.
PS Ibid.. pp. 161-173.
Yankee peddler a chance to play one fast game for large 
stakes Jmst as the boat reaches the General*® landing* 
Allowing the Frenchman to hold the stakes f the General 
puts his hands behind hi© back* The peddler wins the gam© 
with a strong hand, carefully doubled into a flat, and 
knocking the rogue overboard, pushes the boat into the 
river as the General picks himself up out of the mud* The 
General and his servants attempt to shoot the travellers 
only to find that the flint© of their guns, ©old them by 
the Yankee, are made of horn rather than flint
More rogue-like than Green, in that he is obviously 
unrepentant, is George H, Devol, whose Forty.Xeatrs & Gpa- 
bler on the Mississippi is the anecdotal autobiography of 
one of the most colorful of all river gamblers. Bevel 
began his picaresque career early, for he ran away from 
home at the age of ten to become a cabin boy on a river 
steamer at the splendid salary of four dollars a month*
This early apprenticeship— it was as a cabin boy that he 
learned to play seven-up and to "steal card" — stood him in 
good stead when he was hired a© a bartender on a govern** 
meat boat operating on the Rio Grande during the Mexican 
War. While holding this position, he acquired the ability 
to "stock a deck," as he calls It, and practiced his skills 
among the soldier-passengero with such success that he was
29 IMS.*, PP. 130-130
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able to return to New Orleans with the considerable sum
of #2,700*,and this at the ripe old age of seventeen*^0
After this rewarding adventure, aupriaingly enough,
Bevol returned home to begin working at the prosaic Job
of caulking steamboats* But it could not last; there was
too much nsucker money” around for the young pioaro to re**
main long in dirty, tar-stained clothes* First there was
keno, and George was amassed to discover after his first
night*s venture, in spite of the fact that he limited his
stake* to ten percent of the receipts, that he had ©aimed 
31$1 ,300* From keno DevoX gravitated to three-card monte, 
which became his mainstay, for he considered poker a form 
of entertainment primarily and not a source of income*
Why should he bother trying to make a living by competing 
with other card sharps when there were hundred® of suckers 
ready to wager huge sums that they could locate the Jack 
among the three cards spread face down on the table? GY 
course, Devol was not lacking in the qualifications of 
the successful card player; for he could mark a deck, stack 
it, and deal from the bottom with the best of them* There 
was only one game in which Bevol did not excel, the gam© 
of faro, and it proved his nemesis. After winning consid­
erable sums on the boats, he and his compatriots would
^  Forty Years a Gambler* p* 7* 
31 Ibid., p. 12.
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visit the "faro banks" ixi Mew Orleans and other cities*
Re eoEsnents rather sadly near the end of his book, n! won 
a great deal of money, but as the good old game of faro 
followed to the track of civilisation and the railroad, 1 
lost nearly as fast as I won,**52
Along with his other attributes, Bevol acquired, a 
considerable reputation up and down the Mississippi as a 
rough-and-tumble fighter, and it must be remembered that 
the ability to fight was regarded as a virtue by the rug** 
ged s m s  of the frontier, although it m s  hardly such to 
the virtuous eitlsen* He was a large man, possessed of 
hands so huge that h© could palm one entire deck of cards 
while dealing from another, and his strength would have 
made him a formidable opponent even fighting under the 
rules established by the Marquis of Queens bury; but his 
chief advantage in a fight was his granite-hard head* to 
the numerous combats related to his book there usually is 
a comment on his favorite weapon: "Well, to tell you the 
truth, it was a pretty hard fight; but I got one good lick 
at him w ith  my head, and that won the battle for
32 Ibid.. P. 251.
33 ibid. , p. Ikf 4 Butt in (t was a common method o.C fighting tvith some of the frontier toughs and perhaps was known even to Chaucer*s day, for the "Prologue” calls at­tention to the fact that the millerVs head was so hard that there was "no do re that he nolde heve of harre" im­mediately after mentioning his prowess as a wrestler*
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Apparently people up and down the river paid careful at- 
tentions to the"fights Bevol participated in, and fre­
quently they could learn in advance that his enemies were 
planning to send a new champion against him* Of one par­
ticular instance, for example, in which ho had defeated, 
the representative of a rival faction and the pair were 
hauled into court, Devol comments* %.#wbea we appeared in 
©ourt, the Judge said he had a notion to fine us $100 
apiece for not sending for him, as he wanted to see it him- 
self."31'-
Many of the more picaresque of Devoirs activities 
fall, as d© those of Green, into the cheater-cheated cate­
gory* As a matter of fact, even in three-card monte, it 
was usually necessary for the "capper,11 Devol*© accomplice, 
to mark or bend the comer of the key card in order to in** 
dues the sucker to bet. Thus, the victim, thinking he saw 
a sure thing, was actually trying to cheat Devol and was 
only too eager to wager heavily on the turn of the card. 
These suckers, for the most part, were potential rogues 
themselves* Lacking only the quick wit and the shrewd 
perception of the true rogue, they were always ready to 
get something for nothing, and the only challenge such 
dolts presented Devol and his ilk was that of convincing 
them that they could not lose. They were the suckers who,
34 Ibid., p. 46.
said Devoid one~tlme partner Canada Bill, ted no business 
with money*
There were more accomplished cheaters, too, whom
Devol outsmarted* A wheel-*o£^charice operator once found
to his dismay that the ivory ball was stopping on Devol*®
number with uncanny regularity, the-result of the
bier’s having first touched the number with & finger dip**
ped in molasses**^ A Mr* Picket, who ted made htoself'
obnoxious by warning passengers away from the monte table,
saw a safe bet in wagering with Devol that a package he
was warning in the stove to apply to an aching tooth did 
*not contain salt, for Picket had seen with his own eyes 
a fellow passenger empty the salt and. refill the p&ctege 
with ashes while Devol stepped out of the cabin* Then, 
too, there was the traveller who, having lost heavily from 
his company’s funds, arranged a scene in which Devol was 
to pretend to give him back his money* Such a device, 
he reckoned, would prevent his losing face with the pas­
sengers* Unf ortunately, when he sought to have Devol sun* 
rested in Hew Orleans, the latter was able to produce 
witnesses who had seen him return the money in question* 
Such anecdotes as these are numerous in Fprty Years and 
all provide excellent examples of the rogue operating in
35 Ibid.. p. 1X9 .
36 2M&». pp. 2 2 1-2 2 5 .
the crude American environments with a mental dexterity 
that would amase his European counterpart*
Devol 3earns to have regarded people who stole or ab­
sconded with money as especially apt victims tor his 
fgames* He tells, for example* of meeting an acquaintance 
from Cincinnati who had absconded with a married woman and 
eight thousand dollars belonging to a park house at which 
he was employed. The woman was very attractive* and Bevel 
comments; W1 did not blame him very much for being infatu­
ated* but I wondered how much money did he get away with, 
and how I am going to get my share; for I always felt that 
it was my duty {a© an honest man) to win stolon monsy*”^
To Devol the inexperienced thief who wotftd help himself to 
a large sum and run away was a fool; even if he escaped 
the law his wealth was certain to attract sharpers oj- all 
kind©. In fact, since it m s  unlikely that the thief 
would even retain his money long enough to get out of the 
Tfeited States, Devol felt he was actually doing him a favor 
by saving him the long trip. The poetic justice of such 
a happeateg is, however, probably not beyond question*
As Is typical of the rogue, Devol avoided trouble 
wherever possible, especially If it involved the law or 
irate citisene* To effect his escape he occasionally re­
sorted to disguises, the simplest of which m s  that of a
37 Ibid,. p. 60
wealthy plants* I f  the passengers on a steamer began to 
suspect that he was a professional gambler .rather than 
merely a fellow, traveller* Devol would simply get o f f the 
boat at a nearby plantation* and the Negroes on the dock 
never failed to greet him as if he was their .master re** 
turning, for all of them know Devol and knew that there 
would be a silver dollar apiece for the service* Od other 
occasions it was not so simple j. Devol once ted to exchange 
his elegant clothes for those of a deck tend and black 
himself with soot In order to escape an enraged gang of 
toughs he ted cheated* And Canada Bill once had to be 
hastened off a train in clothes surreptitiously borrowed 
from a women passenger, Neither Devol nor his immediate 
associates* it must be pointed out* habitually resorted 
to disguises or false names; they were quite willing that 
fame* be it ill or good* attach itself to their proper 
names* Other rogues* especially those who specialised in 
thefts and swindles, could not afford to be so honest*
Of course, Devol occasionally ran afoul of the law; 
but gambling was only a misdemeanor* and unless it could 
be proved that he had cheated his vict±m~**no easy task, 
that— he would be let off with a small fine* the Judges, 
as a matter of fact* frequently sided with Devol instead 
of his accusers* for he was well known for his generosity* 
On one occasion a group of passengers on a train going to 
New Orleans bad stopped off at Amite^ and sworn out a
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warrant for Devoid arrest for cheating,, ao that an off!**
cer pursued DeVol to New Orleans and arrested him. The
situation was serious, for Devol had no friends in Amite.
He did, however, have friends in New Orleans, and one of
the® obligingly stole the warrant from the arresting of**
fleer’s pocket. Dovol calculated carefully so that he
could entrain for Amite just as the officer, who had gone
back for another warrant, got on the train for New Orleans.,.
Devol continues the story succinctlys
When I got there X took the Judge and Prosecutor out and we had several drinks; then we went to a shoe shop and ordered two pair of hoots for them, and took the size of their heads, and sent to New Orleans for hats. When they Cthe complain** ants3  came back, and the case was called, the Judge heard their story, and then mine, and de« cided it was nothing but a case of gambling, andthat he would have to fine us each five dollarsand costs.
The rogue had proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that such 
an open-handed gentleman as he could not possibly bo a 
swindler.
The European rogue is often critical, if by indirec­
tion, of the officials of established religion; Devol is 
far more charitable in his attitudes, for although he does 
not exactly approve of ministers who would eliminate gam­
bling, he does adopt a live-and~let~live policy toward 
them. Ministers, he had found, could even be enticed into
36 Ibid.. p, 104.
wagering on the three cards if encouraged properly* He 
exhibits his benevolence in such a selection as the fol­
lowing: nX caught a preacher once for all hie money* his 
gold spectacles* and his ©©rmanisu Then X had some of 
those queer feeling© that come over me (and when they came
upon me I could not resist their influence) f so I gave
39him his sermons and specs back*” The lord* he feels 
certain* is not so partial; for he recounts with some de­
gree of levity a steamboat explosion that happened one 
Sunday afternoon* being careful to point out that although 
fourteen preachers were killed* none of the thirty-five 
gamblers playing roulette in the barbershop were even in­
jured.40
Such then is the autobiography of a Mississippi Elver 
gambler* sprightly and full of the color of the old Souths 
west. Technically it is a true picaresque novel* an anec­
dotal life history of a nomad full of joie de v tyre * who 
made his way through the world by means of a superior wit 
which enabled him to live off the foibles of his fellow 
men rather than by the sweat of his brow* But more than 
that* Forty Years a Gambler is the record of an era as 
vivid and exciting as any the world lias ever known* and of 
the passing of that ora; for George Devol lived on after
^  Ibid** p* 42*
40 Ibid* * p. 23*
1she Civil War, complaining -that.-, the -auokw-e were gone, 
that five dollars was an unusually large bet for anyone 
to risk at the old three-card monte game.
Although the gambler© probably comprised the largest 
Single class of rogues on the frontier* other varieties 
did not lack representatives, Among the more common were 
the directors of phony banks and the land speculators# 
the fo rm er type even found that they could begin operations 
with the consent of the law* nThe procedure was simples 
anyone could procure a bank charter* issue currency* xm** 
load it in the settlements * In the end the profusion of 
these practically counterfeit notes almost cut off trade 
But, of course, the bank director could have exchanged 
his worthless currency for liquid assets and land, which 
could be so tied up by legal red tape that he would be to* 
name to bankruptcy proceedings *
The land speculators have already received some gen­
eral comment and require no extended discussion here$ but 
one of them, vrho perhaps cannot be considered a true ©pec­
ulator as he never actually bought any land, will serve 
as an extreme example of the method© by xdiich rogues de­
ceived land-hungry American©, This man, William Haddock, 
founded an imaginary town on the Ohio Elver and christened 
it tfith the appealing name Rolling Stone, To stimulate
^  'The Outlaw Years, p* 201,
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the sale o f lots he Issued maps , circulars , engraved per­
spective views, and evm published a weekly paper-the 
Rolling Stone Messenger* Obviously the people who bought 
these lots of Haddock’s, sold at a premium because located 
in a thriving metropolis, were disconcerted to find no** 
thing but a wilderness on the spot designated as Boiling 
Stone. w8ome of the immigrants gave up the search $ some 
others cleared land and settled; still other®, worn out 
by cold and privation, died* Mr* Haddock went on, to sell 
more town~lots„ It seems facetious to wonder how much 
moss the gentleman gathered with this particular Boiling 
Stone*
There were other rogues who specialised in masquerade 
and managed to enjoy the fat of the land, at least until 
they were exposed* The nCount Garavalo of Southern Spain/ 
who was rescued from the wreck of the steamer Magnolia 
bewailing the loss of his clothe® and a cheat of precious 
jewels, was entertained as befits royalty by the planters 
of Hatches* It seems that the Count, who was delicate in 
appearance and even supposed to be consumptive, appealed 
especially to the fine sentiments of the better ladies of 
the town* Unfortunately, some crude American who had 
served in the Mexican War identified him as an ex~barber 
from Konterey, and the Count1s social success terminated
42 Ibid.■ p. 200
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abruptly * ̂3
Another masker, Skoceo Jones, m e  more successful to 
his operations than the .Count# Jones ©imply announced 
himself to be the agent of the United States Treasury De­
partment, and his equipage— a package of official-loo king 
documents and several trunks, suspiciously heavy as if 
they contained specie— supported his assertion.* Quite 
naturally the banker© of the state of Mississippi, which 
he toured extensively, were only too eager to provide 
lavishly for a man who might select their bank as a depos­
itory for federal funds, or who might demand an audit of 
their books at a momentfs notice. Jones acquired a friend, 
Sargent S. Prentiss, whose legal pecadillos have already 
received some discussion, and the two of them travelled 
about for several months, enjoying the best of Southern 
hospitality# Because of his supreme confidence and his 
frequent removals from place to place, Jones was never ap­
prehended % for by the time the bankers had bolstered their 
courage enough to examine his trunks and papers, he had 
vanished#^
By far the most protean of all frontier rogues, how­
ever, was David Theodosius Hines, whose Life# .̂d,ventures 
and 0-pinion3. like Devol*© Forty Tears a Gambler# belongs
^  Random Recollections# pp. 22-23# 
^  Ibid*. pp. 66-75.
in the category or the true pic&ro* Hines posed as a 
lawyer, doctor, planter, and preacher; but essentially he 
raaained the same, an unregen ©rate, even boastful, thief* 
He is the prime example of the tenuousness of the line 
drawn between rogue and villain, and his claim to the 
former title is supported by the facts that he avoided 
criminal violence and that he maintains a cynical and hu- 
morons point of view* as an author rather than by the fact 
that he preyed, as did Devol, on wcmld-be rogues; for 
Hines % victims more often than not were innocents to whom 
he showed no mercy. Even his own mother was not immune, 
for he decided to "free* five of her slaves; but realising 
that manumission was illegal in South Carolina and that 
the poor ignorant things would not be able to take care of 
themselves even if liberated, he sold them to a slave 
trader, thus cleansing his mother of the moral stains in­
culcated by slavery.^
The whole of Hines *0 career does not belong to the 
annals of the old Southwest, for he was bom in Fineville, 
a little town near Charleston, South Carolina5 end his 
area of operations included some of the larger cities of 
the Horth* As a matter of fact, the autobiography is in 
the form of letters ostensibly written to James Gordon
David Theodosius Hines, Life, Adventures an Opinions* Bradley and Clark, Hew Tori?, X 1%G,'"“p„
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Bennet, editor of the New York Herald at- the time o f  
Hineses imprisonment in that city waiting trial f o r some 
crime he pointedly refuse© to record in this work* A 
large percentage of his rogueries* hovfever, were perpe­
trated in the frontier region, and for an obvious reason* 
Back Bast* be it South Carolina or New York, the law ted 
caught him with disconcerting regularity and ted even suc­
ceeded in sentencing him to prison} in the Southwest 
people were not so inhospitable* and he was able to follow 
his profession almost without let or hindrance*
George Devol once paraphrased the old saw; "Some men 
are bora rascals* some men have rascality thrust upon them, 
others achieve it*” David Hines achieved it deliberately 
and purposely, and he regarded* at least for literary pur­
poses* the most flagrant rogueries as the consultation of 
his art. According to his account* his family ted once 
been well-to-do; but on the death of his father the family 
fortunes declined considerably, so that he found himself, 
as he says, ”but poorly provided with any of those aids of
fortune to which my passions* tastes, and appetites* equal-
ly inclined #w It was necessary then for David, as head
of the family to choose a profession; and the question of
what to do was not hard to answer:
Fortunately, the answer was at hand in the
k 6 Ibid., p. 22.
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valuable library transmitted by my van arable and deeply searching sire* Carolina had her warriors, her poets * her statemen* her philosophei'ss the world was ringing with their greatness and her own | but where was her gentleman of the road-- the bold asserter of^hie own and the natural rights of his raee?^'
Hines had found his career and he determined to become
famous not only for his own honor but for that of the
state*
With the elegant sophistry of the rogue* Hines tried 
to explain his philosophy in a prefatory letter to K* N# 
Noah* editor of the Hew York Star* He ©aids ’’If* as a 
partisan in politics* it is your awwed faith that right 
and wrong are works of indifferent signification* what 
hinders that I should apply your doctrine to goods and
chattels; and where is the substantial distinction be*.
L&tween mine and thine in s o c i e t y ? H i s  mother* in her 
farewell speech to him as he left for his first tour of 
the Southwest* seems to have hit more exactly upon the 
mainspring of his philosophy: rftGit money* D&ve,’ she ex- 
claimed in the simple energetic idiom of the country*-*’Git 
the dollars; them’s all we wants now to make the pot bile* 
...Look to the main chance-scratch in the dollars. I’ve 
hearn there’s a mighty smart chance on ’em to be picked up 
in Alabam, and fudder on down to Ma&sissipp. ’ft4̂  pave
47 Ibid*. p. 27*
4  ̂Ibid*» p* 6.
49 Ibid*. pp. 78-79*
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had already made up his mind , and hi© kindly old mother*s 
advice served only to reinforce his conviction©#
Once having settled' on his career., Hines decided--that 
the proper arena for his operation© would he Charleston, 
a far more populous area than Pineville. Th& next problem 
was one of transportation to the city* and a neighbor 
owned a fine horse and gig. Fortunately, too, this neigh** 
bor was overweight and in poor health because of his ex- 
cessive lasiness; walking would be good for him* With , 
considerable satisfaction at being able to serve a friend, 
Hines relates the obvious conclusion to the incident? ?,I 
borrowed horse and gig without the knowledge of the owner; 
and warmed with the happiest convictions as I went along, 
that the health of my worthy neighbor would improve with 
every hour of my absence, I occupied the seat which he 
used to fill, and drove with due rapidity to Charleston 
One of America*s foremost rogues had launched himself on 
his career*
Hines’s career as a physician began even less auspi­
ciously than his career in theft* He was making his first 
enforced trip through the frontier, and, discovering that 
his pockets contained only five shillings, ho decided 
that by practicing medicine he could make his expense© en 
passant* As a doctor, Hines x-jas a conservative rather
Ibid#* p# 31*
than an inquirer and experimenter like Gideon Lin cecum*
He sums up his career admirably:-
The old women got all sorts of disorders * for which I had one unvarying remedy, in pills made of pine gum rolled in clay* Providence , fortu­nately for the country and the profession X had chosen, had bestowed upon the former a never failing supply of these excellent medicines f and I had the satisfaction of knowing that while there was every prospect that a new physician must often effect great good with an imaginary disorder, there was no possible case in which iaed«* icines such as I administered could do evil*#**But I soon grew tired of a practice which offered me so few chances of distinction* To feel pulses Is a smaller business than to feel purees*?'
Although he resorted to it on several occasions* Hines 
never considered his pose as a doctor to be anything but 
a sideline activity,to his thievery*
The study of law, however (and Hines did apparently 
read seriously in law), bad a more vital function $ it 
would acquaint him with the legal loopholes through which 
he might escape punishment for his crimes* On the first 
occasion when Hines required legal advice* he was some­
what scornful of lavjyers, for they obviously had an im­
proper attitude toward life. He says of his counsels 
wThey persisted in calling that felony which I esteemed 
the very perfection of art.” And of his trials wThey#*» 
succeeded, by some hocus-pocus, in convincing the Jury 
that I was not myself *— that I did not do that which X was 
only too happy to avov;— -that, in brief, X had no sort of
51 Ibid,. p. 54.
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merit as an artist in that profession, the glowing' achieve­
ments of which it has been for me to relate and for you 
to eulogise *Tf His lawyers had persuaded the Jury that 
he was not the check forger In question $ f o r Hines had a 
known aversion for drab breeches 9 in which article the
culprit had been dressed * In spite of his scorn for law-
. ♦ '  *
yers, however, Hines decided it might be well to learn 
their peculiar profession and began to prepare himself for 
it* After a time he was convinced that his new knowledge 
needed a test and he stole a llegro slave, allowing him­
self to be caught* His alibi was similar to MurreX*sf 
Hines simply asserted that he found the man on the highway 
without a pass and that he was returning the property-** 
albeit, travelling in the wrong direetion-wwhm undifLy a#*** 
costed by the officers of the law* He was, of course, 
acquitted *53 Hines's usual role was that of the accomplish­
ed and benevolent gentleman, always ready to help a fellow 
man* If the people he met were inclined to mistake him 
for the son of a well-known man— the governor of South 
Carolina or some rich Mississippi planter— because of some 
purely coincidental resemblance between the name Hines hap* 
pened to be using and that of the man in question, the 
rogue to keep from disappointing his new friends never
52 Ibid*, pp* &W90#
53 Ibid.. P. 91*
bothered to destroy the illusion* It was relatively easy 
then for him to. plunder several guests at the same hotel 
and avoid suspicion by his genteel coimula©ration * In one 
letter , which purports to furnish extracts from his 
Journal, Hines tells of his experiences with.a collection 
agent for a Philadelphia company- The young man had col­
lected a considerable amount of money, so that Hines was 
neatly concerned for its safety, for Murrcl was abroad* 
and persuaded him to leave his trunks in the custody ,of 
the hotel at which they both resided. The Journal on the 
following day records: ”A great hubbub this day at the 
hotel* The collector's trunk lias been sacked last night, 
and he pretends to a loss of seven hundred dollars* * * *
Fity the poor youth * s distress and lend him fifty dol- 
lars*” Heedless to say, Hines’s generosity was applaud­
ed by all the guests at the hotel*
In his attitude toward violence, Hines was more re­
fined than many of his contemporaries* Although he doe** 
record his participation in a lynching, there are no fist 
fights or gun battles among the pages of his book- And 
yet he was not a coward, even demonstrating on occasion an 
excessive bravado; but his bluff always held, perhaps be­
cause he always seemed so confidently ready to back it up* 
He comments, for example:
54 Ibid,, p, 107.
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Vague reports and rumors did reach me more than once, of a design to bring me before Judge lynch; but prudence cam© to to my succor, and discouraged the prosecution of their purpose*.*.! had a double-barrelled deer gtm $ which chambered fifteen pelters, and was- always stuffed wtoh aa large a mouthful a© she could well carry*"
It took more courage thro many of Hines*® contemporaries 
could muster to call the hand of a mm with such an obvious 
ace up his sleeve* As a matter of fact, Hines once sue** 
seeded to putting to inglorious Retreat three officer who 
had come to arrest him. On© of the officers felt especi­
ally ashamed of his flight* **Doe9 under his disgrace, was
seised with a profound melancholy, which mad© him take to
56gin and the methodist church,w
Although some demonstration of physical prowess M s  
not out of order for the frontier rogu©-~D©vol Is no less 
rogue because he was a fighter--Hines was more appropri­
ately the miles gloriosus* On one occasion, having set 
out to administer a thrashing to an old woman he suspected 
of tarring the eyes of his horse because the poor creature 
had somehow gotten into her cornfield, he was met by the 
woman and her two sons, all armed with pokers from the 
fireplace. He was immediately convinced that such a fine 
lady would not perpetrate any heinous crime, and concludes 
the account of the event with a generalisation which applies
^  Ibid * 4 p. 51*
56 Ibid.. p. 63.
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equally well to hi© o m  attitude toward hi© fellow rmn 
and hi© interpretation of their attitude toward him: wTh© 
readiness to resist injurious aspersions or hostile at­
tacks , has always been to my mind a conclusive proof that 
the party is free from reproach*. * ,w57
Obviously David Then* Hines fairly well ran the gamut 
of roguery| he was thief, forger, swindler, masquerader, 
and miles gloriasus rolled into one, ready to apply hi© 
clever wit to any circumstance, accepting fortune and mis­
fortune, wealth and jail sentences, with the stoic indif­
ference to the vicissitudes of life that is an essential 
characteristic of the true plcaro • But where the picar­
esque author commonly satirises the institutions of soci­
ety— although that satire is for comic effect rather than 
to incite corrective measures— Hines1 s Life * Adventures 
and Opinions is a burlesque after the manner of Don Quî c- 
otef treating as it does the matter of crime and rascal­
ity in the manner of gentility* From its inception, with 
hints of genteel decadence in his background and a noble 
old lady who is his mother— and whose grammar betrays her 
to the reader— through comments on the lawyers who mistake 
the consummation of his art for a felony, on to the very 
end, Hines’s book is such a well-sustained work of liter­
ary burlesque that the reader is inclined to question Its
^  Ibid*, p* 53 *
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authenticity as a biography* In spite of Hines fs realism 
as a character in literature, it is difficult to conceive 
of the fact that such a thorough-go inp; rogue could actu­
ally exist*
It can readily be seen from these samples of the out­
law and the picaro that the prevalence of rogues and z*o- 
guery in the old Southwest cannot be questioned. All 
around the early settlers lay opportunities for xfealth and 
power f and ingrained in their natures was the drive to 
success at any cost* It was relatively easy for the 
planter or merchant to make a fortune in a short time, and 
wealth was loosely held where so easily acquired. It is 
no wonder, then, that the area teemed with robbers and 
plearcs, attracted by the wealth like flies to molasses*
It is do wonder also that they found an ideal theater for 
their actions in the sparsely settled country where news 
traveiled slowly and the woods offered ready concealment. 
Coates has observed of the outlaws: ,,TFh©y were no better 
and no worse than ordinary mesa $ but their feet were planted 
on the dark soil of the West and their soul© fed. on its 
profuse l u s t i n e s s W o r s e  than ordinary men these rogues 
certainly were; but it cannot be denied that their roguer­
ies, particularly in the more flamboyant aspects, found 
ideal ground for flowering along the American frontier of 
the early nineteenth century.
5$ The Outlaw Years. p* 119.
CHAFTEE IV
The Men of Legend
Standing between the m m  who walked, the paths of the 
old Southwest In the flesh and those whose eacistence was 
only in the world of fiction is another race of men, m m  
who had a foot in each world• These were the gods of the 
frontier, the colossi who bestrode the world in a Saturn** 
ian age when all men vmre giants* From the time when men 
first read the words nDm Boone cilled a bar** hacked rude** 
ly on the trunk of a tree until they heard that a lanky 
ex~congressman named Crockett had died with his back to 
the wall in the battle of the Alamo, the titans lived among 
the lesser people of the South; and after they were gone 
men rmembered them, telling of their prowess around th© 
fires of night and inscribing their feats for others to 
read^ blurring a line here, enlarging there until those 
who had been men were deified* True, some of the gods 
lived on beyond their years of glory; and another race 
arose whose Olympus was the plains and mountains of the 
Far West, not the can ©brakes of the South; but th© older 




Sx&etly why th© people of any race at m y  time weave 
a cloth of legend about the figure of a human being is a 
question that cannot be answered simply* Always there is 
a man who lived or is supposed to have lived, and always 
the people see in the man characteristics that they them** 
selves would like to possess* Sometimes the symbol is of 
religious, social, or political significances sometimes he 
represents the manly virtues— -strength, bravery, and honor 
— as they are interpreted by the society that produces him* 
But always he appears in a primitive society, one proud 
of its accomplishments although a little insecure in its 
objectives, never in a complex, sophisticated one given 
to scorn and self -deprecation * Beowulf, Achilles, Samson, 
and Davy Crockett— all must belong to a society that per** 
mits them to flex their biceps and hurl their boasts into 
the audience, not for them th© polite society of the draw­
ing room with its murmured conversation fragile like the 
stems of its wine glasses*
One© th© folk hero is selected— and the reasons for 
selecting one rather than another may be unexplainable-#** 
the process of developing his adventures from mere his-* 
torical fact into a full-blown legend is readily apparent 
and can be traced through all of its at ops* True, the 
figures of ancient myth, the Beowulfs and the Joves, are 
too far removed to be evaluated in the light of historical 
accuracyi but in the United States only a century ago m m
were being made into gods , and the Intervening time serves 
only t© give perspective to the process of brmsform&tion# 
A man such as B&vy Crockett or Mike Fink is fotmd posses** 
sing certain personal characteristics admired by his con­
temporaries and having in his own right achieved some 
degree of prominence among them. Bvai before hi© death 
stories of his adventures— -rotxghly dlvlsable Into t m  
categories, those which illustrate the ideal traits of the 
race and those which illustrate the personal ©eeahtniei- 
ties of the man--are circulated by word of mouth , and 
even, as is the ease in the old Southwest , through means 
of mass eonaminieation such as the newspaper* Headless to 
say* these accounts tend to exaggerate rather than mini­
mize the stature of the man and they gather into the com*- 
m m  center tales which in actuality belong to other men 
and reissue them as a property of the myth. Then* at one 
point or another, the imaginations of the teller© of 
stories run riot % Bavy Crockett ceases to be a mighty 
hunter and become© a true god, unfreezing the axis of the 
earth and cutting the tails from comets# Whan this point 
is reached, the man is no longer the possession of histor­
ians, but own© a portion of history and of legend in hi© 
own right*
When the armored knights of Europe fell before the 
T^iglish long bovr, an era of romance ended; and aside from
'0
the sea, which generates still its own breed of romance,
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* the**© was litil* fresh material l e f t  for the lovers of 
adventure* Tyl Eulenspiogel; travelling through the age 
of the Reformation discomfiting the; clergy, provided but 
a poor substitute for Roland and his mighty sword , and 
em©©qu©BttIy the chanson of $uX<snspi©geX la of a lessor 
genre* With the settlement of the American continent, 
however, a new nobility arose, th© order of the woodsman, 
Whose S&raeen foes were naked redskins* The matter of a 
new romance, the matter of America, was created, and the 
literary exploitat ion of the frontiersman as a hero has 
not yet ended, perhaps has not yet reached its apesc* This 
American heroic age lacks the golden plumage of the an** 
cleat ages, is a heroic age In a minor key, but its authan- 
tieity is undeniable, and It is from a heroic age that 
the figures of myth are usually taken*
If the frontiersman was adequate as the hero of ro** 
mance, he was suitable too as the material of legend; but 
the legend was not the same as that of other heroic ages, 
for the pioneer did not represent a restricted class, a 
titled aristocracy, as did older gods* He was the symbol 
of a new society based upon the common man and therefor© 
his characteristics would necessarily be not those of the 
wealthy and privileged few but those of the people at 
large— In other words, the characteristics of the mass of 
the settlers of the old Southwest * And it is through this 
relationship that the legendary backwoodsman partakes of
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the qualities o f roguery, Cor a touch o f roguery was a 
common Ingredient in the personalities of those who made 
him into legend . Doctor and lawyer , planter and squatter 5 
preacher and eard-storp~-in the old Southwest all t o w  
roguery rirst hand* and all at least appreciated the char** 
aeteristic shrewdness and quick wit of* the picaro . It is 
only logical then to expect these qualities to become a 
part o f the character of the Mike Fink© and Davy Crockett© 
these people were building to legendary stature * But here 
again the problem of defining exactly the process of myth 
creation becomes complex, for some of the heroes with the 
greatest potentialities for capturing the coman mind are 
caily minor figures of legend, and Crockett, potentially an 
ideal rogue, has only a few qualities of the true pioaro* 
The number of men in the old Southwest who achieved 
legendary status in their lifetimes would be legion, for 
obviously such figures as S# 3* Prentiss and George- Devol 
were widely enough known to become magnets attracting anec­
dotal materials; but with the passing of time many have 
faded from the popular mind, leaving only a handful of 
heroes to buoy the weight of historical fiction and schol­
arship. N evert hi ess, all of these men had certain c o m m  
characteristics of existence which lend themselves to pic­
aresque interpretation, although contemporary usage may 
prefer to make heroes, villains, or mere background fig­
ures of the actual characters * For one thing, they all
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led wandering lives* 'the course of their perigrln&bions
being naturally vrestward * following the tide of immigra-
%
tion that- m s  flowing oyer the m o m  tains from the Atlantic 
states* Purbherfcser©, the stories preserved of these men 
are. anecdotal in nature* giving brief m m m  o f signifi^ 
cant action rather than continued biography * Thus two of 
the salifications of picaresque literature are met* but 
they alone are not enough* of course, Unless the hero is 
a rogue in his own right* the anecdotal biography of his 
rootless existence ©snnot be classified as truly pic&r**
esquei
Of the three men-*-Grockett* Houston* and Jackson*** 
whose mythical careers originated primarily as a result 
of their political pursuits, Andrew Jackson achieved the* 
greatest prominence} for he became not only President of 
the United States but* and perhaps more important* the 
symbol of the brawling democracy that had grown out of the 
West. His career certainly provided ample raw material 
for the makers of legend; he was soldier* statesman* and 
defender of womanhood* but pdseessed of a fiery disposi­
tion that would add the necessary individuality* His 
early life too would have its appeal to the rugged appe** 
tites of the old Southwest, fox" his career as a lawyer 
found him an authority on dog fighting* cock fighting* and 
horse racing— all manly pastimes— but poorly equipped in 
law, showing the freshness of common sense rather than the
1 2 2
1pedantic command of legal prec edent * the edre.sr is
flavored with such adventurous anecdotes as that of Jack**
son1 s arrest of the Kirkend&XXs 5 two roughnecks who felt
that a district court impinged upon their authority and
ordered it adjourned* After a rough^and~tumlbXe fight .
Jacksonf who had volunteered to bring the mm to Jail# ap«*
peared herding them along with his two bulldogs*^
As a military man# Jackson was no less sensational#
He began his campaign against the Greeks with an asm broken
by a bullet as a result of a ”recomter with Thos * H#. and
Jesse Benton t,f indifferent to his own suffering and con**
3earned only for the welfare of his men# . He quelled a 
mutiny among his troops by facing them alone and reckless** 
ly daring any one ©f them to desert# and he managed to in­
spire such terror in the Indians that a whole tribe of 
Redsticks deserted the British during hia Florida cam** 
paign because the English leader made the mistake of men** 
tioning Jackson* s name in his exhortation of the troop©* ̂
In addition to all this# he was celebrated to the bounds 
of the nation for his victory at Hew Orleans* It was a
x Alfred H# Lewis* When Ken Grew Tall * or The 3; of Andrew Jackson« D* Anpleton ana ComoanyY ‘rf^^orET Xp* IS*
2 Joseph G* Guild, Old Times to Tennessee„ TaveX d Howell. IIashville. IgySY p. 1311* Eastman an ,  lle,
3 Ibid *, p. 100,
^ Lewis* When Ken Grew
W m il*# p * 117' *
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military record to pale the wildest imaginations of the 
contrivers of fiction.
Even more to the tastes of the romancers was the duel 
with Samuel Dickinson over the latter1© insulting remark 
to Mrs. Jacksonf who through a mistake had married Jack** 
son before her divorce from Lewis Robarbs. The fact that 
the legend makers worked with this incident is demonstra­
ted by Joseph G. Guild *s listing in his Old Tfonee in Ten­
nessee of the variant tales in existence only half a 
century later. The stories say, for example, that Jack­
son did not intend to kill Dickinson at all* that he 
killed only because he thought he himself had received a 
mortal wound, or that h© realised that Dickinson, an excel­
lent shot, would kill him and had come to the duel deter-
t*mined to live long enough to kill his opponent.^ The 
implication of a connection between this sensitivity about 
his wife's honor and his actions in the famous Baton scan­
dal, which disrupted the entire cabinet, is only too com­
mon among the writers on Jackson,
This then is the man possessing the potentialities 
for becoming a legendary figure; but there is no true 
Jackson legend. He remains only a figure of historical 
importance for a bygone age and a personification of an 
outworn political creed* Kis friends created a Jackson
5 Guild, Old Times. pp. 211-223, passim.
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who was the vigorous def ender of national ,unity mxd the 
rights of laaaaf his enemies created a crude backwoodsman 
needing -the aid- of such. ©n able ■ frimd as Major Jack 
Downing to cover up his faults and weaknesses* More per** 
linmt to the present study is the absence of Jackson the 
rogue. His neighbors were not strangers to roguery, and 
his own life provides tempting opportunities for a rogue 
legend, for tales of his interest in horse racing and 
other such half-developed stories as the one of his gam­
bling with his landlord in Salisbury , North Carolina, for 
bills incurred during his study of law are tempting! but 
nowhere Is there a sharp-witted, quick—eyed rascal turning 
the foibles of his fellow men to his own advantage*
Sam Houston is no less tempting to the legend makers 
than Andrew Jackson, mid his life contains far more of the 
elements that could be easily converted into a picaresque 
tale, for it was marldski by more wandering than Jackson*a 
and exhibited far more fluctuation between the extremes 
of fame and disgrace* From being a runaway boy living 
among the Indians, he rose to the office of Governor of 
Tennessee, fell from grace to such an extent that even 
among the Indian©, to whom he returned, he was called the 
nBig Drunk,11 and rose again to become President of the Re­
public of Texas, and George Washington of the West# Fur­
thermore, his enemies made capital of his moral defections 
and on the occasion of his election to the governorship
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of Texas celebrated with an anonymous pamphlet entitled
•’Houston Displayed, or TJho Won the Battle of San Jacinto;
by a Farmer in the Army,n accusing him ox being a profli-
5gate, coward, drunkard, and drug addict. But by this 
time Houston had risen to a point where he could ignore 
the slander, and he did not bother to answer the charges 
made in the pamphlet until X$59* near the end of his 
second term in the Senate,
Ho less heroic than Jackson *s beginning the Creek 
campaign with a broken arm is Houston *s exploit at the 
battle of the Horse Shoe. Wounded in the thigh by an 
arrow while leading the charge, he fretted while one of 
his men, white-faced, drew the barb out— or, in another 
version, he brushed aside help and pulled it out himself*7 
Then, disobeying Jackson^ order to stay out of the bat­
tle, he rushed into the van again, collapsing only after 
he was wounded twice more. This young giant, who at his 
prime v/as six feet six inches tall and weighed 215 pounds, 
had the qualities of a leader of troops; and his later 
military duties in Texas showed him quite capable if not 
spectacular in that regard.
There exist about Houston a number of anecdotes which
Cosmo 6 George Creel. Sam Houston. Colossus in Buckskin. politan Book Compimy, New York, 192 if, p i  22V~
7 Guild, Old Times. pp. 188-189 and 2$1.
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illustrate quite well the fact that he had captured enough 
popular Interest to become a minor legend* These tales 
range from the sordid accounts explaining his sudden de­
parture from Tennessee and his subsequent degradation as 
the result of discovering his wife to the act of adultery.# 
to comic anecdotes of innkeepers making insulting remarks 
about the ex-governor to a guest who they do not realise 
is Houston* It is the latter class, of course* stories 
with motifs common to folk loro, which would provide the 
researcher with an opportunity to discover original sources 
and analogs in the literature of other heroes and which 
would exhibit the tendency of myth makers to glean anec­
dotes from the life of one man and attach them to another*
A most familiar motif in anecdote is that of the out­
spoken person skeptical of the Identity of a famous man, 
and there is at least one Houston legend in this pattern* 
After his fame had reached its height in the liberation 
of Texas* Houston, travelling back East* was fishing from 
the landing at Cairo, but found that his line kept getting 
entangled with that of a young boy who stood near* The 
General identified himself and suggested that the lad move 
a little further down to avoid additional difficulties*
"How look here, old Skeeaicks,n cried the boy, fully agitated, "I don*t want to quarrel with you, nor nobody like you. Tour name is Sam* Dawson, and you live in Texas $ and like everybody else, you stole a hoss, and had to go there; and now youfre putting on a big shine, you old thief,
12?
and calling yourself 3am Houston*”®
With that* the young man snatched th© General*® pole from 
his hand and threw it in the river, leaving the. George 
Washington of Texas open-mouthed and empty-handed *
In the body of Houston anecdotes* as is the case with 
Jackson, the rogue element is conspicuous by its absence* 
Surely the young v/hite man learned a few sly tricks from 
his Cherokee foster parents; surely the ”Big Drunk” ob­
tained a bottle or two for which he was unable to pay; but 
the tales of roguish practices, if they ever- existed, have 
dropped from the Houston legend# The nearest approach to 
Houston the rogue is made by the ^Houston Displayed” pasi- 
phlet, and without a doubt that display is of a villain, 
not a rogue* Nevertheless, the picaresque pattero of hie 
life, which lends itself to anecdotal biography presenting 
a wandering hero buffeted about by the fickle winds of for­
tune, provides for the legend of Houston a basic similar­
ity to the rogue legends of Europe.
If his political prominence was less than that of 
Sam Houston and Andrew Jackson, David Crockettfo stature 
as a figure of myth far exceeds theirs* Perhaps, in 
achieving no greater rank than that of Congressman, Croc­
kett did not climb to a position exalted enough to overawe 
the mind of the common man, and Crockett himself remained
6 Ibid.. pp. 291-292.
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a common man in spit;© of his mcommon attributes *
Davy would seem to have been the authentic back* woodsman, and the life of the individual may betaken as a description of the genus# Eestlees,assertivet unsocial, buoyantly optimistic and obsessed with th® faith that better land lay further west, cultivating a bumptious wit that was a defense mechanism against the meanness of daily life, he was only ah improvident child who fled instinctively from civilisation
Such statements regarding the authenticity and typicality 
of the individual have been mad© of moat of the frontier 
heroes, but Davy Crockett, who was farmer as well a® hunt­
er and small**©cale entrepeneur as well as politician, is
perhaps the best representative of the protean character 
of the frontier#
the various contemporary accounts of the life of 
Corekett have been grouped into three classes by ¥* 1*# 
Farrington, who sees an exploitation of frontier waggery 
in the first books, such as the Sketches and Scorntriol- 
ties, and expression of antl^Jaekson spleen in such as 
Tour to the north and Down East * and an attempt to
attempt to capitalise on Crockettf s dramatic death in th©
1QExploits and Adventures in Texas* Xt might well be 
added that the posthumous almanacs represent still another 
category, the conscious but unsystematic attempt to develop
9 Vernon Lev/is Farrington, Eain Currents in Amer­ican Thought* Harcourt, Brace and Company^®ew Yorf7 The Beginnings of Critical Realism in America, Addenda.
p7~3lCn---------------- ------ — -  -----
10 Ibid.. p. 173.
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Crockett into a superhuman being for comic purposes* The 
mythical Davy, then, is to be found in the almanacs; the 
man, and the man as a rogue, in the early biographies and 
autobiography. The strains cannot be separated so simply, 
however, for the legend began with Edward Sylvester Ellis* 
life and Adventures of Poland David Crockett of West Ten­
nessee. the first of the biographies, and the almanacs are 
not devoid of anecdotes touched with roguery*
Unquestionably Crockett had gained some local reputa- 
tion as a spinner of tall tales, but it is highly improb­
able that he would have become an American legend had he 
never gone into politics* As a Jackson partisan and a 
representative of the brawling West, Crockett m s  the 
ideal target for Jokes from the sophisticated Eastern pol­
iticians, and evidence of a humorous malice m s  not long 
forthcoming. "Soon after his election, several newspaper 
yams showed Congressman Crockett behaving exactly like a 
Jest-book frontiersman. it is equally obvious that 
the pro-Jackson elements could not tolerate anything that 
would mock the character of a party favorite* The race 
was on.
That in its later development if not in the be­ginning, th© Davy Crockett myth was a deliberate fabrication scarcely admits of a doubt, nor that its Immediate purpose was partisan* It did not
ii Walter Blair, "Six Davy Crocketts,̂  Southwe. Review, XXV (July, 1940), 450* “
1 3 0
spring from th© soil of the Temessee can ©brakes;it created at Washington*3-2
Crockettfs subsequent break with Jackson mad© it necessary 
for th© partisan papers on both sides of the political 
fence to reverse their positions, for the lanky frontiers** 
man had achieved national prominence and could not be 
neglected*
Farrington has commented on the peculiar prominence
Crockett achieved as a political football* w& simple**
minded frontiersmaa , he went down to Jericho and fell
among thieves, and when they were done with him they left
him despoiled politically but invested with a fame that
has grown to this day.tt̂ 3 It Is certain that Davy knew
of his fame, for he began to capitalise on it with hi®
writings, and even the first two almanacs were copyrighted 11in his name. Whether or not he ever realised his poll- 
tical exploitation is uncertain, but the disillusionment 
with the life of a politician did hit him hard just before 
he left Tennessee. After losing an election by a wider 
margin than pleased him, Crockett called the voter® to­
gether and addressed them. He recalls* nX concluded my
12 Wain- Gurrents. The Romantic Revolution in Amer­ica. p. 173.
13 Ibid.. p. 176.
^  Constance Rourk©, ”Davy Crodketti Forgotten Facts and Legends,’' Southwest Review. XIX (January, 1934), 
149.
speech by beXling them that. X m s  done with politics for
the present* and that they might all go to hell* and 1
15would g© to Texas*n The Colonel was tired of politics, 
but he was far from being tired of being an American 
legend* and the Exploits and Adventures $%,. Texas, of which 
ctely a portion was finished by Crockett himself* and the 
first two almanacs prove that he was still eager to please 
his public *
if Crockett did not actually originate his own legend, 
he certainly encouraged it enough, for he seems to have 
acted the part of a professional comic backwoodsman* Even 
as early as his first trip to Washington he thought no* 
thing of startling the patrons of the Raleigh, Horth Car­
olina, inn where he stopped enroute with the conventional 
boast of the backwoods bravo*
I’m that same Davy Crockett, fresh from the back** woods, half horse, half alligator, little touched xtfith the snapping turble**-can wade the Mississippi, leap the Ohio* rxde upon a streak of lightning, and slip without a scratch down a honey locust**** can whip my weight in wildcats and if any gentle­man pleases, for a ten dollar bill, he may throw in a panther,-**hug a bear too close for comfort—  and whip any man opposed to Jackson*
Even when he arrived in Washington his frontier exuberance
15 David Crockett, Colonel Crockett's Exploits and Adventures in Texas* R* Kennet, London,1*6377 pT 14*
1^ Edward Sylvester Ellis, The Life and Adventures of Colonel Da^Ld prockgtt of West Tm nesse©„ iC ffenningp"^ C in cinn a t i , "1^33 , p * 15 3 *
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was not greatly dimmed, Tor he found that wmost persons 
believed everything which was said about the backwoods, 
and he thought he would tell a good story while he was at 
it."I?
Soon after his break with Jackson , however, a new 
Crockett was inadvertently created by a newspaper which 
published the notice that the President had authorised 
Crockett to mount the Alleghenies and wing the tail off 
the comet as it passed the earth * Davy * s r eply was ehar~ 
act eristic of the bluff huntsman: WI*11 be daim*d if I 
had a commission , if I didn ft wring his j~ Jackson* sj tail 
off Nevertheless, Crockett the cosmic giant was
created, and the tales of his experiences with the forces 
of nature have continued to grow „
The final development of the fabulous Crockett m s  
the work of the almanacs, published at first in Nashville 
and later in New York and Boston, with printings in other 
cities, between 1&35 and 1C56#*^ In the almanac© Crockett 
acquired such accouterment© as a pet bear named Beath~Hug, 
a buffalo named Klssissip, and a companion named after 
Ben Hardin, Congressman of Kentucky* These unusual char** 
acters travelled in anecdote all over the world, performing
^  Ibid* a pp« 162-163 *
1& Ibid,, p* 127»
19 Richard K* Dorson, Davy Crockett, American Comic Legend, Spiral Press, New York"," 193
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strange feats, Mariano Lor onto has corammted of th© 
author of the second part of ha*%arfiip of Tormea that he 
was ”so far out of sympathy with the creator of Lassarillo * 
that he indulged in such nonsensical pranks ms converting 
the hero into a tunny fish and making him roam the vasty 
deep in search of adventure The creators of the pro­
digious Crockett of the almanacs are just as removed in 
point of view from the original creators of the homespun 
legend.
Although none of the six Davy Crocketts identified, 
by Walter Blair can be rightfully called a rogue without 
overstretching the term, there are many elements smacking 
of roguery in the life of the original Crockett as re­
corded in the early biographical works. To begin with, 
Davy left home at any early age and spent two years wan­
dering about, not with the general tide of the western 
movement, but where his fortunes took him* What is more, 
he did not roam alone as did such American rogues as Hines, 
but entered into a series of what were in effect appren­
ticeships, after the fashion of the European pic&ro* His 
first employer, an old Dutch cattl©herder, proved too hard 
a master, and Crockett ran away from him. The next, a 
waggoner, proved more lenient, but less trustworthy, for 
he spent the money David had given him for safekeeping
Lasariilo qf Tonnes« p* 25.
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and never had enough to pay any wage©* These two inci­
dents , of course, do not provide specific analogs for any 
of the European tales, but th© pattern is the same-***© poo: 
boy taken advantage of by a series of master© until he 
leaves them to shift for himself*
After his return home, however, Crockett the picaro 
fails to materialize, and Crockett the honest if prankish 
citizen takes over* Among the tale® there are a few ©nee** 
dotes, and only a few, which show that Crockett partook 
of the rogue as did his neighbors on the old Southwest #
His own revelation of his process for xfihning vote© is, in 
effect, the frontier version of European political bribery*
When you see me electioneering, I goes .fixed, for the purpose* I *ve got a suit of deer leather clothes, with two big pocket©f ao X puts a bottle of whiskey in one, and a twist of tobacco in t ’other, and starts outi then if I meets a friend, why I pulls out my bottle and gives him a dffnk>~ he’ll be mighty apt, before he drinks to throw away his tobacco; so when he’s done 1 pulls my twist out of t’other pocket and gives him a chews I never likes to leave a man worse off than whan I found him* 21
This particular for® of political chicanery was not actual­
ly roguery when viewed in relation to the mores of the 
West, and Hugh Henry Brae ken ridge had observed in his 
Modern fthivairv forty years before that the ©lection usu** 
ally went to the man v/ith two kegs of whiskey*
Perhaps the most famous of all Crockett rogueries.
21 Ellis, X4.fe gn£ Adventures, p, 66,
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the coon skin trick, also occurred to connection with pro­
viding the voters with liquid refrm foment * “The story 
exist© with slight variations* but is told at its fullest 
I11 'bbe Exploits and Adventures $$ Texas* Crockett, while 
out hunting, happened to m m  into a political rally spon­
sored by his opponents near th© groggery of Job Snelllng* 
The alienee seemed glad enough to listen to Crockett 
speak for a while, but began to lose interest a© their 
throats got dry and wandered back to the other speaker*
Davy was in a quandary, for he had not anticipated h&vtog 
to treat a crowd while hunting and so had no money; worse, 
Snelling, a ?tgander-ehanked ya&ke©,* would give him no 
credit* Fortunately, however, th® price of a quart was 
one coonskto, and Crockett quickly procured a fresh one 
from the woods nearby* Unfortunately, the first quart did 
not keep throats moist long, and the audience again began 
to wander away* Then Crockett saw that Shelling had care­
lessly thrown the coonskin under the bar and was able to 
fish it out unnoticed* The process certainly had more 
fin ess than Lazarillo *© futile tapping of his blind master*© 
wine bottle, and Davy observe© of its effectivenesss WX 
wish I nay be shot, if I didn*tt before the day was over, 
get ten quarts for the same identical skin, and from a 
fellow too, who to those parts was considered as sharp as 
a steel trap, and a© bright as a pewter button The
22 Exploits arid Adventures in Texas, p* 7*
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topper to th© incident m s  provided by Sn ailing* who, 
discovering he tod bom tricked , charged th© whiskey to 
Crockett*© opponent, too .rerandlose to question hie tor 
bill*
Quite obviously the attitudes of the iteeriean proboe- 
bant toward religion are far differmt from- tho** of the 
European Catholic rogue , who saw the ©torch both a© a 
shelter .frees privation and as a sub :J act for petty pilfer** 
ing* The frontierawn, totfevery wag not awed by the 
clergy nearly so mmh m  bis relatives on the east coast, 
as proved by talas of rowdies breaking up mebtnifa
and th© records of religious apathy ©van a&ostg the rela* 
tively cultured* Bavtd Crockett stored in. this attitude* 
refusing to go to ctorch, for **h© once heard the preacher 
state positively, that he Imd a s m  a single- ©talk with 
thirty-three heads of cabbage on ib*”*^ But Davy m ©  not 
entirely devoid of th© finer amtlmenb© of religion* O n  
the m y  to Tern® he listened to a heart^stirring eulogy of 
God mid nature by his preacher companion * and reported i 
were alone in the wilderness, but all tilings told me 
that God m s  there** It did not talc© long, however, for 
the convivial h m b s m n  to regain hie usual composur©* Ha 
soon as the parson finished, Davy records, **I approached 
and pleased hi© hand, and thanked hita, and ©ay© I, *$ow
23 B ills , L ljfg  ®p<3, t t w n t e a ^  p* 133.,
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let us take a drink#?TI*^
Crockett went down to Texas with a motley crew— a 
reformed gambler, a bee hunt or , an Indian hunter f. and an 
ex—pirate~~and there he carved his niche in the house of 
Tame by his heroic death, the climax of hla picturesque 
life. Even the legendary Joe Margarae , who cast himself 
into the crucible to make better steel for new rolling 
mills, died no more nobly than Davy Crockett, who died 
fighting for that especial brand of freedom of which he 
had already become a symbol# The Crockett myth grew to 
fantastic proportions* and even the dry, factual accounts 
of the history books cannot obliterate entirely the pic* 
ture of Davy the carefree hunter, pioneer, and backwoods 
politician.
If roguery appealed to the settlers of the old South- 
west and if legends are the creation of the popular mind, 
it would seem peculiar that the stories of these three 
American folk heroes— -Jackson, Houston, and Crockett-^do 
not contain more elements of roguery than they do. Actu­
ally, however, a satisfactory explanation for the absence 
of the picaresque in their legends is not difficult to 
find. In the first place, all three held important poli­
tical positions, so that their enemies preferred to da* 
scribe them as villains rather than .jovial rogues and their
21'* Exploits aad Adventures In Tags, p. 43.
friends preferred to accentuate their honesty rather than 
their sharp practices* Davy Crockett, th© most rogue**!ike 
of the group* could well afford to be considered a prank** 
ster and a practical Joker; he could ill afford to reveal 
himself as a cheat or a petty swindler* for that would 
have ruined him politically*
Moreover, the three were* in effect* symbols of the  
new democracy of the West, proud and assertive but sensi­
tive to the fact that it lacked a polished culture* Jack­
son *s supporters might alter the White House with muddy 
boots* but they compensated by an uneasy defense of their 
ideals* Simon Suggs, the foremost picaro in American lit­
erature, said "what*s a man without hi© integrity?" And 
the admission of even petty malfeasance opened a man*s 
integrity to question* Aa a result, America*© politicians 
when they entered the land of myth tended to leave behind 
them their roguish pranks, and the more prominent the man 
politically, th© less roguish he was; of the three, Davy 
Crockett, who never achieved any higher office than con­
gressman, became not only the most extravagant legend but 
also the greatest rogue*
Perhaps never achieving the legendary stature of 
Crockett but nevertheless achieving mythical statu© in hi© 
own right was James Bowie, famed more for the knife that 
bears his name than for his personal exploits dependent 
on it* The Bowie legend, like the Crockett legend, did
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not have to wait tan til the heroes death before it sprang
into existence. While Jim wa& relatively young he found
Stories of his knife fights in wide circulation, and his
brother Resin actually felt It necessary to issue a formal
dmial of the rumors of knife duels in which the prints!*
pals were tied by the wrists or sitting astraddle a log
to which their trousers were nailed* Re&ln was careful
to observe that his brother had used the famous knife in
no duels whatsoever, only in what he called "chance mod- 
25leys#"
Obviously the anecdotes of a man made famous by a 
deadly weapon would be bloodthirsty rather than humorous, 
and although Bowie was a hero rather than a villain, it 
was his prowess with the knife, not his comedy, that at­
tracted attention *
Not often does a man, within the course of his own lifetime, grox*r into a legend, but James Bowie suddenly found himself one of history’s most outstanding examples in that respect * He had become a legendary Colossus at the age of thirty-three* *, ♦How his name was being borrowed by fietionists of the "penny dreadful" typo, and Journalists everywhere counted as a red- letter day that upon which they could print a new Bowie story or steal a slightly worn m e  from the exchanges* ̂
And the appeal of the blend giant is not yet gone, for
25 C, L. Dou&Lae, Jaroes Bg,jic, Tfag. fcifc of a BrairgBanks, Upshaw and Company, Dallas,' 1944/ pp*'"44t45* 
26 Ibid.. p. 54.
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only recently Paul tollman1 a fictionalised biography of 
Bowie, The Iron Mistress» made the best-seller lists*
Although the Bowie legends as a rule lack the comic 
point of view so common to tales of roguery, the rogue 
aliments in the actual life of the man more than compen­
sate for the lack of manufactured pranks* The real Bowie 
was possessed of that extravagance of character b o  typical 
of the frontier, with an innate recklessness which led 
him to perform such feats as riding wild alligators 
whereas others only mused about such deeds; and he seems , 
too, to have had his full share of the frontier incentive 
toward material success, in spite of the fact that he 
never acquired great wealth* James Bowl® liked to make 
and spend money, not caring too much for the ethics of 
either process, and it is in the business of acquiring 
money that his rogue-lik© qualities reveal themaelves*
The most prominent of Bowie’s early rogueries was 
his dealing in slaves* It was forbidden by law to import 
slaves into the United States, but it was also coxmon 
knowledge throughout the lower region of the Mississippi 
that Jean Lafitte was selling Negroes at a dollar a pound 
— a fantastically low price— -from his stronghold at Cam- 
peachy, Just outside the territory of the United States* 
Bowie’s shrewd mind soon worked out a scheme whereby he 
and his brother Resin could work the law to their advan­
tage* Realising that anyone who imformed on smugglers
received a reward equal to half* the auction price of the 
goods , the Bowies smuggled their slaves into Louisiana , 
turned informer on themselves, and bought the slaves at 
auction for what amounted to half price* Having a legal 
title to the slaves, they then were able to move them 
upriver and sell at a handsome profit.^ This roguery, 
however, did not prove as remunerative as the Bowies ex- 
pec ted, for one entire shipment was captured by Indians 
in the process of being smuggled into the country, and 
the loss was sufficient to convince them that the risks 
involved -could well outweigh any reward „
In his later years, Bowie had a considerable busi­
ness as a land speculator in Texas# Mexican citisens and 
only Mexican citizens were allowed to buy eleven league 
tracts of land— -almost 4,500 acres— for a ridiculously 
low price, usually between one and two hundred dollars#
The sharp-twitted American soon found a m y  to acquire 
land; he persuaded fifteen Mexicans to buy land and sell 
to him for only a slight increase in price* Then Bowie 
disposed of the land by offering it to Louisiana farmers 
and colonists in Texas at what seemed to them attractive
p c!-prices* Apparently this bit of chicanery did not off end 
Bowie fs Mexican friends, for he married the daughter of a
^  Ibid., pp# 24—£5*
26 , p. 77.
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well*-to-do family and eventually became a Mexican citi&en 
himself*
The usual Bowie legend presented the young hero as a 
fftxntier Robin Hood, winning back from an unscrupulous 
gambler made temporarily honest by the threat of Bowie1 a 
knife the fortune lost by some naive yowag boy* The op-* 
portunity for mild roguery in the anecdotes is limited 
to such as occurs in the following tale* Bowie was amassed 
to see a man he recognised as a horse thief and wif©^de­
serter eater a Terns inn with a young girl and announce 
his intention to marry her* Realising that innocent 
creature would not believe any accusations he made against 
her lover, Bowie was forced to think out a plan to pre­
vent the marriage* He persuaded a pious-looking friend 
to masquerade as a priest and come to the inn* The priest 
offered, of course, to wed the couple, but Insisted they 
confess first* When the horse thief went into the next 
room with his confessor, Bowie saw to it that the door 
remained sufficiently open to allow the girl to overhear
OQher intended*s account of theft and infidelity*^ The 
rogue element is slight, for Bowl© is not seeking personal 
gain, but the clever device is typical of the true rogue.
Further down the social scale than Crockett or Bowie, 
but .just as much the magnet of legends, was Mike Fink,
29 Ibid., pp. 72-74.
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"king of the keelboatmen *n The river was vital to the 
growth of the West, and the men who earned their bread 
at the arduous task or ferrying goods along the Missis­
sippi stood as a race apart, crude and uncouth but glory­
ing in their own strength. Their lives were symbolic of 
high adventure not only to their own kind but also to the 
plovrboy along the bank who daily saw them pass, drifting 
downstream with the current, spending the time in song and 
danee, or laboriously working the keelboats back upstream. 
Many men or the river— -Mike Wolfe, Bill Sedley, James 
Girt y-—were appropriated by the popular fancy and turned 
into mythical gods, but Mike Fink was the king of them 
all. He was nthe Paul Bunyan of the boatmen, and to him
^ r e  ascribed sooner or later most of the exploits that
30the young West loved to retell and exaggerate,"
Perhaps Mike represents a limited group, is a compos­
ite picture of the boatmen rather than a composite picture 
of frontier democracy as was Crockett, but Constance 
Rourke seems to have judged him too harshly when she said: 
"Mike Fink embodied the traditional history of the hero, 
but he never acquired the nation-wide fame of drockott, 
nor did he embody so many aspects of life on the frontier,
30 Leland D# Baldwin, The Keelboat Age on Western Waters, University of Pittsburgh Ptf'SCT, Fltllsbutf^J_""1941 -n . IUjI
o** slip****as Crockett did-^toto poetic legend*"^ Walter 
Blair has counted at least thirty distinct Fink yarns— » 
a sizable body— which were in contemporary circulation , 
and most of them exist with several variations* In addi­
tion, Fink, though not historically so important as Crocks 
eth, has not slipped entirely out of the popular mind* 
Irving Anthony could comment to 1929 that "Mike Pink is 
a legend and he still lives to the mtods of the old river 
And Lucy Hazard could point out the fact that 
John &* Keihardt included Mike to his story of the Ashley*** 
Henry expedition, The Splendid W&yfarto&« and had even 
written a long "epic" poem, The fom/s of Three Friends * on 
the theme of Mike* a adventures with his cron ice Carpenter 
and Talbeau.^
Flnkfs life followed the nomadic pattern common to 
the piearo* He was born to Pittsburgh, spent the major 
portion of his life wandering up and down the Mississippi, 
and died far to the west up the Missouri* But a picaresque 
vagabondage Is not his only claim to fame# "Mike was 
famous as a joker, and most of his jokes were tinged with
31 Constance Eourk©, American Humors A  fflagg s t  the National Character* Harcourfc. Srace ffia Company* New 
fork,'"T951~pTTT:
32 irvlng Anthony* Paddle Wheels and Pistols* Macrae, Smith Company, PhilaSel^ia7TO97T*^5;
33 Lucy L* Hasard, The Frontier to American Lit­erature * Barnes and Noble, few ̂ orlc,"' 194X7 pT^TSfT^
a lawlessness which the individua!istic pioneer© seemed 
to admire. Although one class of American rogues', led 
by Sut Lovingood, devoted themselves to playing pranks 
for the sheer hell of it, Mike Fink Is no Sut ho vingood 
and his rogueries are more in keeping with the economical- 
lymotivated tricks of the European piearos.
A rogue trick common to seamen at least since the 
days of Chaucer fs sailor is pilfering from the cargo, 
particularly if that cargo is spirituous liquors, tradi­
tionally a weakness of nautical men. Mike Fink and his 
crew were known to have engaged in at least one such ro­
guery, In 1319, they were taking excessive time on a  
downriver trip with a cargo of win© and brandy* An in­
vestigator reported that they had simply tied up to the 
bank and were having a celebration, procuring refreshment 
by tapping the casks in the hold and replacing the con­
tents with water The damage resulting to the wines 
especially proved costly to the shipper.
More comic, be caused suffused with the extravagance 
of the frontier, is the story of how Mike procured meat 
for his hungry crew. He rubbed snuff on the faces of six 
sheep in a flock grazing beside the river and sent a
34 Walter Blair and Franklin J. Mein©, Mike Fink. King of the Mississippi KeolboatmenHenry Holt ana C©£- 
pany, Hew York, 1933V p* B4*
35 Ibid.. pp. 84-85.
crewman for the owner of the.flock*. When the latter ar­
rived , he m s  amassed to find some of his animals acting 
in a most peculiar manner* Mike, keeping a straight 
f&ce, announced that the sheep undoubtedly had the black 
murrain, which, he added, was killing thousands of head 
of livestock upriver* The only way to stop the disease 
from spreading x*as the kill the six winfectedw sheep im­
mediately, and the owner begged Mike to accommodate him* 
Unfortunately, Mike hated to destroy another man’s prop­
erty, but he was eventually persuaded when the owner 
agreed to give him a couple of gallon© of peach brandy 
for the service. Mike shot the sheep and threw their 
cart asses into the river, but into an eddy where they 
swirled around and around, staying conveniently in one 
place so that the crew could rescue them after dark*
Other legends of the boatman illustrated his tend­
ency to play Puckish pranks, but there frequently seems 
to be an element of brutality and coarseness, perhaps of 
malice, that is missing from the escapades of other fron- 
tier jokesters. Shooting the heel protrusion off an un­
suspecting Negro is the joke of a Murrel, not a Sut 
Lovingood» But, as has been observed before, the resi­
dents of the old Southwest were not so squeamish about 
violence and physical injury as thbir descendants, so that 
they quite possibly considered Mike’s crude surgery merely 
the humor of a carefree rogue. Withal, however, the
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entire career of Mike Fink is too marked with bloodshed
mid the nsaor© of mysterious dark deeds*-**©spec ially the
love affair which brought tum^ody to the end bo Fink*
Qarp«ter, and Talbot— for the river god. to be considered
a true rogue* He m  a man of violence$ he lived vtolmtly
mid he died violently* The rogue moot avoid much de.grad«w
tion or, a© Chandler observes, he becomes a villato*
Jean Laftbbe9 the famous pirate, surprietogly enough
stem but scant traces of the picaro to hie characters he
is* however, a legendary Figures
Jean Lafitte has bom the hero, or villa to, of a score of novels* some of the writers have par** brayed him as a fearless, guiltless gentleman, a great lover, or a gay deceivers others have made bin a cowardly and bloodthirsty pirate,. He has also become a figure to bh© folklore of America, and hundred© of legendary tales persist# Even today, non are digging for the vast treasure which he ie said to have buried can the shores of the Gulf of Mexico* 7
Lafitte, because of his redeeming features, especially
his service in the battle of New Orleans, has a consider**
able appeal to the popular mind,
Regardless of his legendary stature, however, he could
never be considered a rogue* True, there are anecdote© of
jovial pranks by the pirate hero, but, as is true of those
of I ike Ftok, there Is an ominous note about them, and
the tone of comic detachment is missing * Even ouch a
37 lyic Saxon, Lafitte the l^jrato. The Century Company, New fork, 1950, pp* vilGEto,
harmless jest as Lafitte*3 offer of #50,000 for the head 
of Governor Claiborne, who had offered #5,000 for Lafitte ♦a, 
is recorded without the cynical humor of David Hines* s 
similar exchange of offers with the Governor of South -Car** 
olina. The piratical poise of Lafitte never achieves the 
air of the confident if hollow pretense of the true rogue*
The American frontier community, like all primitive 
societies, was very productive of legend, and though none 
of the frontiersmen have reached the stature of the heroes 
of ancient myth, it must be remembered that only a reXa~ 
tively short time has elapsed since these man actually 
xmlked the earth* Perhaps our society has reached at 
least that level of sophistication which causes It to look 
down its nose at its crude ancestors. Davy Crockett and 
Mike Fink may never occupy a place as prominent as that 
of Siegfried or Beowulf; but Jove, like Rome itself, was 
not built in a day, and vie cannot be sure our descendants 
will not regard us as just as crude as the leather*stock­
inged pioneers.
But one thing seems certain, those who come after us 
will not likely view these legendary figures as rogues.
The roguish elements are there, as they were in the soci­
ety which created the myths; the heroes led noin&clic lives, 
were proud of their quick wits, were inclined to waggery 
and practical jokes, and, furthermore, were all motivated 
by a desire for personal gain, the imposition of their
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culture— although the Idea is more appropriately escprossed 
by Simon Suggs’ wIt is good to be shifty to a new country*1 
or Mrs. Hines’s homey ngit money, David„T? In spite of 
this fact, the function of Crockett, Fink, Bowie, and the 
rest as symbols of political ideals or simply as repre~ 
setatives of a section of society precludes the admission 
of many rogue elements into their characters, as it per­
haps did with those heroes of European myths whose origin® 
must remain obscure to us* The folk hero must represent 
the legitimate aims of a society, not that errant diere*- 
gard for convention which the society seeks to repress 
even while it secretly admires It*
CHAPTER V
Upper-Class Rogues In Frontier Humor
When one turns from historical figures to literary 
figures in the old Southwest, he finds a shift in empha­
sis, for most of the literature of the area is humorous 
and the greater part of the humor of the frontier is con­
cerned with the lower classes, the rough and racy indi­
viduals who were always ready for a hunt, a fight, or a 
frolic— not the upper classes who attract the attention 
of history. The men who set down on paper these myriad 
anecdotes, however, vrere educated men, primarily lavryers 
and newspapermen, who can be considered members of the 
better classes of society; and, as would be expected, they 
included among their characters some representatives of 
their own class. Sometimes the humorous stories were con­
cerned primarily with gentlemen— the lawyers, as has been 
mentioned, exchanged anecdotes of their profession wher­
ever court was held— and in these stories the planters and 
lawyers must play their ovm jokes, not simply record the 
actions of others.
On the other hand, the author frequently injects him­
self into the story of a backwoods hunter or prankster,
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thus providing a framework in which he purports to rcte3,l 
the story as he heard it* In such an instance, the 
gentleman serves as a device for accentuating the chief 
Character, his polite speech providing an effective con­
trast for the crude but colorful language of his hero *
And the relationship between the two was quite natural, 
not a forced, unrealistic literary device. The well-bred 
Southerner who was unfamiliar with rod and gun was the ex­
ception rather than the rule; and in the woods the gentle­
man dilettante became the comrade of the illiterate 
hunter. As a matter of fact, in the canebrakes on the 
trail of deer or bear and around the campfire in pursuit 
of conviviality and tall talk, the shiftless woodsman 
frequently assumed command of his wealthier friends, and 
it was quite normal that the friendship should be pre­
served in a literature seeking to present a realistic 
picture of the backwoodsman.
The rogue elements among the upper classes must, how­
ever, be sought in the stories which center around the 
class, for the functions of the gentleman providing a con­
trasting setting for the backwoodsman precludes any focus 
on his actions and thus denies him the opportunity to 
commit roguery. The lower-class rogues of the frontier 
fall naturally into two categories, those who have economic 
motivation for their rogueries, as did the European picaros, 
and those who are inspired solely by a desire to raise
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hell wgm©rly*w The members of the upper class who 
indulge in roguery for financial gain are obviously to 
be classified with the picaros , in spite of their high 
birthf those who are given to practical jokes^ however* 
must be separated from their lower-class counterparts*
In the first place, though marked by extreme eccentricity., 
the jokes of Bed Brace and his compatriots^ who were the 
gentlemen rogues of the old Southwest, seldom descend to 
the level of physical violence which characterises the 
pranks of Sut Lovingood * demonstrating rather a sophist!** 
cated wit than an extravagant imagination;, 3ubfs victims 
experience considerable physical discomfort! fted* s, con­
siderable mental anguish; Piurfchermore, the victim of the 
upper-class joker is usually an undesirable person* a 
naive friend* or a country bumpkin $ the victim of the 
lower-class prank may be anybody* Admittedly the differ­
ence between the practical jokes of the two classes is one 
of degree rather than kind, for the general distinctions 
of wit versus physical comedy and selected versus unselect­
ed victims is tenuous and subject to frequent violations*
N evertheless, the upper-class rogue deserves consideration 
apart from the joker of the lower class;
On© of the characteristics of any rogue literature is 
its realism, and the realism of the frontier humor as a 
-vdiol© has never been questioned* That the anecdotes deal­
ing with the gentleman of the old Southwest are nc exception
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to the general rule la readily apparent from even the 
briefest examination of historical materials* Despite 
the comic bias of the tales in which they appear* the 
lawyers* doctors* and planters appearing to the humor are 
genuine examples of the genus homo# As a matter of fact*, 
it is sometimes difficult to draw the line between aneo* 
dotes of historical fact and anecdotes of purely fictional 
nature, for the brief comical sketches of Reuben Davis 
appear no more true to life than those of Joseph Glover 
Baldwin, and the stylised eulogies of famous lawyers found 
in the writing© of both have less in them that is vital 
and human than the humorous records of either* The dif­
ference between historical truth and fiction m y  well con­
sist of little more than the fact that the former utilise© 
real name© and the latter imaginary ones* Augustus Bald­
win Longstreeb gave support to such a conclusion when he 
said of his Georgia Scenes:
They consist of nothing more than fanciful oqphl- nations of real incidents and characters 5 ana throwing into those scenes, which would be other­wise dull and insipid, some personal incident or adventure of ny own, real or imaginary, as it would best suit my purpose* ♦ *.Some of the scenes are as literally true as the frailties of my memory would allow them to be*l
As a whole the practical jokes of the upper class are 
as believable as th© characters who perpetrate them, for
3- Augustus Baldwin ion get rest, Georgia Beenes* Harper and Brother©, Hew York, 1S59, pp* xIIl-IV*
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they deal with commonplace happenings , sUch as discomfit- 
ing an unpopular pwson or talcing advantage of the naivete 
of a rustic* As a result, the number of motifs in this 
division of frontier humor is limited, and once the basic 
situations are established additional anecdotes present 
only variations on the old themes* For this reason, d©* 
fining the upper-class rogue Is a relatively simple task, 
and the jokers who appear in one or two brief sketches are 
not necessarily one-sided characters* Although some of 
the characters are highly individualised— the elegant Wed 
Brace would never be mistaken for sports-loving Colonel 
Bob— they all run true to type, and the contemporary 
reader was able to fill in the description of one from his 
knowledge of others* That the authors were aware of the 
typical nature of such gentlemen is demonstrated by the 
fact that a good many of them Identify their characters 
only as f?a Southern planter11 or “a traveller on a steam­
boat,® especially when the anecdote is brief enough that 
the subject of the sketch does not require a name for use 
as a dialogue tag*
Making fun of an ignorant or naive person, one of the 
more common motifs, appears on at least three levels in 
the frontier tales* On the simplest level, the joker pre­
tends ignorance for the sake of annoying hi© subject, just 
as Mark Twain1© innocents annoyed their guides in the art 
galleries of Europe* The basic simplicity of such a jest
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la well illustrated In a sketch by the anonymous ttSpoon- 
drift,n entitled ffPertaters and Temips," As the story 
goes, a young South Carolina doctor* widely known as a
approaches a cracker selling the two vegetables In** 
dioated by the title and asks whether he has any eggs* 
knowing* of course, that he has not♦ After this first en­
counter the doctor sends his friends one by one to ask the 
same question * The comedy of the situation is provided 
by the ever-increasing annoyance of th© rustic, xvho finally
gives up all efforts to sell and loaves the market place 
2in dismay*
The second level finds the naive character attempting 
some new experience, commonly tasting a new food, and 
often as not the sketch does not require a rogue to insti­
gate the action, for the bumpkin who eats his first Ice 
cream or drinks his first "sody*1 provides comedy enough*
The function of the rogue in such an incident is to com­
pound the original comedy. In J. K.* Field * s "Swallowing 
an Oyster Alive," for example, the experience of a sucker 
eating his first oyster is neatly heightened and exagger­
ated by the roguish yotmg gentleman who is standing by to 
offer advice. The prankster merely waits until the sucker 
has swallowed the first ©uspiciotie-looklng oyster and
2 Spoondrlft, "Pertat,era and Ternlps," Polly Pea- blossom? s Wedding, ©a, T. A. Burke * A, Hart ., Ph33S2C&o!3a *x n 5 T 7 ^ :  w ^ r r
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exclaims, ”3Toufre a dead man} *.**the creature is alive said 
will eat; right through you****” The terrified victim is 
ready for any remedy * and the rogue has him drink a bot­
tle of hot sauce to kill the monster* As is typical, the 
joke is not revealed and the sucker goes home vowing 
never to eat oysters again* He comments sadly as he 
leaves, "If that later critter’s dyin? agonies didn’t stir 
a ’ruption in me equal to a small arthqu&k©, then ’taint
no us© sayin* it— it squirmed like a sarpent s when that
3kill in * stuff touched i t "
The final category of the general motif of ridiculing 
naivete tends less to physical comedy than do the other 
two* for in it the victim is of, or seeking to enter,- the 
upper class* Frequently the prank only make© the naive 
person demonstrate his lack of on© or more of the social 
graces, and the more sensitive the individual to criticism, 
the more comic the consequences. Baldwin tells of a bash­
ful young man named Paul Beeehim, who, proud of hi© Knox­
ville-acquired culture, is nevertheless ill at ease in 
the deep South* Phillip Cousins, the rogue in the story, 
has sensed this nervousness and has offered to help 
Beeehim observe the proprieties of Hew Orleans society, 
for Beechim has admitted he is somewhat rusty in his
3 j. M. Field, "Swallowing an Oyster Alive,” Tjfoe Big Bear of Arkansas fin The Big Bear-’© Adventures and Travels) , x. &. Peterson IrST BrotEers^^tillaffelpHaTi^?^ 9p.
manners* having resided so long on a plantation* At first 
Cousins is careful to give good advice* but once Beeehim 
relaxes his guard, the stage is- set* At a formal dinner 
Cousins whispers that the water and lemon slide to the 
finger bowl are a sop for the pineapple they ar© being 
served, and Beeehim proceeds to make a fool of himself * 
Baldwin*s story, however, does not allow the rogue to ©es­
cape scot free, for Beeehim is acquitted by the court for 
a severe caning he gives hie false friend*^
Closely allied to the motif of taking advantage of 
naivete 1© that of deceiving an undesirable acquaintance 
for the purpose of getting rid of him* Barnet Barrows 
could rid his plantation of Yankee© and other such unde** 
sirables by giving them hints no gentleman could misunder­
stand j the Southerner with a roguish turn of mind could 
persuade the victim that his present location was undesir­
able* Obviously the exact method of persuasion is deter-* 
mined by the type of pest and the immediate circumstances 
of the story, but there are two general devices: telling 
a monstrous lie to deceive a newcomer into believing the 
absurd and playing a practical joke on him to make him ©xn** 
barrass himself in public*
Typical of the former category is the ruse practiced
^ Joseph Glover Baldwin, Flush Times in Alabama and Mississippi: 4  Series of Sketches* Kiiericus SooFCom*** pany , Americus , Georgia , 1^3  ̂ pp * 'T77-191 *
in Baldwin's w3amuel Hele* E©q**w in which Hole* the 
local misanthropist end "castigabor of vic@*f* is persuaded 
by his friends to help rid the community of an unpopular 
Yankee school mistress who has Just arrived* Sam’s method 
is simple $ he merely tells with a straight face of the 
depravity that characterises the Souths nWhy 9 Mi©s Woodsy * 
a father here never think© well of a child until the boy 
©heats him at cards: then he pats him on the head* and 
says fW e H  done* Tommy* here's © V. j go buck it off on a 
horse race next Sunday* and we'll go snooks* *n The tale 
waxes more lurid as Sam continues and Bliss Woodey* having 
heard of th© outrage©* especially the cruel branding of 
Negroes and th© wholesale selling of Negro babies* leaves 
town the next day* Hele* ordinarily a sober* ©van sour* 
mesa* has acted the rogue well*
The motif of embarrassing a disliked person is well 
illustrated by an tint it led ©tory in Who .Spirit of the 
Times, which also shows that the gentlemen were not th© 
only Jokers* In this story* one C** a newcomer to the 
area* has been paying attentions to Miss Betty* who finds 
M m  not at all pleasing and resolves to rid herself of 
bin, Her elaborate plan is worthy of Sut hovingood, for 
its success depends largely cm its grandiose conception* 
Having given a watermelon party to v7hich all the neighbors
5 Ibid.. p. 301
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&re tovited, Miss Betty has a group of th© yotmg men take
C. to the river for a swim* While there, they discuss
recent Indian unrest and past atrocities committed by the
redskins, a topic which makes 0* feel anything but com*
fortable. Suddenly another group of young men dressed as
Indians makesan rtattackt? on the swimmers* and all hut C*
fall moaning to the ground. G** dressed only to hi® shirt,
is chased by the supposed savage© past the house where the
ladies are assembled on the porch, but has the prudence
to keep going* The anonymous author with typical frontier
extravagance observes that the young man arrived at a
place fifty miles away to time for breakfast* There 1©
no doubt, however, that C., when he discovered what had
happened, never returned} for the young ladles, like Par-
6son Bull en s* congregation, had "seen enough of him*11
Just how close is this motif to reality is shorn by 
John S. Robb's "Hoss Alim*© Apology,” which probably be­
longs with the historical rather than the fictional artee- 
dotes. Judge John "Hoss” Allen of Mississippi was on a 
speaking tour with Judge Edwards, his opponent to the gu- 
b©material race, and th© two stopped overnight in a 
section of the state unknown to Edwards. The nesct morning 
Allen pretended to be sick and ©ant Edwards on his way to
6 The Spirit qf Times. XX, (January 16, 1651),
567.
fulfill their engagement alone* a fortunate occurrence 
Bdxvardc felt* However * Allen had a friend who lived along 
the route direct Edwards into a swamp, where the mfortti« 
nate man tras forced to spend the night tortured by clouds 
of moseuitoes. The next day a bedraggled Edwards finally 
reached the town to find Allen * miraculously recovered, 
addressing a crowd* Chfortunately Hose did not recognise 
the swollen face and muddy clothes of hie friend, or so 
he said later, and Edwards was hustled off by the crowd 
mid told to stop heckling judge Allen, When the diffi^ 
culty was cleared up after the speech* Allen insisted on. 
calling back the crowd and letting Edwards speak* Me "was 
careful, however, to introduce Edwards by reoomt in gat''' 
some length the unfortunate accident of his friend, and 
Edwards could not make a satisfactory address to the 
voters who were still laughing at his stupidity*^
Perhaps practical jokes played on drunk® were actu­
ally a variation on the disliked person theme, but there 
seems to be at least some basic difference* In the first 
place, the drunken victim of the more violent prank la 
commonly the village reprobate and hardly of the s&rne 
social status as the gentleman rogue, as was true of the 
disliked person; and, too, the general attitude 6£ the
7 John S. Robb. Streaks of Scmatter Life (in the Svmrxp Pocboz>*g A4vfnt^li"^hT'SCTSes€)7T~ B. P e r ­son and Brothers, Philadelphia, 1858, pp.'70-83.
prankster is usually free from personal animosity* Occa­
sionally a gentleman of repute is subjected to some" prank, 
but the tenor of the affair Is mild. In a story entitled 
variously "Guilty But Drunk" and "Practical Jokes and Bad 
Liquor," a young lawyer slips spoons from the hotel where 
the group is assembled into the pockets of a Judge who is 
well in his cups* This innocuous roguery convinces the 
judge that the liquor he drank led him to theft, and con~ 
se<piently fee returns a verdict of "guilty but drunk"
&a thief who has bought liquor at the same place. Actual 
physical discomfort hardly enters the anecdote at all*
To th© lower classes, however, the gentleman rogue 
was seldom as kind, at time producing such severe discom­
fort as to cause the drunkard to give over his evil ways. 
Perhaps the moral effect Justifies th© cruelty of the 
Joker* In a story called "A Cure for a Toper," the anony­
mous author tells ©f stopping with two friends at the 
Buncombe County hot springs in the Korth Carolina mom# 
tains. An old vagrant named Lee is in the habit of enter­
ing the bar and draining the dregs from glasses left on 
the tables, and th© three decide to cure him of this habit 
They partially fill a glass With Stouten *s Bitters and 
leave it where Lee will see it* When the old man inquires
^ "Practical Joke© and Bad Liquor," Polly 3omfs Wedding* pp. X33*&36*
th® none of the aorM-haottog XiUjpar he h m  dnmfe* h© to 
tofonasd that it « s  fly poison, I’Jwr® follows csae of 
those hilarious scenes eoesrasa to frontier humor to which 
the vtetie tm&bttw Massif to be dying, The ro^pe© sug­
gest t a U w  ccndlce and brown sugar as rotaadloe, Heedless 
to say, mioh a narrow escape from death by poison effect® 
the refora of the old tswt*
In m  ©tory entitled aa a ¥©B$H©B^a©
w m t a o  c* Eich&rfe r©eo4*&& mi %mr® violmt
w t t  The author ©ad hla f3r4end© are w w a d  a
.. «aow electrical generator tsnstog themselves wfaoa Booay,
the village drunk* wandor© to. They reply to answer to
his questions that it to a raachto© to war® drtaalcaanees,
and offer to give hto a treatr.Kmt, tosp&red toy ©eleat&fto
curiosity, they beootao owasweoger, Sooay
began to israido. and soon hto 'iiole frame was in violent motion} he gradually beat forward* hieeyes and mouth dilated, the wires were doubled to his contracting anas* sad he was actually being drawn off his feet, with hi© body stretching half across the old counter on which the tosbrumctib stood**©
Quito understandably Booty emerged from hi© ordeal sober# 
The motif of dtocorsfittog & preaches* to eosaacn to 
frontier ha»r, for preachers often proved too severe a
9 JQffi 8&30&. Si $ M  TJsm, *** (May 17*. 1851) ,  151, ■ .
restraint; on th® conduct of hot-blood©d young bucks , and
so they came in for their share of practical jokes * In
these stories especially, the restraint of the upper class
results in considerable contrast between its jokes and
those of the lower class* What is more, if there was
suspicion that the parson was not a * genuine article* but
one of the many pretenders who infested the frontier*
there was nothing reprehensible in scaring him* Such an
incident is recorded by George E* Burnham in his ^Driving
a Parson Ashore** A Virginia planter travelling on a
Mississippi river steamer suspects the identity of a
preacher who has put a damper on the spirits of the crowd,
and launches into a frightening tale of a steamboat ex-
plosion. He attributes the catastrophe to th© presence
on board of a Jonah who pretended to be a preacher* Just
thro, they stopped at a woodyard, and the planter observes
that it happened on this very spot. The preacher, or
11pseudo-preacher, disembarks* Typically, however, the 
joker had even less regard for the cloth than the planter 
in this anecdote. Actual historical records show a disre­
gard for religion among at loast part of the upper classes* 
and Longstreet*o paragon of the upper-class rogue, Ned
11 George R. Burnham and Francis A* Burivage,Stray Subjects Arrested, and Bound Over (to The Big Bear1©
Acfvrotures ancT TravelsT« FT Bv”lTeterSoh a n d T 5 ;o:Enerj3. Philadelphia, 1£#0, pp. 109-114.
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Brace, shows a callous m i s c h i e f i m p u l s e  in his re­
lations with religion*
The duel is a characteristic Institution of the upper 
class, for the lower class seldom stood on the formality 
so essential to the code duello * normally a tragic pro­
ceeding, the duel could become comical. The most common 
duel prank involves unloaded, guns sand an imaginary mortal 
wound as in the story of Billy Button th© bartender, Bed 
Jones, the prankish member of the Jones family of Georgia, 
works the scheme on Major Ferguson Bangs, a querulous 
character in Pinevtlle. The Major has a reputation as a 
duelist earned largely by his boasting that he is a man 
to be avoid®! when In a bad mood. Bed decides that he 
should call Bangs #s bluff and allows himself to be draw 
into an argument which results in a challenge* The Major, 
although uneasy, goes through with the affair and the un­
loaded pistols are brought into use* After an exchange 
of shots in which both "miss,” Ned falls at the second 
round. Then follows a deathbed seme in which the Major, 
repenting his querulousness, suffers a great deal at the 
thought of having killed a friend* The story is climaxed 
by the midnight visit of his Innkeeper's goat to Bangs * s 
room. Thinking the devil has come for him, Bangs is ter­
rified and as a result of the experience reforms. 1  ̂ In
William T, Thompson, Major Japes* Chronicles
such a ma*m©r# the prtokrbiwrakea the duel not m l y a 
harmless comedy but also an agency of* reform#
The hunt m s  to oven nart characteristic thorns than 
the dual in the humor of the upper ©lass* for* as has 
already been mentioned, the old Southwest m s  a land where 
al&Mto everyone hunted* The humor in those stories results 
from on© of two causes, the extremist lying or the prank 
played toy one bimter on toother* Xa general, the lower* 
©lass hunter make© a better yam~ap!morf but the gmtlaman 
huntsman le Just as given to playing Jokes on his com** 
panltos as the Illiterate* Commonly the prank consists of 
nothing acre than unloading a gun, filling a powder horn 
with sand, adulterating or replacing the brandy in a flask, 
or similar harmless actions* On occasion, however, the 
*ssar©* involves a ran disguised a© an animal or the use 
of a well~mam*factur©d snake.
In a typical story called "Hunting in Louisiana,w 
"Colonel Bob" tells about a joke played cm Bagshot by his 
friend Carryvrlne. Bagshot ©hoots at cui oneraoua bear, 
doing no damage since Garrywina bad removed the shot from 
his gun* The boar, extraordinarily agressive, chases 
Bftgshot while the others laugh uproariously# The poor arson 
Is not at all quieted by the fact that his friends refuse 
to lend him aid, for he is certain that hie life is in
1 6 6
extreme danger. The .joke is finally revealed when George,
the colored man, emerges from the bear skin, Hext day
Bagshot, smarting from his adventure,, refuses to shoot a
13deer only forty feet from him* The rogue Carrywine lias 
employed both of the most common types of hunting pranks, 
the unloaded gun and the animal disguise*
A snake scare is a frequent occurrence in the hunting 
tales of the old Southwest , but because the whole terri­
tory was largely rural snake stories crop up even in the 
cities* The prevalence of such anecdotes is indicated by 
the title of one reprinted in the Spirit from the Bash** 
vUle Gazette. nOn& of the Snake Stories#tt In this tale, 
the writer has an old Begro butchering a hog clean the in-* 
testine and soak it in watef* This, of course, is the 
usual method of manufacturing a snake for the scare. The 
following nl|d*t the rogue drops it across his sleeping 
rooEsaate, who is deathly afraid of the reptile©* When the 
roommate wakes, his terror furnishes considerable comedy5 
but vrhen he discovers the truth, it threatens to result in 
a severe beating to the author* The first victim is fi­
nally placated by the suggestion that they work the trick 
on someone else, and the two tie the artificial snake 
around the neck of another sleeper* To waken him, the 
author gets under the bed and bumps it with his back until
13 The Spirit of the Tinea. XXI (March 15, 1651),
42-43•
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the victim is surficienfcly awake to become aware of the 
snake, Th© second victim provides an even greater laugh 
than th© first, for he is unable to dislodge the securely 
fastened intestine*^
Practical Joke®, though the forte of the upper-class 
rogue, do not by any means exhaust the capacity of the 
frontier gentleman for roguery* toy profit resulting 
frees picaresque transactions, however, must be slight or 
the gentleman ceases to be a gentleman* th© Southern 
colonel who persuades a neighbor that he ha© found m m y  
to sake candles out of mud and offers to ©ell him part of 
the rights— the neighbor is mad© credulous because of 
current news of the discovery of peat bogs in Ireland̂ **- 
must confess the truth after he and his friends have ■«** 
joyed the humor of the situation *3.5 Thus It must always 
be unless immediate necessity or revenge be the motives*
Th© gentleman of humor, like the other men in the 
old Southwest, were given to trading horses and livestock 
and seemingly felt Justified in sharp practices, especial** 
ly if the loser In the trade had first cheated them. Bald­
win tells of a young man named Theophilus Smith, who was 
outwitted in a horse trade by a mm named Kickerson. It 
seemed that Smith traded for a horse with "latent defects."
14 Ibid.. XXI (March 29, 1851), 64.
15 Ibid.. XX (January 25, 1851), 580,
At any rate* Smith later learned that Hickerson had got 
possession of an excellent mule and decided to revenge 
himself* Me sent a friend to make a casual visit to 
Hiskerom and pretend to recognise th© mule, biggs* the 
friend * then comnented that the mule was given to fit© at 
certain phases of the moon-^seldom lasting for more than 
a week-~in which* however* he kicked, reared* and was 
geaorally unmanageable* He farther added that a smart.mu 
would trade the sole for a brand new sorrel horse The© phi ~ 
lua Smith has Just acquired- H inkers on * eager to cheat 
again* hastened to trade* only to find that the sound-look- 
tog sorrel had its latent defects* having been especially 
selected to complete Smith’s revenge,^ Obviously the 
story is a frontier version o f the cheat ©preheated motif* 
Once in a while a gentleman foimd himself short of 
funds away from home and needed to resort to some form of 
roguery to pay his expenses* If the joke was extravagant 
enough* 'apparently th© humor of the situation compensated 
for the moral defection * Longstreet tells of one such in­
cident in his story "The Wax Works*" which recounts the 
adventures of a group of yomg men who meet misfortune at 
the race track, for "Toward the close of the races* it was 
discovered that the joint funds of the whole fraternity 
were not sufficient to discharge the tavem^biXls of any
16 tifozi Equitable Set-Off *w Flush Tirr?esf pp* 273-
275,
17two or them** A plan Is advanced by Jack domes, the ' 
prankster of the group, and a fine example of the upper- 
claes rogue* **Jack Glomes seemed to have been made for 
ftaa* Xt was his meat and his drinks and he could no more 
live without it*, than he could live without his ordinary 
diet ,<t̂  The plan, as the title would suggest, is that 
the group hire a room and that each of them assume the 
character of some famous person whose statue was commonly 
found in a wax works. The admission fees of spectators 
come to see the dummies should be sufficient to enable 
them to discharge their bills* They plan to exhibit a 
corpse in the ante—room gratis, but one of the first visi­
tors is a dumb man who reco^ilses his old friend Pleasant 
Balgrove as the corpse and weeps for the departed until 
Pleasant, enraged at the thought of having to expose his 
fraud, assaults him. After this is settled, all would go 
well except that Jack, playing a murderer, cannot resist 
giving his victim *s hair a sharp tug Just as a big country- 
man is examining them, n *fr©nbl©menf * said Eory, in a ton© 
of awful dignity and self-satisfaction, as he turned grave­
ly to the bystanders, ♦gentlemen, lt*s flesh and blood. *"^9 
When advised to feel the statue© and prove to himself that
Georgia Scenes, p, ISO. 
Ibid., p. 179*
19 Ibid,, p. 1S5.
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they are wax, Rory sticks out his hand, only ho have the 
Irrepressible Jack bite his finger* In the wild free-for** 
all that results the doorkeeper escapee , pays his own 
hotel bill, and rides off, leaving the others in as bad a 
Situation as they \*ere in th© beginning*
A more successful ©ham performance, and one which i© 
jgprt.hy of comparison with "The Royal nonesuch" of Mark 
twain* s Duke and Dauphin, Is "Th© Guy&sbicus,n contributed 
to the Spirit under th© pseudonym of Major Twing* the 
Major and his friend Cobb, enrout© to H w  York, find them** 
selves out of money in South Carolina. Cobb, the rogue in 
this instance, buys a large box in Columbia and takes It 
to the inn where they will stay* He then has clrexxX&r© 
printed advertising "The Wonderful Guyaatlcus# Caught in 
the Wilds of Oregon, Wear the Boundary of 54s4 0 The 
small print describes the wonderful, striped, ©ky^blu© 
monster who eats Indians alive and commits other similar 
atrocities.
The prelude to the Guyasticus exhibit is a master­
piece of frontier comedy for its extravagant execution, 
While the Major takes fees at the door, Cobb stays behind 
the curtain, moaning, roaring, and clanking a chain. A© 
soon as the house seems filled, Cobb, looking harr&ssed, 
calls the Major to help him handle the monster* Then,
20 Spirit of the Tides. XX (January 1851),, 548.
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before the uneasy audience can regain its composure, Cobb 
bursts through the curtain in his shirtsleeves , apparently 
covered with blood, and screams, "Save yourselves, Gentle­
men I Save your wives and children! The Guyasticus is 
loose!" This pronouncement stampedes the audience, and 
the two rogues ride off ostensibly in search of the mon­
ster, richer by sixty-six dollars and seventy-five cents®
On occasion a streak of roguery stood the upper-class 
cibisen of the frontier in good stead*
The humorous literature of the old Southwest defines 
fairly well the character of the gentleman rogue, but it 
presorts only a few well-developed individuals* The fig­
ures who would seem potential subjects for rogue biogra­
phies appear only in one brief sketch or in widely 
scattered sketches* There are at least tw o , however, who 
are sufficiently developed to deserve individual treatment, 
Hed Brace and Madison Tensas* In addition, William Tappan 
Thompson,s Major Jones books, reflecting as they do the 
humorous taste of the old Southwest, provide numerous ex­
amples of roguery among both upper and lower classes*
"The cruder taste of the time was for practical joking and 
for what is now called hors e-play. Even people of refine­
ment, in that day, would often find diversion in the 
roughest of pranks and would laugh unrestraintedly over a 
predicament that was both painful and im fortunate. But
^  Clarinda Pendleton Lamar, "William Tappan
Ned <Tonesf the Joker, is only an incidental character and 
the Major represents essentially f?a country bumpkin, 
whose credulous simplicity makes him the butt of local 
wtbs*w
Ned Brace is detailed In only two of the sketches in
Georgia Scenes, *The Character of a Native Georgian* and
•A toga Conversation * * The former, somewliat longer than
the conventional humorous ©ketch* is devoted to a general
description of Ned and his various escapades on a single
trip to Savannah; the latter tells only of one night’s
stay in a backwoods cabin* Nevertheless* Ned Merges from
these thirty page© as a highly individualised character*
This man seemed to live only to amuse himself with his f ellow-beings, and he possessed the rare faculty of deriving some gratification of his favorite propensity from almost every person whom he met, no matter what his temper, standing, or disposition* .. *Th© beau in the presence of his mistress, the fop, the pedant, the pqrse-proud, the ever fastidious and sensitive, were Mod’s favourite game*22
Ned, however, is hardly a recognisable Southerner; he 
could be typical of the extravagant gallant in any city, 
and is far more closely related to the eighteenth century 
wit than to th® frontier joker, although Longstreet’s Ad­
disonian style probably contributes significantly to this
Thompson,11 The library off Southern literature* edd, E* A, Aidennan and "3* 12V Harris,̂ Srtin^ioyt" 'and 'Company, 1909» 
XIX, 5235.
22 Georgia Scene©* p# 32*
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interpretation of* his character* Nevertheless, the very 
terms beau * fop« and pedant seem to belong rather to the 
tradition of the Spectator than to; that of frontier humor. 
And Ned, as the outstanding example of the upper-class 
joker, is a cogent argument for the influence of Addison­
ian humor on this aspect of the literature of the old 
Southwest.
All of the seven recorded pranks of Ned Brace exhibit 
his aptitude for completely bewildering his victims, and 
his victims are not arrays the naive folk so often beguiled 
by the upper-class rogue. His first prank on entering 
Savannah begins when he asks Baldwin, as Longstreet calls 
himself, not to recognize him at the inn, for he wants to 
make a .joke. He enters the main room, acting very mys­
terious and refusing to give his name aloud, but scribbles 
it on a piece of paper for the clerk. Unfortunately, the 
handwriting is unintelligible, and as so on as he leaves 
the room, the clerk shows the paper to the company gath­
ered around the fire, all of whom are curious about the 
peculiar stranger* Just then, Ned returns and snatches 
his paper back, leaving everybody mystified. Apparently 
Ned’s only motive for this action is to torment the 
crowd *
At supper Ned displays another eccentricity, lie helps 
himself to all the breads on the table— waffles, hatter 
cakes, muffins, rolls, and combread— mixes them thoroughly
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and shapes the ness into a turtle. Heedless to ©ay, this
unusual procedure nearly ruins the appetites of the
boarders. Perhaps there is a motive this time, for the
innkeeper*s wife, after listening to an elegant apology
in which Ned promises to eat properly although it will
cause him considerable mental discomfort > offers the rare
privilege of private meals in his room. The innkeeper
himself ±e not so taken by charming speeches, for seeing
trits wife start out with N ed * s breakfast the following
morning, he exclaims;
Well, d<~~a the man! He hasn’t been to the house more than two hours, except when he was asleep* and he has insulted half my boarders, made fools of the other half, turned the head of my bar** keeper, erased all my servants, and run my wife right stark, staring, raving mad? a man who is a perfect clown to his manners, and who, 1 have no doubt, will, in the end, prove to be a hors©** thief*^3
Even before the landlord has made this pronouncements Hod 
has played another of his peculiar pranks. While at a 
restaurant for an oyster supper, Ned sees a Frenchman 
enber— a foreigner may well be equated with the naive per-* 
son or bumpkin In the mind of th© backwoods rogue. Ned 
approaches the man a® an old friend, trMr. Sneeselfanter,” 
and when informed coldly that the gentleman*© name is 
Jacques Sancric, he replies that he knows very well that 
his friend*s family is from Sandy Creek. The poor
23 Ibid», p. 44.
Frenchsian Is so nonplused by this new-found old friend 
Obadiah Snoddleburg and his gossip about an imaginary 
family that he leaves without eating his oysters, sending 
them instead to the Snoddleburg family.
The next day being Sunday, Ned goes to church, but 
only to display further his roguish nature* for by hi© 
behavior he demonstrates the lack of respect for religion 
which is charset eristic of the rogues of the f rontier as 
well as the plcaros of Europe, He begins hi© act by pop** 
ping into his seat so suddenly that some of the church-* 
goers snicker and other© from in disapproval# When the 
preacher suggests that all join in singing a hymn, Bed 
sings out "with on© of the loudest, hoarsest, and most 
discordant voice© that ever am&sed a solemn assembly."2^ 
Luckily for the congregationt Bed subsides at the minis­
ter* s suggestion that those who cannot sing should not 
try* Throughout th© sermon, however, Ned pretend© with 
open mouth and staring ©y© to be intensely interested* the 
duller the sermon grows, the more interest he shows*
Xn a similar vein, showing the disrespect of the 
rogue, Bed fall© in at the end of a funeral procession be- 
aide a very small man, who contrasts strongly with Ned*s 
large frame* Ned next inquires whose funeral he is at­
tending., and ±b informed that it is MrsNoah Bill’s, which
24 Ibid# * p.. 45*.
he 'translates into Noel’s Billw by the same process -
which suggested ,7Sandy Creekn on the previous evening*
As a final gesture he protests paying such honor to a negro 
and drops out of the procession, leaving the mtire rear 
echelon in most unseemly laughter*
Just how far Ned commonly carried his extravagant 
antics la illustrated by his performance during the night 
fire alarm* As a starting prank, fled exchanges one of 
his large boots for on© of hie companion’s small ones and 
blocks th© doorway trying to put it on, thus managing to 
delay the guests of the inn from helping to put out the 
fire* Hext, he stops the bucket line into which he has 
been pressed and calmly drinks from a bucket , taking so 
long that he is told to get out* The fire captain, coming 
upon the scene, advises him to go ahead and drink but is 
forced, after the line is held up several minutes by Hod’s 
apparently unquenchable thirst, to order him out again* 
Obviously this one anecdote Illustrates that Ned’s sms© 
of hissor was so distorted in its values that It had aotu~ 
ally transcended mere humorous inclination and reached the 
status of extreme eccentricity*
fhe story entitled "A Sage Conversation** shows Hod 
in the more conventional role of the vdlt who takes advan­
tage of naivete* Had and the author stop overnight in a 
backwoods cabin occupied by three garrulous old women * 
During the course of the evening, the women get around to
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the subjects of marriage; and lied, Just as he is about to 
retire, comments about the marriage of two men, George 
Scott and Daniel Snow, who, he says, raised *fa lovely 
parcel of children*" A© he expects, the ladies ponder 
over this unusual statement late into the night* The 
next morning Med informs them with a straight face that 
the two men were widowers who already had children when 
they married and that ”they had none afterward that X 
heard of
That the character of Ned Brace owed much to earlier 
English humor is a fact that has long been recognised, 
and even such an early commentator on Georgia Scenes as 
Poe was able to point out resemblances between the humor 
of Longstreet and that of Addison, And Walter Blair ob­
serves: "Ned Brace*# .is a contemporary of Pindar Cockloft, 
an Addisonian humorist, a link between the humor of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries— and the manner is
26unmistakably reminiscent*” All of Ned's Jokes are ex­
ercises of wit, in the eighteenth century use of the word, 
but the T̂ iglish wit would certainly be abashed at the ex­
treme disrespect, bordering even on rudeness, which char­
acterises Ned’s escapades* It is this excess, then, which 
Ned inherits from the frontier rather than from his English
25 Ibid.. p. 196.
2^ Native American HumorT p. 77.
predecessors that# makes him as his kind appear as rogue** 
like as they do*
Madison Tensas is associated with the upper-class 
rogue more because of his profession* medicine, than for 
his family, who, though respectable, seem to have been 
relatively poor* As a result of the peregrinations of 
his early years, Tensas^s biography has many of the as­
pects of the European picaresque novel3 but more than 
that, Odd Leaves is a record of medicine and medical prac­
tice a century ago, so true to life that the reader feels 
here is Gideon LincecumVs story from a humorous point of 
view* There are, of course, no actual parallels between 
the lives of Linceeum and Tensas j only the patterns are 
similar— the unsettled early years, the Irregular training, 
the unusual treatments* Each book complements the other, 
and each attests the verity of the other as a picture of 
the backwoods physician*
The first chapter of Odd Leaves * which gives a sum­
mary of Tensas*s life before he began medical practice, 
exhibits that rootlessness and irresponsibility charac­
teristic of the true rogue in any era, in any land* Sent 
on an errand one afternoon, he runs away from homo by 
hiding on a river steamer, and when discovered he la hired 
as third cook at the princely salary of eight dollars a 
month* By the time he is promoted to second cook, he has 
had time to look around and has decided that cooks never
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become captains of steamboats bub cabin boys do 5 b o  he 
hires out on a second boat* as cab to boy* Anywhere but on 
the frontier his career would have been established, but 
the pioneer and the rogue always look for greener pastures 1 
and on a casual visit to his brother Tensas accepts readily 
the suggest ion that he stay at his brother’s house and go 
to college* Unfortunately a ’’monetary crash” occurs and 
the young man finds himself in the cotton fields, hardly 
an appropriate situation for so well-travelled a gentle*- 
man* Deciding that anything would be better than farm 
work, Tensas agrees to apprentice himself to a printer, 
but stays over for a family wedding, and on arrival on 
the ;}ob a week late finds that the printer has hired &n*» 
other boy. The brother then suggests that he study mail- 
cine with a local doctor, and the career of the ”Swamp 
Doctor” begins. He sums up his life: nJ was scarcely 
sixteen, yet I was a student of medicine, and had been, 
almost a printer, a cotton-picker, plough boy, gin-driver, 
gentleman of leisure, cabin boy, cook, scullion, and run­
away. ...
Since Odd Leaves is merely a aeries of anecdotes, 
possibly without chronological arrangement, only glimpses 
of Tensas1 s formal medical training appear. One sketch 
presents his examination by a medical faculty and therefore
Odd heavep, p* 35.
implies -that he attended a medical school, but the others 
would seem to indicate that most of hi© knowlwifie was ac­
quired by an apprenticeship to a doctor* which entailed 
both study in the office and assisting with various pa** 
tients* In the later tales* however* there sew. to b© a 
number of students available as spectators for or partici­
pants In mischief, a fact which might indicate that the 
medical school was in truth little more than an informal 
association involving both apprenticeship and regular 
study*
At any rate, the early stories show Madison with the 
mental Ineptitude of Lasarillo receiving an education 
little superior to that of Gil Bias, tdio also practiced 
medicine by apprenticing him©©If to an established physi­
cian, The doctor, leaving on a call, points to his phar* 
xaaey and says "take it down and digest,11 Since Tensas 
takes the statement literally and th© first drug on th© 
list is arsenic, the career of a promising young physician 
seems near its end. His life is spared, however, for he 
goes to lunch, leaving an old Indian in the shop, Tubba, 
of course, drinks the entire supply of Fowler’s solution 
and is unconscious when Tensas returns. What follows 
seems like one of Sut Lovingood’s ’’accidents," for Tensas, 
unable to discover a doctor nearby, calls in the other 
students and a fight develops over th© proper method of 
treatment. In the midst of the ensuing riot, Tubba awakes
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and leaves; the arsenic solution was only the doctors 
whiskey he had mi slab led to prevent pilfering*
As is typical of the rogue, Tensas is not always suc­
cessful in his endeavors, and though he is spared the 
cuffing© that characterise the life of Lassarillo, he does 
suffer severe mental discomfort* In .one instance, feeling 
that he needs a body for study in his room, h© decides to 
steal a Negro baby from the morgue* He manages to get 
out on the street with his carefully wrapped cadaver, but 
there he meets a girl friend and is compelled to stop for 
conversation * Just then, the g±rl*s father, who has for­
bidden Tensas to see her, arrives accompanied by his 
vicious dog and the town marshall* At the first onslaught 
of the dog, Tensas drops his bundle and the secret Is out* 
He loses not only face but a girl friend as well*
The rogue always triumphs in th© end, however, and 
Tensas's experience with the examinations for his degree 
prove no exception* There are seven professors, each of 
whom is alloted fifteen minutes for questioning, and in 
order to pass, the candidate must have the approval of at 
least five. The first questioner presents no challenge to 
the wit, for ho is a vain, superannuated widower and Ten­
sas opens his door to find the old gentleman adjusting his 
artificial calves under his stockings* Th© second, a 
vitalist, is led to attack the Liebigian # or chemical, 
school and Tensas passes by virtue of agreeing with th©
X$2
professor*© statements, Th© third is deaf and Tensas 
answers his questions with highly ludicrous ramrks, actu­
ally whispered but accompanied by such vivid gesticulation 
that the professor has to remind him not to shout* The 
next two are easily disposed of 5 one Is a friend who asks 
for the recipe for chicken soup and the other a chemist 
who is occupied with a pamphlet by his enemy the vitalist* 
Tensas can now afford to fail the other exams and does* 
but a fifteen-minute fainting spell and a bloody nose pre­
vent his exposing his ignorance* Thus the "Swamp Doctor” 
acquired a medical degree*
A good many of Tensas^ adventures as a doctor are 
recorded primarily for the comedy involved and consequently 
present only slight touches of roguery* Hi© first attempt 
at curing a patient is pure comedy, for the doctor has 
left a note directing him to cup an old woman on the ster­
num, and not having acquired a medical vocabulary the 
young apprentice applies his cups in the obvious place* 
causing considerable discomfort.2^ In another instance 
he cures a Negro woman♦ s fits* after administering the 
materia media from acetic acid to a ingiber* by the unmedi­
cal expedient of ordering her thrown into the bayou*
p Although Franklin J* Meine does not believe that nH . C * L . * who wrote "Cupping of the Sternum," and who is Identified as Henry Clay Lewis, is to be identified with I lad i son Tensas* the title page of Odd Leave© states, "by the author of Cupping on the Sternum^ suTficTiont evi­dence for considering th© tale a selection from Tensas ho 
life.
©omplet ing -th© cur © with a liberal f lagellation * tod 
called to attend the fite of an old woman identified by 
her slave as a "bobbulushunary suspension©!*^ h© discovers 
that she is only having delirium tremens as the result of 
her sonfs having accidentally blown up her whiskey barrel* 
This time he administers brandy laced with laudanum, 
labled roguishly "Arkansas Fitifuge.n
At least one incident illustrates hew near the fron­
tier doctor could be to the piearo, profiting from fraudu­
lent practices. While still a student Tensas accompanies 
the doctor to treat a reported case of small pox, but
when they arrive it proves to be the measles, and the doc­
tor leaves his apprentice in charge* Tensas says of hi© 
initial experience as a doctor: wIt being my first ex­
perience in that capacity, you may iimgine that the pa­
tient did not suffer for want of attendance*...In despite 
of the disease and doctor the case continued to improve*"^ 
The rumor of small pox, however, persist© in the neigh­
borhood, and the citizens clamor to be vaccinated* Tensas 
does a land office business, but the supply of vaccine 
runs out before the demand. Determined to satisfy his 
customers although perfectly aware no epidemic exists, 
Tensas casts around for a new source of serum and finds it
in a saddle sore on a horse’s back.
^  Qdd Leaves« p* 60.
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nThe Mississippi Patent Flan for Pulling Teeth* tells 
rather of a roguish prank played on a naive patient than 
o f a picaro*s device to gain money« Tensas,, still a stu- 
dent, charges a Kentuckian only a quarter for pulling a 
tooth and administering a dose of castor oil, on the con­
dition that he be allowed to use the ^Mississippi Patent 
Plan.* The big backwoodsman is strapped into the den­
tist *s chairj a vise is attached to his tooth ; and to the 
vise* a pulley normally used for reducing d i sloe at ion s; 
all is set for the extraction. Fortunately the pulley 
comes loose from the wall before the patient fs head comes 
off his neck, and the recoil, which turns over the chair, 
knocks the tooth out* As luck would have it, Tensas dis­
covers he has pulled the wrong tooth; but all is even 
when he finds the next day that the five dollar bill he 
has changed for the Kentuckian is counterfeit*
Tensas also engages in a couple of practical jokes, 
one of the kind expected of medical students and one typi­
cal of the frontiersman at his worst* The first cone eras 
a widow with whom the students room, who has more than the 
average curiosity of a landlady about her boarders* Find­
ing the contents of their drawers, pockets, and mail have 
teen investigated, the young rogues decide to cure her of 
her bad habits* They slice the face from, a hare-lipped, 
tusked Albino Negro cadaver and wrap it carefully, placing 
the package where the widow will certainly see it* Hiding
where they can witness the fun, the young doctors are 
astounded when the widow bursts out laughing instead of 
screaming at the horrible sight* They rush in remorseful­
ly prepared to deal with hysteria , followed by a curious 
crowd* The joke, however, lias backfired, for the widow 
says to the spectators:
Excuse me, gentlemen, if X have caused you any inconvenience by my unusual conduct * X was Just smiling aloud to think what fools these students made ox tbernselves when they tried to scare me with a dead nigger’s face, when X had slept with a drunken husband for twenty years 2 30
The other joke, though nothing’to raise the eyebrow 
of a frontiersman, illustrates the crudeness and casual 
disregard for suffering so frequently found in the prank­
ster of the old Southwest* On a drunken spree, Tensas 
and a group of friends decide to disrupt the participant® 
in a camp meeting nearby* They soak a mule with turpen­
tine and tar, and pointing him in the right direction, 
set him afire* The ensuing scene is hilariously funny—  
an old 11 egro looks up and shouts, "De end of de world an’ 
de day of judgemen* hab pass, and here cums hell rite up 
de lane 2**^
Such is the upper-class rogue of the old South* Given 
to practical jokes and ttfild escapades that often involve 
mental and physical cruelty to men and animals, with a
3® Ibid*, p, $1*
3̂  Ibid* , p. 64*
callous dtereigard fey the .and feelings of others
Mid a contempt for naivete* th# prankster in. frontier 
htsaer m e  nevertl*€&M* restricted in the mriefcy of WLo 
a^i<mst II# could not, for axeaaple, umm M s  roguery a# a 
is&ebhod of ae*gulring money except in the few cirewstaMaB 
when the eomady of the situation w&© sufficient to over­
come the reprobation usually attached to IXX^gobben gates. 
Although the result of his Joke might bo Molent, ha had 
to eschew personal violence, and he, of course, m o  not 
allowed to steal or cheat, two of the prerogatives of the 
traditional rogue, More egftr&vagpmb in hie conception of 
humor and more crude in hie execution, ha nevertheless 
bore considerable resemblance to the l3nglXsh wit of a 
emtury before* LongstFeet,s debt to the Addisonian essay 
has already b e m  mentioned briefly, and stellar paraXXeXs 
sxiat with other of the frontier writers of humorous talas* 
Walter Blair comments of James Glover Baldwin, for 
ample? *Even more than Longstreefc, Baldwin, in his writing# 
la influenced by the older essay style? four-fifths of 
his book take© timt fhese educated saar* of the
old Southwest took their maxmvr from the mother country, 
for America was still in the process of developing its mm 
literature* But, as is usually the case, there \mm a cul­
tural lag between. the originator and the borrower of the
1B7
’tradition, and the upper-class wags of the frontier re** 
serible the Ehgllsh wits of a century before rather than 
those contemporary with their creators* The frontier ha® 
only roughened Med Brace a bit; it has not destroyed hi® 
basic approach to humor*
CHAPTER VI
Picaros or ’the Old Southwest
The humorous literature of the frontier a century 
ago, in order to deal effectively with the society it 
laughed at, had of necessity to present along with the 
other types a wide variety of rogues* Furthermore, since 
the opportunity to gain wealth and to escape from retri­
bution were as obvious to the vrriters as to the other 
cit±2ens of the area, It is only natural that many of 
these rogues of fiction should be concerned with theft 
and swindling, should be American equivalents of the Euro~ 
pean picaro. It cannot be said that the frontier picaro 
Is identical with his European Counterpart, however; for 
he is the product not so much of literary tradition as of 
personal observation, and the difference between his char­
acter and that of the European is obviously the result of 
his environment* Gil Bias would seem as out of place in 
the old Southwest as Simon Suggs would in medieval Europe* 
If* novrhere on the frontier Is there an exact dupli­
cate of the European rogue, if there is no LasarI3.1o. ac- 
conpanying his blind beggar, no Oil Bias on his way to
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school falling among thieves , there is, nevertheless , a 
duplication of the old attitude toward society; for Simon 
Suggs’ "It Is good to be shifty in a new country** is but a 
limited expression of the unstated creed of th© rogue 
that it is good to be shifty anywhere* Generally the 
American, at least in the broad outline of hi© life, has 
much in common with his European predecessor* He is es­
sentially a .rootless wanderer, who occasionally gives the 
appearance of settling dovm only to find th© opportunities 
for swindling exhausted and another move in order* He is 
lacking in sympathy for his fellow men, regarding them 
only as potential victims for hi© cheats* He is complete-* 
ly materialistic in his outlook* Then, too, -he is of the 
lovrer orders of society; either his origins are humble or 
he has lost prestige as a result of rogueries. But these 
are generalities* The American picaro remains distinctly 
American in spite of his basic similarities to the Euro­
pean, for the exact nature of th© rogue and hi© rogueries 
is determined by the specific problems with which hi© en­
vironment confronts him*
As is the case vrlth th© upper-class practical joker, 
the picaro Is generally found in isolated sketches 
throughout the body of frontier humor* Simon Suggs is the 
hero of a complete volume, and some of the others, especi­
ally those described by Baldwin, appear in long sketch©©5 
but most of them are the subject of anecdotes ranging,, in
length from two or three to a dossen pages* Unlike the 
gentleman, however, the rogues are difficult to consider 
merely as definitions of a type, for the rogue has thrown 
off the restrictions of polite society and is limited only 
by immediate circumstances, not by any regard for pro** 
priety. Because of this variety, perhaps, the picaro ap«* 
pears more individualised than the gentleman, and the 
Yellow Blossom from Jasper is etched even more indelibly 
in the readerT s mind than Ned Brace, to whom Longstreet 
devotes considerably more space*
Nevertheless, the minor picaro of the old Southwest 
falls easily into broad classifications^the horse trader, 
the distiller, and the gambler $ for the anecdotal material 
In which he appears tends to present variations of a series 
of familiar situations. The rogue who receives a more 
extended development, on th© other hand, cuts across lines 
and categories, exhibiting the versatility of such a Euro­
pean rogue as Gil Bias, who was scholar, robber, doctor, 
serving man, and petty office-holder* The brief sketch 
obviously could not describe a full career of rascality, 
and yet the humorous writer could say much with few words. 
Consider, for example, this one-sentence biography by 
Samuel A* Hammett: ttA certain scampish genius, knoxm as 
Lefe Thompson, viho vras notoriously addicted to betting 
upon quarter races, playing old sledge and poker, and to 
little else, having borrowed money, and run pretty deeply
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into debts* had now taken a new step, and run off alto­
gether.
Once Lafefs Ilf© is summed up* even as briefly as it 
is, any reader realises that here is a-true pie&ro * The 
oitisens of Lefe1 s home town* however* were not bo wary* 
Uncle Billy, the constable, pursued Lefe, caught him* and 
proceeded to attach a yellow girl in Lefe*s poasesaion to 
be sold for the defaulted debts* Lef e, not wanting to 
part with the slave, suggested that Uncle Billy take a 
horse instead* The sharp-eyed old constable agreed, recog­
nising that the horse was worth more than the amount of 
the debt, and allowed Lefe to proceed on his way. Proud 
to have given the rogue his come-uppanee, Uncle Billy re­
turned to town* There he found the Joker in the deck $ a 
letter from Lefe arrived, thanking him for returning the 
horse to his father, the rightful owner*2
Less the backwoodsman than Lefe, and yet representa­
tive of the various charlatans who roamed the frontier 
residing palms or feeling bumps on yokel heads, 1© the un­
named Wolverine mesmeri&er celebrated by M* Field#
This rascal, his bluff called by a crowd of gentlemen led 
by a huge man with a bowie knife, was given the opportunity
1 Samuel A* Hammett* A Stray Yankee in Texas. Had- field, Mew York, 1859, p. k L -----
2 Ibid.« pp. 43-53.
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to prove the Tfre-mee-jiX" values of his science or to 
ride out of town on a rail* He was taken to a hotel room 
occupied by a man bedridden v?ith rheumatism* The Wolver­
ine’s procedure was certainly not one Meemer would have 
approved, for he frightened the victim with his hocus- 
pocus and then screamed in his face, "How cut dirtf d— n 
you!” When the terrified patient leaped from his bed, 
the mesmerizer chased him downstairs and around the block 
a few times. As a lucky coincidence the man turned out 
to be wanted for robbery in Buffalo* The Wolverine con­
cluded his story: "I made him dress himself— cured of hie 
rheuE&atis— run it right out of him; delivered him up, 
pocketed the reward, and established the science» by thun­
der
The horse trader was an even more common sight on 
the frontier, usually swapping horses on a small scale, 
taking one animal, exchanging that for another, then an­
other, and so on until he was in possession of a fine ani­
mal which he could sell and, using the money, begin over 
again. The most renowned tale of this genus is Longstreet’s 
"The Horse Swap," which has two shrewd traders instead of 
the usual one and thus is a story of rogue cheat rogue 
rather than of honest man duped. Actually the two rogues
 ̂Joseph M. Field, The Drama in Pokervillc (in Colo­
nel Tho m e ’s Scenes in Arkansas)', f * E7 Peterson and Bra- 
SEers, "13557 133*---------- -
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are as different as night and day* The Yellow Blossom 
from Jasper belongs to the ring-bailed roarer tradition* 
announcing himself *7ith a flourishi "'I'm the boy* * con­
tinued he; 'perhaps a ieetle, jiab a leetle of the beat 
m&a at a horse-swap that ever trod shoe-leather* ' Peter 
Ketch is more taciturn* refusing to work up any excitement 
over the trade, even pointing out quietly the defect© of 
his horse.
The two rogues each ©how their horses * Blossom pre- 
ferring to let his horse show off its paces, Peter pre­
ferring to show the stability of his fine looking animal* 
Peter quite honestly ©ays that his horse 1© deaf and ha© 
his son Ned pound on a barrel and shoot a gun to demon­
strate the deficiency, but the bystander© all accept this 
as a back-handed method of proving that his horse will not 
frighten as easily as Blossom1 s* Then when Blossom no­
tices a peculiar look in the horse's eyes, Peter is equal 
to the circumstance* 11 ♦Oh yes, sir,1 said Peter, 'just 
as blind as a bat. Blind horses always have clear eyes*1 
When Blossom waves his hand at the horse's face, it jumps, 
but Longstreet records that it was "rather as if something 
pricked him tmder the chin than as if fearing a blow*"
The trade concluded, the Yellow Blossom cannot resist the
^ Georgia Sceneqr p. 23.
5 Ibid*, p* 23*
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-temptation to crow over the fact that he has swapped a 
horse vrith a huge saddle sore on its back. Old Peter of­
fers no comment, but Ned* unable to endure the ridicule 
of the crowd, points out that their horse is both blind 
and deaf, Peter’s reproach is still in character* 
w*Neddy,* said the old man, •you oughtn’t to try and make 
people discontented with their things* Stranger, don’t 
mind what the little boy says. If you can only get Kit 
rid of them little failings, you’ll find him all sorts of 
a horse*.*.TW^
In a day when even preachers might keep still-houses, 
it is surprising that only a few stories pictures moon­
shiners as rogues. Actually, however, the distiller was 
considered an essential member of the community by the 
rougher element and was proabably not bothered to any 
great extent by pranksters, while watched very carefully 
by his customers, so that he had little opportunity to 
play pranks himself# Harden E# Taliaferro, on the other 
hand, pictured in Hamp Hudson a rogue whose adulteration 
of his product exceeded even that charged against grocery 
keepers by D* H. Hundley. Hamp, f*the only man in that 
whole country who kept a ’still-house* running all the 
year,” was an important functionary at all public gather­
ings, especially the annual militia muster* But one year,
^ Ibid *. p* 31.
Hamp * s dog "Famus** drowned to the mash and the local eiti- 
sans decided to eschew spirits at the forth-coming master, 
for they were certain Hamp had not let the accident Inter­
fere with his business., When Hamp appeared with his 
barrel and tin cup, he was publicly demounced* The scamp* 
however, partook of the taciturnity of old Peter and 
simply sat in the shade--for it was a hot day--clinking 
his cup occasionally * In the end he won out; heat and
thirst combined to persuade his customers to drink, rtFamus
7or no Famus«w
No survey of the frontier picaro would be complete 
without some mention of th-e petty thief , who, though in 
an American setting, engages in that age-old occupation 
of the rogue, pilfering from anyone rich enough to take no 
notice of the theft* An anonymous story entitled wHookiag 
at an Indian Treaty11 details the adventures of two pi car os 
who with their kind gathered at an Indian treaty ground 
to steal from the gifts and provisions supplied by the .. 
government and to sell whiskey and other verboten goods 
to the Indians* Bob and Bill had managed to steal about 
a thousand dollars worth of cloth, which they cached in 
the woods until the crowd dispersed* They returned sepa­
rately to ascertain the safety of the loot, and upon
^ Harden E, Taliaferro, Fisher*m Elver (North Car­olina) Semes gpd Sketches,Harr>er anŜ Tsro'ilier's, New York, 
l£59, pp. 20-27*
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discovering it gone each assumed the other had removed
it* &hen they met, mutual accusation© led to a long and
bloody fight, effectually ending the partnership* Bill on
the way home stopped at a local tavern and there discovered
the cloth, now in the possession of the tavern keeper, who
had watched them steal it and decided to help himself*
This third rogue was able to quell Bill * a demands for res-*
titution by pointing out the difficulty he would find in
establishing his ownership* Again it was rogue cheat 
grogue.
The gamblers, almost a race to themselves, appear 
frequently in the anecdotes of the frontier* Commonly 
these stories, like the above, belong to the cheater 
cheated category, a motif which seem© to have been highly 
favored in American humor. Once in a while, one of the 
rogues in a story can be roughly equated with the naive 
victim, and the deflation of his ego serves as a source 
for comedy. T. W, Lanefs "The Thimble Game,” for example, 
recounts the adventures of a country boy named Peter who 
takes his father1s cotton to Augusta for ©ale* Locally 
his reputation as a shrewd trader is great, for he once 
traded horses with a Yankee and t?after half an hour1© 
higgling found himself the undisputed owner of both horses 
and ten dollars boot*..."^ To the "gimblet man,” or
8 Spirit. g£ Times. XXI {June 21, 1651) , 202,
Polly Pe&bloaaom*a Wedding. p. 30.
cotton buyer* however* Peter is another yokel to be 
fleeced* and the method is the old thimble game with a 
hundred dollar bill rolled up for a pea* Peter’s father, 
who 1 laving the game explained to him, goes to recoup hi® 
son’s losses* is hardly even a shrewd character* although 
like the elder Suggs he regards himself as a hard man to 
fool.
Kuch more quick-witted was Elijah Shaddock* the gam** 
bling river pilot* when he outwitted a gambler on his 
boat. The gambler had lost fifty or sixty dollars to Lige 
in a poker game* but decided that Lige was nsmall pota** 
toes” and offered to bet double or nothing he could burn 
up a jack on first try* Lige* however* demanded that they 
play a few hands of old sledge first* and the gambler had 
no choice but to comply and lose more money. At last Lige 
agreed to the bet, only to discover that the gambler turn­
ed the whole deck over at once* The gambler* anticipating 
an argument, began to insist that he had complied with 
the letter if not the spirit of the bet. Lige listened 
in silence and then pointed out casually that there were 
no jacks in the deck. He had removed them during the game 
of old sledge.***®
Frequently* as George DevoX discovered, a man would 
be cheated by hi© partner; and such vmo the adventure of
The Big Bear of Arkansas* ’’The Way ■’Lige’ Shad­dock Scared up Anonymous* pp* 175-177,
w& long, lank specimen of humanity, bearing the name of 
Bennet, who made it his business to relieve such verdant 
young men as came his way of their money, by inducing them 
to play poker, seven-up, and such other interesting games 
as pleased them most, respectively*w-^ Bonnet induced an 
acquaintance named Cole to help him get Smith, who had 
just eold some land, into a poker, for he knew Smith would 
not play with him alone. The understanding m s  that Cole 
would win a little and then drop out, leaving the other 
two to *lock horns.” Cole, of course, could keep his win­
nings for his services. The game proceeded according to 
plan. Finally, Bennet dealt a good hand to Cole and 
helped him by betting twelve huncired dollars to entice 
Smith to bet heavily. Cole left with his winnings, but 
Bennet soon found that Smith load only a few dollars left. 
The next day Cole refused to restore Bennet his lost money, 
reminding him that it was won honestly in a poker game and 
that Bennet certainly could not complain that he had not 
follot-red instructions.
These three stories all follow one pattern— one rogue 
sv/indles another— in spite of the fact that the methods 
involved vary considerably. What is more, the reader is 
in sympathy with the vrinner, not the loser, in each inci­
dent. Peter is a bumpkin with an excessive pride in his
^  Pollv ?eabloesom*g Wedding, p* 44.
©ran shrewdness, and the gimblch man, after all, Is Jus­
tified. by the frontier tendency to take advantage of 
naivete or pride, lige Shaddock is a likeable old duffer 
pitted against a professional gambler, and Cole is only 
an acquaintance of the gambler Bennet, who specialises in  
cheating youngsters. The sketches, like all true rogue 
stories t maintain an objectivity untouched by sentimental­
ity, which would insist, that Peter’s family is poor and 
cannot afford to lose the money, or that even a gambler 
can expect his friend to be fair with him under the old 
nhonor among thieve© ** platitude,
The American picaro was not limited to the socially 
unacceptable occupations-~d±stiller, gambler, horso-trader 
— for an occasional sketch portrays him in a more repu- 
table role, and a good many of the anecdotes of the bar 
are devoted to lawyers who are far more rogue than gentle­
man* The brief nature of these tales leaves much to be 
desired in the way of characterisation, but the nature of 
the action indicates clearly that they belong in the cate­
gory of the picaresque* Baldwin's little sketch "Sharp 
Financeeriixg," for example, recounts the experience of 
Mr* Ripleyf a traveller from Ilorth Carolina, with a Mis­
sissippi finaneeer named Thompson, Ripley, afraid to 
travel with a large sum of money, buys a bill of exchange 
on a Raleigh bank from Thompson, who collects the usual 
five percent fee on Ripley's twelve hundred dollars. On
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reaching Raleigh* Ripley finds that a package he has 
carried for Thompson to the Raleigh bank contains his 
money, minus the commission, of course^ Thompson is at 
least a part-time rogue, but Baldwin1© delineation of him 
Is so slight that the reader hardly feels him significant 
as a character*
Equally as shadowy a figure is the unnamed scene- 
painter from a small dramatic company, who is the central 
character in Joseph M* Field’s "The ’Gagging Scheme1! Or, 
West*© Great Picture*" As a matter of fact, the man is 
difficult to classify, for he is Just as much prankster 
as picaro* The company finds itself in debt in a small 
town which seems indiff©rent to the drama and which is 
dominated by a group, led by Elder Slack, who are openly 
hostile to Thespis* There seems no hope until the painter 
remembers that Benjamin West’s "Death on a Pale Horae" is 
to be exhibited locally and decides to anticipate the pro** 
gram with a picture of hi© own which Is to be billed as 
West’s* His "Death on a Pale Horse" is based on the Seven 
Deadly Sins, and the afternoon audience is surprised to 
see Elder Slack’s strong res m b  lance to Malice* The ©v©>* 
ning audience is even more surprised, for Malice now wears 
a black suit exactly like the Elder’s; but the actors have
I2 Flush Time*, pp. 151-152.
psifi their debts .anA departed-.*^
Robb's ,*We®h«sr© tSn^oHags of « Typo»! is th e  p & m r*  
mqum account of a young pointer, b u t I t  is pore than 
that; for it is th e unique ©sample in fro n tie r  -buner of 
a — it te m t a l  reg*** story, the basic toeoogru ittr in  ■**» 
ehasrsetep of John, the boro of this unusual bale, does 
ssuch to destroy hia effectiveness as a rogue, although the  
shift tm u  piearo to hem doss not occur until
late in the story, V/hate la ©or©-,, the happy sowing is the 
result of a terjr obvious coincidence*
la the beginning, the typo* poaaacsss a rogue
philosophy similar to that of VJavid Hines$ and his saŝ ®®** 
sloo of it* though lacking the homely compact?!©??®* Is raw* 
tniscemt ©f the ad via© of Rra» Hinas. ’’'The West* aye, * 
thought John* 'that mighty cosmi‘ioM-«*thafe region of pork
and ^.mCjNwliBd of the migrating ancteor— »haven of hope
X4and country of adventure. ♦.. ’" ' John, an orphan. In the 
friendless city of Hew York, has decided to migrate) with 
the stickers. Although he has- no money and no way to net 
say* he decides that he can rely on a ready wit to provide* 
The first problem la going across on the ferry, but 
Jeha resolves to masouorade as on “attach©** of the press 
©T»d so got free pas cage, before this deceit is necessary,
14 s£ ffi— rtttwr yjs, p. 13*
however, the young hopeful strikes up a conversation with 
an elderly gentleman who is also a passenger* The reader 
is not too amazed to discover that the kindly friend, 
hearing of Johnfs plight, offers to pay the passage\ but 
credulity is somewhat strained when he volunteers an all** 
expense trip to Wheeling, Just for the company of such an 
intelligent young man. John accepts with alacrity, and 
becomes such an engaging parasite that when they part at 
Wheeling, his friend lends him money to go to Cincinnati 
and offers his hospitality if John ever comes to Gleve* 
land where he lives*
Robb, casually mentiontag that John spent two months 
in Cincinnati, sends his wanderer to Indiana, where he 
arrives in a small town on the day of a public dinner 
sponsored by local politicians* Priming himself for fixa­
ture contingencies by drinking the dregs from glasses left 
in a bar, John demands a shine from the bootblack and 
enters the banquet hall along with the subscribers* Once 
inside, aware that the diners think he is a senator 
"incog," John partakes liberally of food and drink, and 
even volunteers a speech* As luck will have it, he de­
nounces the wrong party and is requested to leave* What 
is more, as he departs with drunken dignity, the chicken 
and doughnuts he has concealed In his hat fall to the 
floor and he refuses to pick them up, eschewing all "spoil 
of the enemy." But fortune smiles again, for an enraged
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editor hurls them after him, enabling John to recover His 
spoils in privacy*
By the time of his next exploit* the wandering ad­
venturer has managed to hoard a hundred and fifty dollars
and feels himself wone holding on© hundred and fifty con-
13siderations entitling him to r e s p e c t W h e n  he enters 
to town of B—  his elegant demand for a private room starts 
whispers about his status, and once more the concensus of 
opinion is that he must be in politics* The citizens are 
therefore disappointed when he purchases the editorship 
of the local one-horse newspaper, promising the politician- 
owner to npour it inter the inimy in slashergaff style1*—  
the ninimy,T being the residents: of a nearby town. Here 
luck is against him, for the suscribers will not pay for 
the paper and, in addition, arrange a duel for him and 
the editor of the rival paper. John, however, has had 
enough; he visits the rival editor, makes friends, pies 
all the type in hie office, beats the politician, and de­
parts, leaving his subscription list to pay his debts.
Up to this point, John has been exclusively a rogue, 
rootless and irresponsible. Nov/ h© shifts character with 
amazing rapidity; and his reformation, symbolized In a 
touching scene %*rhen he gives sixteen of his last seventeen 
dollars to a widow who has sheltered him for the night,
^  fkid., p* 2&v
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produces results that would have araaaed Horatio Alger,
He goes to Cleveland where he finds his adopted father 
and mother--another surprise for the unsuspecting reader 
~-doing nicely in business. What is more, he finds his 
old travelling companion, a well-to-do lawyer, who would 
like a son to take into the firm. The old gentleman, 
greatest surprise of all, has a beautiful daughter. At 
this point Robb ends his story, confident that John ttfill 
not require any further authorial assistance.
In spite of the almost ludicrous artificiality of its 
plot, nThe Western Wanderings of a Typon is a valid por*- 
trait of the American picaro • The characteristics of the 
wandering parasite, the fraudulent elegance, and the tend­
ency to extravagant action so ably defined in the first 
portions of the story serve to set John so apart from the 
conventional, moral, industrious hero of the success story 
that they underline the cliche of the "young man makes 
good” plot. In addition, the very method of development, 
a series of anecdotes strung together on a very sketchily 
filled-in background, increases the similarity of "The 
Western Wanderings" to the European picaresque novel.
The fact that the lawyer in the old Southwest is oc­
casionally represented as a picaro Is not an indication 
of a general condemnation of the profession. Far from it, 
the good-natured ribbing of lawyers was often the work of 
1 awyers themselves* Three out of the four to be discussed
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here were products of J. G* Baldwin* whose Flush Times 
presents the riotous days in Alabama and Mississippi* 
primarily recusing on the legal profession* Furthermore* 
it has already been observed that the lawyers* gathering 
wherever court was in session* exchanged humorous tales 
of* the bar, stories Xfhich often illustrated roguish tend­
encies in themselves and their colleague©. It is only 
natural then that the humor of the frontier, in part the 
product of lawyers, should include sketches of legal 
picaros.
Least attractive of Baldwin ’© rogue lawyers is John 
Stout, Esq*, who pretends to be a friend of Mark Sullivan, 
in jail for murder, so that he can get into the jail and 
persuade Mark to hire him, Mark, willing to clutch at 
any straw, accepts his new-found old friend and listens 
to Stout* s pretentious gabble about a million-denar' suit 
in which Stout pretends to have been associated with S„S. 
Prentiss and George Yerger, two of the leading solicitors 
of the day. Mark listens, that is, until Stout, not car­
ing that he has lost a tremendous fee in his imaginary 
suit, offers to take his friend’s case for only two hun­
dred dollars. In case any reader needs the additional in­
formation, Baldwin has sketched in John Stout’s background 
to illustrate what a disreputable rogue he was:
John’s standard of morality was not exalted, nor were his attainments in the profession great; having confined himself mostly to a class of cases and of clients better suited uo give
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notoriety then enviable reputation to the prac- ticioner*•* *He had no settled abode, but was a sort of Oalnaus Tartar of the Law, and roamed over the country generally, stirring up content tion and breeding dirty lawsuits* fishing up fraudulent papers, and hunting up complaisant witnesses to very apocryphal facts
Far more attractive than Stout as a literary figure, 
if 3ust as reproaehable morally, is Baldwin*s famous liar, 
n0vid Bolus, Esq* , Attorney at Law and Solicitor to Chi­
canery*” Walter Blair has pointed out Baldwin * s failure 
to give a sample of Bolus*s lying as one of the faults in 
his approach to his material, x̂ hich is that of the essay­
ist rather than the writer of fiction The same is true 
of his presentation of Bolus the rogue, for the entire 
picture is sketched in with generalities, and the reader 
is never informed exactly what happened in the one inci­
dent Baldwin sees fit to comment on specifically, the 
swindling of Ben* Nevertheless, the portrait produced in 
the story is one of a full-fledged rogue, perhaps not a 
picaro in the strict sense but a conscienceless cheat 
living at the expense of societ3r*
Bolus is represented primarily as a liar, mid lying, 
perhaps, is not enough to justify the berm rogue*. Yet it 
cannot be doubted that his ability as a liar contributed 
to his effectiveness as a swindler*
^  Elush Times* pp* 304-305*
^  Native American Humor. p* 7B*
20?
Some men. are llare .from interest .. ,somc are liars from vanity , * .some are liars from a sort of necessity...some are enticed away by the allurements of pleasure* or seduced by evil example and education.. Bolus was none of these: he belonged to a higher department of the fine arts, and to a higher class of professors of this art of Belles-Lettres* Bolus was a natural liar, just as some horses are natural pacers, and some dogs natural setters* What he did in that walk, was from the irresistible promptings of instinct, and a disinterested love of art,lb
Bolus was also a rootless drifter. "He had been bom 
in more places than Homer." He had wandered the face of 
the earth^-or so his stories asserted. Whether or not he 
had travelled widely is as uncertain as one of his stories, 
but he was not born in Alabama and now that he has ex­
hausted his credit he will not remain there. Baldwin ob­
serves that there seems to be only one extenuation for his 
swindling Ben and that is that "Bolus was on the lift for 
Texas, and the desire was natural to qualify himself for 
citizenship."**^ ^t the time of the sketch, then, Bolus 
was ready to go or had already gone on his way.
Although not in the technical sense a parasite, Bolus 
had those parasitical qualities which a bad debtor usually 
displays and coupled with them a generous nature:
He was as free xvlth his own money— if he ever tad any of his own— as with yours. If he never paid borrowed money, he never asked payment of others. If you vrished him to lend you any, he would give you a handful without counting it; if you handed
l£ Flush Times. pp. 2-3*
19 Ibid., p. 11.
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him any, you were losing “time counting It, for you never saw any of it again*
In addition, "He would as soon treat a regiment or charter 
the grocery for the day, as any other way***," with the 
result that "His bills at the groceries were as long as 
John Q* Adams1 abolition petition, or, if pasted together, 
would have matched the great Chartist memorial*n2®
Baldwin also indicates the roguish nature of Bolus1s 
business dealings* "He bought goods and chattels, lands 
and tenements, like any other manl but he got them under 
a state of poetic illusion, and paid for them in an imag­
inary way * Bven the titles he gave were not of the
21earthy sort— thev were sometimes clouded*" The reader, 
however, is presented with no specific evidence of any 
such chicanery* Only the vague account of the cheating 
of Ben and the hearsay of another equally shady trans­
action present any idea of the rogue’s methods* Baldwin 
says of the latter, "*.*this I lcnox* from a client, to whom 
Ovid sold a tract of land after having sold it twice be­
fore: I cannot say, though, that his forgetting to mention 
this circumstance made any difference, for Bolus original­
ly had no title.
20 Ibid*«pp. 7-8, 
2 ~̂ Ibid* , pp9 4-5 
22 Ibid*, p* 5*
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Last but far from least Bolus is a conscienceless 
rascal with a touch of the miles glpriosus»
Bolus had long since settled all disputes with his conscience* Me and it were on very good terms--at least , if there was no affection be­tween the couple, there was no fuss in the fam­ily****!^ own opinion Is, that he was as destitute of the article as an ostrich* ̂ 3
Although his own accounts bragged of his derring-do* re­
lating adventures on land and sea* Bolus was far from 
being a true ring-tailed roarer. MHe took reasonably good 
care of his person.* Me avoided all unnecessary exposures, 
chiefly from a patriotic desire, probably, of continuing
his good offices to his country. Hie recklessness was,
24for the most part, lingual*n
Such then is Ovid Bolus, lawyer, raconteur, and ras­
cal* For all the sketchiness of his background, in spite 
of the fact that he is never seen in action, he emerges 
from Baldwin’s book as one of the most engaging rogues 
produced in the old Southwest* Though more closely re­
lated to Baron Munchausen than to L&sarillo of Tomes, he 
is a genuine contribution to the literature of roguery 
which grew up on the American frontier.
The reader is introduced to Ovid Bolus long after his 
career in roguery has begun and misses per Imps the oppor­
tunity to trace his development back to the original
Ibid., p. 15*
^  Ibid., p* 13.
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causes Tor his moral defection. Such is not the ease 
with Thomas Jefferson Jenken©, %fhom W* T. Thompson por« 
trays arriving In Pineyille an industrious and upright 
young lawyer; for Jenkens* motivation is clear. At first 
the yomg lawyer stays close to the office, reading his 
books and in general giving the appearance of diligence*
No one comes to employ him* however, so after a time he 
becomes one of the whittlers sitting on the bench in front 
of Hartley*© store. It is there, idling away the hours, 
that he conceives a plan which will get him some legal 
business and which turns him into a rogue.
One day as Si Perkins, his wife, and two friends are 
trading in the store Jeff decide© the time is ripe for 
action* When Si goes across town to see about a borrowed 
harness and the others are occupied inside, the netfly-made 
rascal takes their pony cart to the rear of the building 
and puts it inside the warehouse. There he loads a few 
items and departs, locking cart and pony inside. After a 
considerable search, Si and hi© party discover the cart 
and start out of the building, only to be discovered by 
one of Hartleys clerks, who thinks they are stealing from 
the store. In the succeeding argument, Si hires the young 
lawyer, who has no difficulty in proving before a local 
magistrate that Hartleyfs possession of the cart indicates 
his guilt as a thief. A© soon a© the first case is bound 
over, Jeff persuades Hartley to hire him in what he calls
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a separate case and proves, also by possession, that Si 
and his friends are guilty of attempted theft. Nothing 
comes of the whole affair, for Jenkens persuades both 
parties— after he has collected a fee from each— that 
there must be a mistake somewhere o
Thompson also sketches in brief another adventure of 
the quick-witted young man, showing his eventual success 
in life. Jenkens falls in love with a young orphan and 
persuades the court that her guardian has swindled her out 
of her fortune, When he recovers it, he marries her and 
is in a position to live happily the rest of his life.
In fact, his reputation is so great that he manages to get 
elected to the legislature, even though a member of the 
minority party. ̂  Jenkens * career in roguery, though only 
slightly presented, centering as it does on his first step 
into the world of the picaro, is a valid and entertaining 
portrayal of the knavish aspects of the bar in the old 
Southwest.
Far more complete a rogue portrait is Baldwin’s 
nSimon Suggs, Jr.,,T the story of a picaro who becomes a 
lawyer. There is no need to make elaborate dodiictions as 
to the causes of the young man’s roguery* for he is the 
son of Simon Suggs, the greatest of the frontier picaros,
^  Jones’ Chronicles, pp. 99-135*
and both heredity and environment have conditioned him 
well for the job* Even in hie school days he is reputed 
as a budding rogue, gaining some distinction as a sharp 
trader, petty gambler, and prankster* But his school 
days terminate abruptly, as the result of his devising a 
nbooby trap” in a handkerchief full of gun powder the 
teacher is talcing home* After this, ”The characteristic 
prudence of the elder Suggs suggested the expediency of 
Simon's leaving for a time a part of the country where 
character was held in so little e s t e e m * Y o u n g  Simon's 
approi tie ©ship has begun*
His first stop is as assistant ixi an unlicensed wdog- 
gery," where he acquire© the necessary skills of measuring 
at shooting matches or pitching coins and of TTarranging 
the papers*” Thence he migrates to Columbus and acquires 
?-an increased store of goods and experience/* including a 
beautiful little racing mare. On his return, he finds his 
father envious of the horse and agrees to a game of seven- 
up, in which he will wager his mare against his father's 
horse. It is a close game: frThe old gentleman had the ad­
vantage of experience-**the young of genius...*” At the 
crucial point the elder Suggs bends over to take a pinch 
of snuff and incidentally to peek at the bottom of the 
cards being dealt, but some prankster lias substituted cay­
enne pepper for his snuff, and before he can stop sneesing
26 Flush Times. p. 127.
young Simon has turned a jack and Won the hand* The old 
picaro admits defeat and congratulates his son* Baldwin 
says he told young Simon "that he was wasting his genius 
in a retail business of ’shykeenry* when nature had &©- 
signed him for the bar*?* This is not the only hint the 
young man got, for "many sagacious men predicted that the 
law would yet elevate Simon to & prominent place in the 
public view.
His apprenticeship over and the rigid examination of 
the elder Suggs— the game of seven-up— passed, the young 
man is a full-fledged picaro , but decides to continue his 
present course by engaging in such pleasant enterprises 
as horse-racing and faro-dealing* These, however, do not 
turn out to be rewarding, and Simon, having won a law li­
cense at faro, makes up hia mind to become a lawyer*
Simon m s  not long in deciding upon a location* The spirited manner in which the State of Arkan­sas had repudiated a public debt of some five hundred thousand dollars gave him a favorable opinion of that people as a Community of liti­gants, while the accounts which cam© teeming from that bright land, of murders and felonies innumerable, suggested the value of the criminal practice.2®
Simonfs experiences as a lawyer involve all sorts of 
roguish tricks. He prejudices juries before the trial, 
since they at that time have not received an "improper
27 Ibid.. p. 130.
2g Ibid.. pp. 132-133,
bias from the testimony*” He hires a dosen of the most 
worthless members o f the population to follow a cashier 
from-an Alabama bank and so ruins his reputation that 
when his suit to recover from his defaulters finally comes 
to court he is notified that a warrant is being issued 
against him for perjury* Fort her.*- Simon does such tricks 
as drawing up a writ in a capital case that Abound the de~ 
fesidant , under a heavy penalty, *not to appear at court 
and answer the charge t,tt. And he smuggle# a prisoner out 
of Jail by having him reported dead of small pox, dressing 
the man in his wife*a clothes* He puts her in the coffin, 
but she, of course, refuses to be buried when the funeral 
procession arrives at the cemetery.^ All these worthy 
endeavors, needless to say, gain for the young lawyer a 
considerable reputation* And the citizens elect him solic­
itor for Hackensack, the Arkansas town he graces with his 
presence*
Simon, in the meantime, has become a nian of property, 
by much the same means that Jenkens used| that is, he has 
married money. He noticed that his landlady had a good** 
sized estate, consisting of a plantation, some twenty 
Negroes, and some town property, and persuaded her of her 
husband * s infidelity* Then he arranged some evidence: 
"having ingeniously deceived the unsuspecting husband
29 Ibid*- PP. 137-139.
into some suspicious appearances, which im re duly ob-
served by a witness or two provided for the purpose, he
soon prevailed upon his fair hostess to file a bill of 
30divorce*,..* As a concluding irony to this incident,
Simon, when he had been married long enough for his pur*
pose, divorced his wife for infidelity, ^magnanimously
giving her one of the Kegroee, a horse, saddle and 
31bridle** As the sketch concludes, Simon has moved to 
Choctaw territory, married a chief’s daughter, and become 
claims agent for the tribe.
Although Baldwin’s essay style cripples some of his 
characters by depriving them of the right to act out their 
own stories, the fault Is not so obvious in nSimon Suggs, 
Jr. ,n in spite of the fact that young Simon has nowhere 
the life that his father displays* On the other hand, the 
European picaresque novel often compresses its action into 
brief spaee, thus providing the same effect a© the essay 
style* Traditionally it is enough that the rogue’s actions 
be summarized, any deficiency in total length being more 
than compensated for by the recounting of innumerable ad­
ventures and the addition of stories interpolated by the 
various incidental characters* Simon Suggs, Jr., for all 
that he is distinctly American, distinctly a resident of 
the old Southwest, lias earned by his variety and fle-xibil** 
ity of vrit a place in the literature of roguery as that
31 Ibid.. pm 140.
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literature is defined by European tradition * Mis story* 
too, is the most fully developed account of the rogue 
l&wyer in the humor of the frontier*
It is somehow appropriate. that the supreme rogue in 
the old Southwest * the epitome of American picaros , should 
be not a lawyer, doctor, or even planter* but a crude 
backwoodsman whose whole life is a contradiction of the 
romantic pioneer of fiction from James Fenimore Cooper to 
the present day* And Simon Suggs* the creation of Johnson 
Jones Hooper, is Just such a contradiction. He is igno- 
rant, shiftless, vulgar;, and thoroughly dishonest, caring 
not for God nor man except as they can be used to fill 
his pockets* And yet Simon is a man with a charm of his 
own. "Without a virtue in the world, except his good 
humor and his s elf-possess lorn, there is something in his 
vices, his indolence, his swagger, his rogueries, which, 
in spite of the worthlessness of the man and the dishon­
esty of his practices, detains and amuses us*"3^
One of the excellencies of Simon Suggs as a literary 
character is the fact that his story is developed in full. 
Here is no summary of roguish pranks nor flrst-pex'son 
monologue recounting a picaresque life. Simon walks 
through the Adventures as a living character, acting out 
each scene and expressing his opinions in his own language.
32 Henry C* Watterson, Oddities in gouthern Life and Character* Houghton, Mifflin, Boston, xfcViSy £CT'Tl9*
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Wh&t is his l&ngn&ge is as $elighbful a.® his philos­
ophy, for it Is exemplary ©f the best that ©an be done 
with frontier dialect* fhere is little that seems arti­
ficial and contrived, and if it. lacks the eloquent simile 
of the speech of Sut Lovtogeod# Simon's earthy talk la 
wdl adapted to expressing the thoufjtts of his agile i tod* 
On the practical level, at least, it is a useful tool for 
his roguery, for Simon can make his victim believe he la 
what he Is net and still refrain from- telling an actual 
He*
Simon is a determined rogue even from the days of his
youth* From a boyhood of fighting his mother's roosters
and racing his father’s plou#* horses, he soon progresses
to playing "did sledge" and pitching dollars* It is at
bhla point that we meet Simon for the first time and his
mind is already made up* When his father catches him
playing c&rds~"¥h© simple I4r* Suggs had only a vague idea
of the paste board abomination called cards "~«*t he old wmi
wastes his remonstrance*
"It ain't no use, daddy #w said Simon• n#hy so, Simon?’1rJist bekase it ain't* I'm gwtoe to play cards as long as I live* When 1 go off to myself. I'm gsctae to make anr llvto' by it* So what ' b the use of beatto* mo about it? "33
In spite of his determtoation to be a gambler,-
35 Johan non Jones .Hooper * Simon Svumn * Adventures* Gancrm and Ferguson, Glasgow, n r T ^ p T T f c  ------
however, Simon Suggs* biography does not# present another 
George Devolt for only twice does the reader see him en­
gaged in a game of chance* The first time is the occasion 
of the elder Suggs * discovery of Simon and the Negro Bill 
playing cards, and the actual incident involves only 
Simon’s ability to turn the Jack* His father, despairing 
of Simon’s virtue and desirous of teaching him a lesson, 
offers to give him the pony Bunch if he can perform the 
seemingly impossible feat, provided Simon will give him 
his bag of silver if he cannot, the word bet of cotirs e 
being odious to the old hard-shell©d preacher* With the 
shrewdness typical of the bumpkin in such stories as that 
of the ’’gimblet^maa, the old man carefully removes the 
face cards from the deck and puts them on the bottom, in­
tending to keep Simon from cutting deeply* Of course, 
all is to no avail; and Simon, with both the pony and his 
bag of silver, sets out on his adventures*
The second glimpse of Simon as a gambler occurs when 
the rascal, now full grown, goes to Montgomery to "whip . 
the tiger a fair fight.” The faro bank is to Simon, as 
it was to George Devol, the height of temptation and the 
symbol of nemesis. "It is the weak point«*~th© Achillea * 
heel. as one might say, of his character.”34 Simon, like 
Devol, always tries and always loses, but he is not one
34 Ibid*, p. 41
to curse his fat© arid, sulk over bad luck * He begins by 
betting a hundred dollars— a great: deal of money for so 
Impecunious a rogue as S±mon-~and "lets it ride1'5 although 
he obviously realises that it is Impossible to win on 
every card* Simon*s gam©, however, is not the desperate 
gamble of the needy man but resembles rather the casual 
entertainment of the wealthy* When he loses, h© does it 
with the same emotion with which he wins, a casual shrug 
intended to convey bored indifference to matters pecuni­
ary*
After all, betting at faro requires no quick wit, 
only the strength to wager, and is thus really unworthy 
of such an accomplished rascal as Simon Suggs* Land spec­
ulation, on the other hand, requires brains, especially if 
the speculator uses Simon*s tactics* "Any fool, he rea­
soned, could speculate if he had the money* But to buy, 
to sell, to make profits without a cent in one*s p o c k e t ,
this required judgement, discernment, ingemiity— in short, 
o 5genius." And Simon*© speculation typically involves 
neither buying nor selling, only making a profit. In his 
early venture Simon overhears the occupants of a room next 
to his in an inn outside of Montgomery, and is able to 
gather that they are in a hurry to register a 'valuable 
mill shoal before someone beat© them to it; Simon, however,
35 Ibid,* * p. 32*
is not able bo determine the exact location,* The next 
morning Simon overtakes the gentleman who is to register 
the land, going along on an almost roundered horse; Simon 
pretends he is harrying into Montgomery also , a Tact 
which makes the man uneasy, and although Simon does not 
say it he does not deny that he is going to register a 
tract or land; From this point, Simon, expert psycholo­
gist that he is, lets the other's rears work in his favor, 
and before long Simon has found out the exact location of 
the tract by a sort of negative persuasion in which he 
merely doe© not deny that his is the exact section the man 
describes, Since Simon only wants the land for a cabin, 
or so he pretends, the other persuades him to relinquish 
his claim for a hundred and fifty dollar© and to trade 
his fresh horse for the Jaded on ©--worth a good fifty 
dollars more than Simon’s— and twenty dollars boot* It has 
been a pleasant morning's ride for Simon$ who concludes 
the chapter with a bit of typical Sugg© philosophy*
Mow some f ellars, after rankin’ sich a little decent rise, would milk the cow dry by pushin’ on to DoublejoyTa, startin’ a runner the nigh 
vmy to Montgomery, by the Augusty ferry, and en­terin’ land in somebody else’© name before Jones gits thar. But honesty’s the best policy* Hon­esty’s the bright spot in any man’s character I Fair play’s a Jewel, but honesty beats it all ^  to pieces I •. ,What ’a a man without his integrity?^0
Simon’s other land speculation is even more profitable
3 6 Ibid., pp. 37-33
and Just as fine an example of his appraisal of human na­
ture* At the time of the removal of the Greek Indians,
**Mad B i r d a n  old widow, has become so fond of Simon 
that she agrees to ©ell her lands to him for two hundred 
dollars and three blankets, in spite of the fact that 
other buyers offer her a thousand* A© luck will have it, 
Simon has no money and the Other buyers refuse to lend 
him any, even when he offers half ̂interest in the land* 
Simon then says he will ride to see "an old friend of mine 
not twenty miles from her© that*© got three or four hamper 
basketfull of Mexicans, and I guess X can git a bushel or
so, 31st to ease the pain, twell a fellar can git the
37chance to have the tooth dr&wed*” The next day, Just a© 
the ten o*clock deadline comes, h© gallops up with a pair 
of heavy-laden saddle bags* Now the other buyers are 
eager to lend him money for a half ̂interest in the widow* s 
land, and Simon allows one to persuade him to accept five 
hundred dollars in addition to the purchase price* The 
deal concluded, Simon comments, patting the saddle bags: 
*1*11 throw out these her© rock© and old iron* for it*© 
mighty tiresome to a horse*•**"
Twice on his trip to \?hip the tiger, Simon finds it 
convenient to assume the identity of another, and his tech­
nique as a masquerader is similar to that he used to find
37 Ibid* * p. 72
the section and number of the mill shoal. If people will 
mistake him for someone else* Simon Is far too polite to 
disillusion them. On the stage to Montgomery a eihlssen 
eager to get a state charter as a bank director assumes 
Simon is the legislator from Tallapoosa* a fact -which 
Simon denies* However* H’What keen people you candidate© 
are* to find out folks*1 said Simon* *But mind* X haint 
said yet I was a member * X told wife when X started* I 
w a m ft gain1 to tell nobod— hello t I liked to a keteht 
myself, &idnft xhe sucker is hooked* and Simon
find© him quite willing to make a personal loan and anx­
ious to treat at every stop#
Simon* s masquerade as General Witherspoon, the weal* 
tby hog drover from Kentucky, allows him much more room 
for character interpretation* His recklessness at the 
faro bank starts whispers that he must be the old General, 
uncle to one of the dandles present, who is due to arrive 
on his first visit in fifteen years* Miss Jeanette Tandy 
has commented, nSiroon does not rush into deceit* ** *But if 
mistakes come he know© how to make the best of them,’139 
Tiiis time he is prepared to help the mistake along* After 
winning fifteen hundred dollars on one card, he exclaimss
3£ Ibid*, p* 42,
39 Jeanette Tandy, Crackerbox Philosophera * Colum­bia University Press, Hew Yorlc, X,;92:5, p r ’ffi?
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"That * s better— just the least grain in the world better 
‘■— than drivin’ hogs from Kentucky and soilin’ ’em at four 
cents a pound ’ This pronouncemenb convinces the pros­
pective nephew, but Simon makes the young man prove in 
front of the crowd that he is Simon’s nephew* observing 
that the world is full of imposters who might want to 
borrow money. The rest is easy. Simon is ^determined to 
sustain any reputation for liberality which General 
Witherspoon might* perchance* possess?; and he does it 
ma^iificently.̂  In his toast to the assembled friends of 
his nephew* Simon concludes, n*but here’s wishing of luck 
to you all1— and then wickedly seeming to blunder in his 
little speech— ’and if I forgit you, I’ll be d«— d if 
you’ll ever forgit In  departing, he has under­
lined his aphorism about imposters by boxVrowing two hun­
dred dollars from ”Jeems{r and his young friends— to tide 
him over chi his trip to Greensboro.
Suggs’ military career is a brief but colorful epi­
sode set in the actual life of the American frontier*
During the Creek war in the spring of 1S36, the citizens 
of Tallapoosa become unduly alarmed and assemble at a local 
doggery to defend themselves from supposed attack. Simon 
is elected captain of the Vlallapoosa Volantares „rf
W  Ibid.. p. 62.
4-2 Ibid., p. 63.
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^afterwards known a© the 1 FORTY T H I E V E S n a m e  in the
highest degree Inappropriate, in as much as the eompany,
from the very best evidence we have been able to procure,
never had upon its roll, at any time, a greater number of
43names than thirty-nine»” Simon, quite assured that 
there is no danger, acts his part admirably, even leading 
at night a charge against an enemy who turns out to be the 
widow Haycock rummaging in her cart for tobacco. To demon­
strate the authority of his new position, the captain 
courtmartials the widow and sentences her to be "baggonet- 
ted to death ,w but proves that he is a kind man by allow­
ing her to pay a fine, although he comments by way of 
suggesting the remedy, ”ef I was to let her off with a 
fine, I might be layin1 myself liable to b© tried for my 
own life.” Simon and his company hold their fort long 
after the supposed danger has passed, playing cards and 
levying "contributions” from passing wagons. The vaga­
bond soldiers of Europe reduced to begging with artificial 
wounds obviously are "nowhere” when compared with Captain 
Suggs and his troop of rascals*
Common in the rogue stories of the continent are the 
adventures of a picaro with some worthy churchman. Usu­
ally the picaro is only a parasite, pilfering from the 
goods of the priest to compensate for clerical niggardli­
ness; and usually the tale is an expose of corruption and
W  Ibid., p. S3.
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greed within the church f the picaro acting as the medium 
of satire. On the American frontier, however, there m s  
a better object for satiro-^good-natured though it iu~~' 
in the camp meetings and hypocritical seal of some evan­
gelistic preachers. One of Simon Suggs* escapades in this 
tradition is perhaps the finest of Its type* Simon, how­
ever, is not a parasite; he does not pilfer from the 
preacher but earns the money he steals*
Informed by his wife that they are out of food, Simon 
sets out to scare up a little money to buy the necessary 
provisions. He wanders by a camp meeting led by the in­
dustrious Bela Bugg, which is now approaching its climax. 
Hooper graphically presents Simon1 s attitude toward this 
kind of religion: "Amid all this confusion, Simon stood 
unmoved* He viewed the whole affair as a grand deception 
— a sort of *opposition line* running against his own, 
and looked on with a sort of professional jealousy*"^ 
Soon, to the astonishment and delight of the crowd, Simon 
gives in and begins to vault and shout w01ore©*tt Hhen he 
calms down, he tells a© his "conversion" story a wild tale 
of wrestling with "the biggest, longest, rip-roarenest, 
blackest, scaliest...AlligatorI” Such a fine example of 
the converted rogue is obviously an asset at a camp meet­
ing, and it i© not long before Simon is exhorting beside
44 Ibid., p. 112.
the minis tier, but. in his own inimitable way. w*Yes !* said 
Simon, byway of assisting his friend; *Itfs a game that 
all can win at I Ante up I Ante up, boys~~friends, X mean 
— don’t back out I’1,45 Finally Simon decides he will be- 
come a preacher, and the happy Bela Bugg aids him in bak*- 
ing up a eollection-»~to be held in trust by Bugg~**for the 
purpose oi building a church* Then Bugg makes his big 
mistakej he allows Simon to take the money into the swamp 
to pray over it.
Finally, it must be observed that even Simon Suggs 
occasionally met a rogue in the old Soutftwesb* Simon, 
however, is no callow bumpkin waiting to be fleeced by 
the first sharper who cOmes along. When he learns that a 
group of whites at an Indian ball game have conspired with 
the team of one town to stage a mock nprtaixxgf to frighten 
the Tallapoosa group away and then seise the stake by 
force, Simon manages to devise a plan to protect his 
friends. At the signal for the uprising, the Tallapoosa 
Yolantares, strategically located, gallop off with most 
of the Indian horses; and Simon makes off with the bag 
which holds the wager, forsaking his pony for the chief*s 
excellent steed* So perfectly is the coup executed that 
only a few Indians find mounts, and the chase Is a token 
only, given up when one of the Yolantares shoots their
45 Ibid., p. 119.
chief.
But Simon is equal to the wiles of more sophisticated 
rascals than the rough countrymen at the ball game * Hired 
by the **Wetumpky Tradin* Kuxnpiny*' to buy Negroes with 
bills issued by the c o r po rat ion— t hus disposing of their 
bad money—  Simon receives advance payment of two thousand 
dollars, also in worthless bills. Arriving at the auction * 
Simon buys two slaves from a gentleman hired by the com­
pany to make a public demonstration of accepting the bills 
at face value. After paying hi© tavern score and losing 
a few hundred gambling, Simon sells the Negroes for a 
thousand dollars, accepting a slight loss because this 
time the transaction is made vrith good money. It turns 
out that no one else will accept his company*s money, so 
Simon returns the unused bills. When his employers de­
mand the thousand dollars also, Simon informs them that 
he bought the Negroes with the salary they had paid him 
and thus he owes them nothing.
Although ostensibly a mock campaign biography— $Cap­
tain Simon Suggs thinks it *more than probable* he shall 
»come before the people of Tallapoosa* in the course of a 
year or two... the Adventures soon loses sight of any 
political motive suggested by the introduction and becomes 
a rogue story for its own sake. The episodic nature of 
the story, the vagabond character of the Captain, and the 
complete triumph of wit over the vicissitudes of fortune
all mark the book as picaresque* Furthermore, the person­
ality or Simon Suggs is closely akin to that of hass&riXlo 
and Gil Bias* True* the reader gets only a glimpse of 
him as a boy— *the picaro is usually a young man— because 
oi* a twenty-year hiatus in the biography* True, he is 
more than Laaarillo in blue denim pants, worn frock coat, 
and slouch hat* But his attitudes are clearly those of 
the true rogue of any nation or any ages
His whole ethical system lies snugly in hie favorite aphorism— "IT IS GOOD TO BE SHIFTY IN A 11^ COHN TRY ” - ~whi c h means that it Is right and proper that one should live as merrily ana as comfortably as possible at the expense of others; and of the practicability of this* in particular instances, the Captain *s whole life has been a »£ long series of the most convincing Illustrations*
The Adventures of Simon Suggs* as Walter Blair remarks,
nls a notable American contribution to the literature of
roguery as defined by Frank W* Chandler.
The humorous literature of the old Southwest, then, 
contains a good many examples of the rogue who can best 
be classified generally under the heading picaro» as that 
term is exemplified in European literature* All of them 
come from, or have sunk to, the lower levels of society; 
their stories are episodic, revolving around one adventure 
in some cases or a series of adventures connected by little
46 Ibid*, p. 9*
^  Native American Humor. p. C6*
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or no narrative thread in others# And all of them are de­
voted wholeheartedly to xtfresting a living from society by 
the use of their wits rather than their hands» Their at** 
titudes toward society are marked by a disregard for con­
vention, and their stories by a cynical detachment that 
makes them oblivious to the misfortume of their victims# 
But, as the result of their environment, these men are 
different from their European predecessors# They may be­
come apprentices and parasites on rare occasions;-usually 
they go about their occupations independent of protector 
or master. In addition, their chosen fields of action 
are distinctly American • They are gamblers and river 
pilots, distillers and horse-traders, and not infrequently 
they are lawyers. But these are surface characteristics 
which serve to identify the source of these tales as the 
American frontier of a century ago. Underneath theifi run 
the folk motifs— rogue cheat rogue and rogue cheat clown—  
which have characterized anecdotes of rascality since the 
dawn of literature, since the time before the Spanish 
siglo dfpro» before the invention of the word picaro.
CHAPTEH VXI
The Frontier Pucks
or all the characters in frontier humor* the lower* 
class pranksters are the most difficult to classify, for 
they are as miscellaneous as their pranks and as varied 
as the land that produced them* Furthermore, the Hed 
Braces of the old Southwest can claim some kinship with 
the Bnglish wits 5 the Simon Suggses with the picaros of 
Spain; but the Sut Lovingoods are without analog in  the 
literature of human beings, oaring fealty if anywhere to 
the fairies, leprechauns, and trolls of European folk 
myth, those mischievous beings who practice their pranks 
on any humans unfortunate enough to encounter them*
True enough, there are in European literature human 
beings who earned their fame as mischief makers, rogues 
such as Tyl EulenSpiegel or Hans Clawerts~~nOften he 
played pranks out of sheer love of mischiefrr̂ «—but there 
is an essential difference between these wags and the fron­
tier Puck, a difference indicated by Enid Welaford’s
1 Enid Welsford, The Fooly His Social and Literary History» Faber and Faber, London, 1335
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classification of them as ’The Laughter-making Parasites 
or Buffoons*w The Europeans made their living at chi- 
eaneryf for their entertainnsnt value they were hired as
however, no aristocracy, no jaded clergy seeking amuse­
ment in the old Southwest* The Europeans were profes­
sionals; the backwoodsmen amateurs of mischief*
The analogy between these rural imps and the super­
natural sprites of Europe may be more complete than ap­
pears on the surfac©| for although they sour no milk and 
blow out no candles, the frentier Pucks are even more 
adept at breeding discomfort, strife, and general discon­
tent among their fellows than the leprechauns of Ireland* 
Miss Welsford has noticed the relationship betx̂ een the 
profitless pranks of Eulenspiegel and those of fairies: 
wThere is something elvish about him, and it is not sur­
prising that he was credited with magical powers and that 
some of his pranks and knavish tricks come to be attrib­
uted to the monastic demon-cook, Friar Rush, and to that 
* merry Wanderer of the night,* that flob of Spiritsf Eobin 
Goodf ellovr.How much more closely allied are the prank­
sters of the frontier whose mischief is motivated by no 
desire for gain, X'/ho seem to inhabit a itforld of their oxm 
in which there is no need to earn a living, only the
f eerving-menr even as sacristans* There was
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necessity to amuse themselves •
By Tar the least roguish of the frontier Pucks , in 
fact hardly deserving the appellation rogue, are the 
myriad liars and tall—tale spinners of humorous litera­
ture* Their lies* like those of the best known* Ovid 
Bolus, are a product of a disinterested love of art, for 
the truth is too small for them. They lie for the enter­
tainment of their fellow men and of themselves, and some 
of them seem hardly to exist for anything else* Harden 
Taliaferro's Bhcle Davey Lane is an unemployed gunsmith, 
Thorpe*s Mike Hooter and T,Blg Bear** are at best rather 
desultory farmers, and Chunky and Jim, possibly creations 
of James Fu Wofford, seem to do little else but hunt, fish, 
and spin yams. They are in general a shiftless bunch, 
not actually parasites, for all of them might lay claim 
to some vocation; but for the purposes of humorous liter­
ature they seem to exist in a world where food and drink 
are at every man*s campfire or hearth, and x-zhere men have 
found a paradise of outdoor sports, a world inhere even 
physical pain has lost its sting and become the minion of 
comedy.
Important too is the fact that the influence of the 
tall-tale spinners is felt in the narrative technique of 
all frontiez’ humor whether rogue tale or not, and that in­
fluence caused the transposition of tho oral humor into
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literary forra.̂  Obviously, to be convincing as a charac­
ter the liar has to spin out his y a m  in his o w  way, 
using his own language. And his language is that associ­
ated vrith the ring-tailed roarer of the frontier,, It is 
oratorical, extravagant, and appropriately inappropriate 
in its figures, characterised by a flamboyant excess 
rather than a nicety of phrase* The other frontier comic 
characters, such ones as Sut Lovingood, did not borrow 
the impossible incident from the liar, but they did make 
use of this enrichment of the earthy talk of the pioneer. 
Furthermore, the tale teller, crude and unlettered as he 
was, seldom wrote his own story, and therefore he was of 
necessity introduced to the reader by a relatively polished 
author. This procedure established a framework within 
v/hich the ludicrous tale of the backwoodsman was pre­
sented . The transference to Sut Lovingood is obvious. 
Commonly Karris, or George, as Sut calls him, meets his 
friend and the two exchange a few words which serve as an 
introduction to the yarn* Once introduced, Sut takes 
over and tells his own story, concluding by addressing 
George or other bystanders* The frame, then, serves the 
reader as a transitional step from the world of reality 
to the world of Sut’s tale.
See Walter Blair, Native American Htamor, pp. 70 if, for a discussion of th© STeets oF^oril Tnamor on fron­tier literature.
Occasionally the .frontier Fuck 1b presented in such a 
manner that the reader does not feel him as a character in 
the story, Thompson’s story, "Boss Ankles,” centering as 
it does on the character of Ankles, who is victim rather 
than prankster, does not even name the rogue or rogues 
responsible. Ankles, having fallen asleep enroute home 
from a sociable day at the grocery, atmkes to find someone 
has stolen his bundle, shoes, and-^worst of all— his jug. 
He retraces his steps to the store where he finds the as­
sembled company apparently sympathetic, but in reality 
they are waiting an opportunity to abuse him. The chance 
comes when one of them hands Ankles a firecracker, exp­
laining that it is a patent cigar lighter. From this 
point on, the melee becomes general, with the poor victim 
thinking someone is shooting at him and the others pre­
tending to side with him as they throw firecrackers be­
hind his back. Finally there is a great flash— -the 
thief had not stolen a pocketful of gunpowder Ankles was 
taking home— -and the fun is over, leaving the unfortunate 
victim burned almost to death.^ The pranksters, although 
they take up a collection the next day, have shown little 
more consideration for a human than Madison Tensas did for 
a mule. The motif of the story is recognisable— the rogue 
taking advantage of ignorance— -but the comedy now deals
with physical rather than mental discomfort, Ned Brace 
worries his victims almost out of bheix* minds; these men 
burn theirs almost to deaths
Besides stories of unidentified rogues there are 
Others in which the characters are not quite roguish 
enough to be grouped with the true frontier pranksters*
Two such are Taliaferro * s Johnson Snow and Sol Hanks* 
Johnson, an old pot-bellied drunkard, falls asleep in 
church one evening and on awaking thinks from the noise 
around him that h© is in a fight* Before long he has 
driven everyone from the church by his threats 9 for he 
never actually fight© with anyone.^ Sol Hanks, on the 
other hand, finds his temptation in churchy for behind the 
door in Timothy Spencer’s house where the meeting is held, 
he spies a barrel of apple brandy* To th© nestt meeting 
he brings a quill which he uses to drink from the barrel 
when no one is looking* Before long he collapses on the 
floor, and the congr egation, not realising his trouble, 
believes th© power of Grace has felled him and for quite 
a while they pray and sing around him, urging him to shout 
out his confession and get rid of the load of siru Fi­
nally, Taliaferro concludes: "Sol got up, rubbed hio eyes 
a little, stepped out, and want home, but he never shouted*n
5 Fisher’s Elver Beene©* pp. 2&*»k9* 
^ Ibid.* pp* 206-211*
In addition to these anonymous and occasional rogues, 
there are many pranksters in frontier humor who, though 
only slightly presented, can be considered full-time oper­
ators • In "Uoing a Sheriff," Burke tells of an old ras­
cal named Uncle Josey, who has playfully ridden his hors© 
into court* This innocent amusement so enrages the Judge 
that he orders Sheriff Jess Run ion to put the old man in 
jail. Surprisingly, he goes quietly out of courtbut 
when the sheriff tries to put him in a cell he balks. It 
seems he is afraid of the dark and the possible dangers 
lurking in the tm lighted cell terrify him* E m  ion, enter­
ing first to dispel the old manJs fears, hears the door 
clang behind him and the key turn in the lock* Both of 
these actions identify Uncle Josey as a typical lower- 
class prankster, the entirely unmotivated nonsense of the 
former and the swift ruse, dependent on the rapid apprais­
al of circumstances, which characterizes the latter„
Once in a great while the lower-class joker engages 
in a prank more typical of the upper class, practicing a 
deception of wit. Tom Placid©, on a boat going down to 
New Orleans vrhere he hopes to find work as a comedian, 
meets an ignorant Koosier who wants to persuade him to "go 
partners" in a gambling venture. While talking, the two 
notice a pine box designed as a case for a bass fiddle, 
and the Ho osier inquires what it is. Tom whispers that 
it is in reality the coffin of a woman and her two children
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— the contents explaining its strange shape*— being ship- 
ped by a doctor, who plans to dissect the bodies* The 
Hoosier persuaded, Tom lets the other passengers in on 
the joke, and all of* them begin in an obvious manner to 
avoid the box* Shortly, the Koosier, who can stand it no 
longer, complains to the captain of* the smell, only to 
have the true contents of* the casket shown to The
joke Is worthy of* Hed Brace but hardly appropriate to the 
race of Sut Lovingood.
Almost the e&act opposite of Tom Placide is long-* 
street’s Ransy Sniffle, who has no finesse, no sharpness 
of 'wit, and little imagination. Longstreet, in fact, was 
purposely depicting a one-sided character in Ransy, al­
though the clay eater was well adapted to his forte.
"There was nothing on this earth which delighted Ransy so 
much as a fight. He never seemed alive except when he was
e\vrltnessing, fomenting, or talking about a fight „lr° For 
Longstreet* s purpose, Ransy served only to sow the seeds 
o£ dissention between Billy Stallings and Bob Durham, but 
he satisfies the requirements for a mischief-maiding imp. 
Kven his physical description makes him seem ©Ivlsh; "in 
his earlier days he had fed copiously upon red clay and
 ̂The Drama In Pokervilie. pp. 197-B00. 
e Georgia Scenes, p. 55„
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blackberries* The diet had given to Raney a complexion 
that a corpse would have disdained to own, and an abdomi­
nal rotundity that was quite unprepossessing. Long spells 
of the fever and ague, too, in Ransy* s youth, had con­
spired with clay and blackberries to throw him quite out 
of the order of nature. ** 9 For all his limited field of 
action, the worthless fight-sp&wner is an excellent ex« 
ample of one aspect of the frontier prankster*
Far more typical is young Kibbs, the hero of Madison 
TensasTs ttA Tight Race Considerin1,n who is an exemplar 
of the mischievous boy character made famous by Mark 
Twain’s Tom Sawyer. Kibbs is a precocious youngster, 
given to visiting a jug he keeps hidden in the woods, but 
he has acquired at th© time of the story a love of racing 
so strong that it colors his every thought, here is a 
description of a dinner: n*.,when mam, malcin* me religious, 
told me one night to say grace, I jes shut my eyes, looked 
pious, and yelled out, n it, goJf and in ’bout five
minutes arter, came near kickin’ dad’s stumak off, under 
the table, thinkin* X was spurrin* my critter in a tight 
p l a c e . H e  decides to make a racehorse of his mother*s 
mare "Colt" and one Saturday night he persuades the Hegro 
Bill to help him race her against the preacher’s mount,
^ Ibid., p. 54.
3-0 Qdd Leaves, pp. 47-*4$,
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an old racehorse* Such amusement , forbidden though it is ? 
ils innocent enough, but in the old Southwest strange 
things happen* The horses also become enthusiastic about 
racing, and when it is time for church next day they are 
missing* "W© found them cleer off in the field, tryin* 
to get in the pastur* to run the last nightfs race over, 
old Blase, the reverlushunary mule, bein* along to act as 
judge* Then, on the way to church, the horses run 
away and before long Hibbs* mother and the preacher get 
the fever and begin to spur their mounts along# To 
lighten the load they both strip' off as much clothing as 
modesty will allow* As a conclusion, Mrs. Hibbs is thrown 
through the church window when Colt stops abruptly and she 
lands completely nude among the congregation, her last 
garment having caught on a nail as she flew in. Obviously 
young Hibbs is not to blame for the accident, for at most 
he has only conditioned the horse to racing; but Sut 
Lovingood produced even more disastrous results by just 
as slight an action. The very presence of such a spirit, 
however, insured hilarious calamity to the backwoods 
citizens.
Cnee in a while the frontier joker made use of a 
mechanical aid to his prank, artificial snakes being per­
haps the most common. But there are other devices, too,
Xbld *. p* 50.
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such as the simple "gimmick” used by Cabo Nev/ham in "A 
Miller it e Miracle*" Cabe merely throws one end of a rope 
over a high limb at an outdoor meeting place of the Mil- 
lerltes. Just as the meeting is reaching the emotional 
climax, Cabe fastens the rope to the belt of a Negro named 
Sam, who is one of the most devout worshippers present*
When Cabe begins to hoist, the assembled crowd is convinced 
that Sam is ascending into heaven, and one eager sister 
grabs him by his wooly hair so she may go, too* Unfortu- 
nately, Just as the pair have ascended a few feet, the 
rope breaks and they are dropped unceremoniously on top 
of their comrades. The leader of the group, nursing a 
bloody nose produced by Samfs head, orders him home, cry­
ing "Leave, you cussed baboon! You are so ugly I know’d
12they wouldn’t let you to.”
More frequently, the rascal has no time to prepare 
his prank in advance and thus is forced to rely on the 
material at hand; but sudden quirks of fortune often pro­
vide him an opportunity to demonstrate his quickness of 
wit. Daddy Biggs, typical of the class of frontiersmen 
who seem to do nothing but hunt, fish, and spin yams, is 
provided with an excellent opportunity to demonstrate his 
adaptability in Hooper’s story "Daddy Biggs’ Scrape At
3-2 w. T* Porter, ed., A Quarter Race in Kentucky (In Kalor Thorpe»s Scenes in Arka^as'TY WTT.WetefsoH" 
and Brothers, Philadelphia, 1858, pp. 60—63.
2Z$1
Cockerell’s Bend.n Biggs, like many or his kind, has 
certain ingrained prejudices, and he expresses them as a 
prologue to his tale. ”D--n it, boys, it makes me mad to 
think how them Chat oho spa fellows and the town folks do 
ftrude on we roover people,*..” he says.
It is in his attempt to discomfit these undesirables^ 
that Biggs has his big scrape, dimming up to the camp of 
a group of them to steal their day5a catch, the old man 
finds himself unable to escape, for his pants have caught 
on one of the hooks of their heavy trot lines# His a t ­
tempts to get free awaken the campers, who hurry to the 
river thinking they have caught a huge catfish* Biggs, 
however, refuses to be pulled in*, and one of them, able to 
see only a huge shape in the water, suggests that they gig 
the fish and catch it that way. ,TGlg the Devil I” roars 
Biggs, and the sleepy fishermen run, assuming they have 
old Nick himself on the line. One falls into the water, 
an accident which delays him until Biggs can scramble out 
and pick up the gig. Equipped with this makeshift pitch­
fork, Biggs decides to play his part to the end, accom­
panying the pronouncement that he has come to take the 
camper to hell with a jab in the poor fellow’s posterior. 
As would be expected, the old hunter soon finds himself 
alone and in possession of the enemy’s camp. He completes
^  Simon Suggs5 Adventures. p. 17$.
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the show by throwing a keg of gunpowder on the fire* con­
fident that the explosion will prevent anyoneTs returning 
before he can make his escape. It has been a successful 
night.
^oys,” he then added, ”1 got them feller*s fish and a two-gallon jug o* sperrits, and 1 throwed their guns in the roover, besides givin* 'em the all-gortiest scare they ever had; and they aint been back sence, which I hope they never will, for itfs oudacious the way them roover folks is 1posed upon*”!^
Jake Bagley, the prankster in Field* s "The Drama in 
Pokerville,” gets the opportunity to demonstrate three 
pranks; but in spite of this fact he is not as well-rounded 
as Daddy Biggs, for he is only a minor character in the 
tale of a love affair between an actor and a small-tov?n 
girl. Bagleyfs first office is to persuade to cook for 
the "Great Small Affairs Dinner” to prepare an opposum in­
stead of a pig for the banquet. Small as the offense may 
seem, it has amazing results, especially when some of the 
more finicky guests are told that they have partaken of 
the litter of an old sow which "eat a nigger baby with the 
small pox, that * s all.” His second appearance illustrates 
the same tendency to engage in nonsense that made Uncle 
Josey ride his horse into court. Coming upon Mr. Waters 
unconscious upon the floor of a deserted barroom, Bagley 
seises upon the opportunity to play a prank. He splashes
1U Ibid., p. If53.
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the prostrate man * s head with red paint, whips out his 
pistol, and Tires a shot* When the crowd comes surging 
in, there h© stands proclaiming that he has blown Waters1 
brains out and will do the same Tor anyone who molests 
him. Fortunately no one shoots him before Doctor Slunk 
arrives and, having examined the supposed corpse, revives 
him with a bucket of water*
More functional in the plot is Bagley*s third joke, 
a mock duel which he arranges between the doctor and Mr. 
Fitzgerald, the young actori both suitors for the hand of 
Miss Fanny* The doctor knows that neither gun will contain 
a bullet, but he is supposed to prebend to be mortally 
wounded and thus frighten Fitzgerald into leaving town.
The general outline of the scheme is, of course, common 
both to fiction and to historical record in the old South** 
west. This time, however, the plot fails, for the duel 
takes place in a cow pasture and the doctor hesitates in 
choosing a spot to fall upon, thus giving himself away*-^ 
Jake Bagley, then, remains for the purpose of fiction 
little more than comic relief in a sentimental love tale. 
He shows the knavish mind of the frontier prankster, but 
his place in the story is unimportant .
As a whole, these miscellaneous pranksters of the old 
Southwest have certain traits in common* They are coarse
^  The Drama in Pokerville. p. S4.
in manner and speech but delightfully eloquent in the ab- 
surdity of their tales. They tend* as do the upper-class 
jokers , to engage in mischief for its own sake , their 
prank© often verging on the ridiculous j but their field of 
action is in physical rather than mental comedy* Th© 
gentleman rogues are restricted by social convention to 
certain areas of operation, but the lower-class rascals 
are hindered, if at all, only by ill-enforced laws, fre­
quently escaping the consequences of one action by the 
commission of further roguery* Furthermore, they have no 
material advancement as the end of their roguery, for 
Daddy Biggs was stealing fish rather to discomfort the 
city folk than to supply hi© own larder* They are, in a 
sense, Pucks of the backwoods, flitting from place to 
place and playing their pranks*
If the common pranksters are Pucks, Sut Lovingood is 
a Puck run wild on moonshine whiskey, for his stories are 
character*!zed by an extravagance of word and action that 
is appropriate only to him* Physically Sut is unusual; 
he is na queer looking, long legged, short bodied, small 
headed, white haired, bug eyed, funny sort of genius*n 
Mentally he is even more distinctive* He likes dancing, 
drinking, yam-spinning, "raisin ove the devil pussonely, 
anT permiskualy discumfurtin the wimen very powerful, an’ 
skeerin ove folks generly a hcap*^1^ "Just as revealing
16 George W. Harris, Sub Lovin.good, Yarns Spun
W    HIM<— afr* A i I^,*.n in 1--rrrrir 1  tt r
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are his dislikes: Yankee peddlers, Yankee lawyers, Yankee 
scissor-*grinders-— any kind of Yankees, sheriffs, most 
preachers, learned men who use big words or flowing lan­
guage, tavern keepers who serve bad food, and reformers^ 
It is obvious then that Sut is devoted to enjoying him­
self in his own unconventional way and only dislikes those 
people who tend to take the joy out of his own life or 
the lives of others. Though he is a mischievous elf, he is 
a good spirit; for he plagues with his Worst pranks those 
who according to his views deserve castigation.
Sut is a shrewd judge of character, including his
own, and in his "Sermon, Touching Ye Catfishe Tavern" he
sums himself up as well as anyone could. He considers
that there are five important facts about him:
Fustly. that I haint got nara soul, nuffin but a whiskey proof giasard, sorter like the wust half ove a par ove saddil bags. Sec only, that I*se too durn * d a fool tu cum even onder mill^tary lor. Thudly. that I hes the longes* par ovelaigs ever hung tu eny cackus... .Foufly, that 1kin chamber more cork-screttf, kill-devil whiskey, an* stay on aind than enything *3Coption only a broad bottum*d chun. Fjvety« an* lastly, kin git intu more durn* d misfortnlt skeery scrapes than enybody, an* |iben run outen them faster, by golly, nor enybody.1°
Quite naturally, the philosophical observations of
bv a riat*ral B o m  D u m ’d Fool. Dick and Fitsgerald, Hew Y£r£, 1867, pTTS.
3-7 Hatlve American Humor. p. 97,
Sut Lovinrrood’s Y a m s . p. 172.
such a rogue should b© both Epicurean and earthy* and the
expression or SutTs tenets is certainly both, Consider
hi$ pronounament of the station of humans in the cosmos*
Men were made &~purpus Jia* tu ©at* drink* an* fur stayin awake in the yearly part ove the nites: and vrimen were mad© tu cook the vittele* mix the sperits, an * hel p the men du the staylp awake# That1® all* an* nothin more* onleas hits fur the wimen tu raise the devil atwix meals' an1 knit socks atwix drams* an* the m m  tu play short kerds* swap hosses wif fools, an1 fit© fur exer­cise at odd spells
Sut also has interesting observations on the customs of
his people* showing a shrewd perception and evaluation of
mores: n Quilt in a, managed in a morril an1 sensible vray *
truly am' good things— good fur free dr in kin s good fur free
eatin, good fur free huggin, good fur free dancin * good
fur free fit in ? an* goodest ove all fur pop er la tin a
. «20 country fasf *
Along with this homely philosophy* Sut includes much 
good advice for rogues# Elaborate planning* he says* is 
no good#
All pends, et las* on what yu dus an1 how yu kerries yursef at the moment ove ackshun * Sar- cumstances turn about pow’ful fas*r*1 an* all yu kin du is tu think jls* es they turn, an f ef yu 21 du this, Ifm durnTd ef ytu donrt git out sumhow#
There are some circumstances, however, for which there
19 Ibid#, p, £6.
20 Ibid.. p. 139
21 Ibid.. p. 67.
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seems no relief , and But has as a last resort a time** 
tested remedy, "When l*se in triibbil, s-keer ur tarmint,
I due but wun thing, an * that * q onreeistabil , onekeled, 
an:! durn*d fas* runnin, an* 1 Jis* keeps at hit till 1 
gits cumfort."22
It is worthy of note that Sut Lo yin good suffers from 
no guilt complexes, no matter how severe the results of 
his escapades* Mrs, Yardley Is trampled by a horse, St 11- 
yards is almost killed, and Sut goes on his way confident 
that he is not at fault* "Pain hardly exists, save as 
something humorous; it has no reality, tod conscience has 
no part in Sut*s life*..." Always there is a scapegoat; 
the horse that bolts with Stllyards is the real cause of 
the ensuing devastation, and Sut Ignores the fact that he 
had any hand in the matter at all.
Accompanying this lack of conscience is a lack of 
sympathy for anything, man or beast. When Daddy Lovingood, 
taking the horse*s place at the plow, is stung by yellow 
Jackets, Sut is not even sorry for him, As a matter of 
fact, he follows the old man to the creek, still pretend­
ing his father is a horse and ignoring hie obvious suffer^ 
ing: "Sez I, *Dad, ef yu*s dun washin* yersef, &n* hes
22 Xbjd* * p* ?1 .
23 George W* Harris, 3ut Lovingood Travels with Old Abe Lincoln. ed * Edd* W* f^ic®7^SlacK^’,Cat" Press, 6hi- c a go, 1937, PP» 9-10.
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drunk arm ff, loss go back tu our plowin, hit will soon be 
pow* ful hot** tod he comments , not un justly , at the
beginning of* another tale, nI*se a dumder fool nor eny-* 
body outside a Assalum, ur Kongriss, ’aaptln ove my own 
dad, fur he act id hoss, an* 1 haiat tried that yet 
As a matter of fact* there seem© to be little love, in the 
accepted sense, between any of the lovingood familyj for 
Mrs* Lovingood take© advantage of the fact that her hu©~ 
band, teaching the dog to fight by dressing in a bull * s 
hide, is unable to retaliate because his pupil has him by 
the nose to beat him with a bean pole* Sut' a lack of syrn- , 
pabhy, of course, extends beyond the members of his family* 
His friend Hen Bailey drinks turpentine by mistake and thrn 
swallows a live lizard which has hidden in the handle of 
the water gourd to which he races for relief* Sut, afraid 
his companion is dying, asks for the fifty cent© Hen owes 
him* Also, he attempts a cure by the very illogical 
method of tying a mole inside Hen’s trousers* Actually, 
if there were sympathy for the victim there would be no 
comedy, and no one knows this better than But, who alloys 
telling of his own discomfort a® much as anyone else’©* 
Frequently, Sut’a prank© are Bpur^of^the-moment af­
fairs, and he has no time to plan, seising whatever
24 Ibid.. p. 26*
25 Ibid,, p. 30.
opportunities present themselves* At Dart Davis’ dance 
Tor example, Sut realises that an, itinerant preacher who 
is to spend the night bodes no good for the festivities* 
The preacher comments that Bart is t?v©ry hosspltabil," and 
Sut sees a chance to dispose of the unwanted guest when 
Bart takes him outside to inquire the meaning of the term* 
Bart*, assured by his friend that the preacher has called 
him, a "pitiful hoss," goes in and starts a fight with the 
visitor* who by now has stopped the music and launched 
into a sermon* Soon a small riot is in progress* or, as 
Sut puts it, "the fit in now got tu be gin oral on mo s’ 
parts ove the field.*,." A fight at a mowtain dance is 
no unusual occurence* however* and Mrs* Davis* a noncom-
m
bat ant, ignores the fight* even though her son is hurt*
"Peg boun up the boy name Obed*s wouns, bruises, an* petri~
fyin sores, an* then went on wif supper cookin, like all
26were quiet on the Pertomack«"
Engaged in a fight, Sut sets fire to a box of matches 
and sticks it in his opponent*© pocket, which happens to 
be full of gunpowder-~-*coincidence is always on ,3utfe. side* 
When the naming fellow races to the river and leaps in, 
Sut, who has followed, demonstrates the fantastic ability 
of his inspired imaginations
I seed a lot of fellers a flshin onder the bank,
26 Ibid.. pp. 190-191.
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so I thought I*d help him on a leetle faster, an*'X hollered, 11 ketch the xmirderer, rive hundred dullars and a big hos© reward* He*s kill’d an *oman an* nine children, an* I speck a^dog, an* like tu whipped anuther plum tu dethS*^?
Usually, however, there are props at hand, and Sut*© 
agile mind enables him to make full use of them. In 
"Sicily Bums* Wedding," the bull, Old Sock, is eating 
from a basket and it is an easy task to slip the handle 
over the bull*© horns* Sut knows well that he will back 
in an effort to get free, although he cannot actually fore­
see the consequences that result when the bull, maddened 
by bees from a hive he has overturned, backs through the 
house* He finds a spooky horse at "Mrs* Yar&Xoy*© Quiltin’1 
and ties the line on which the finished quilt© hang to the 
horse*s saddle, being careful to insert a hoe handle in 
the rope so the quilts will not fall off* One good whack 
with a fence paling and another riotous episode has begun. 
In "The Widow McCloud’s Mare" Sut *s improvisation 
reaches its crudest level, but Sut feels Justified for 
Stilyards ha® insulted him by offering a gill of whiskey 
for help in getting the Widow’s property to tovta* Sut 
begins by mounting the shyster on the widow*© skittery 
mare, strapping her clock to his back and tying her hound 
dog to the mare*© neck* r̂his time no fence paling is nec­
essary, "The sharp pint ove Stilyards7 tailbone, an* the
2? X b M .. p. 155.
clock laigs wer a makin lively surgistshina tu a devil
26'xntu her as big es a ye&rlin*" The end of the ensuing
wild ride finds all sorts of props around, for the dog
has been dismembered and the mare has run over an old
couple carrying honey and meal home * What is more 9 Sut
finds Stilyards unconscious, nX now tuck the meal bag,
put in the remnant o v& the dorg, an* sich ove the honey as
1 cud scoop up, an’ d raw’d hit over Stllyards’s head, tied
hit tite roun his naik, in hopes it mout help fetch him
2Qtu sooner,.,,” Woe be to him who invites the ire of this 
mountain sprite!
In the three tales which make up the Wat Mastin’s 
story-~-nRare Ripe Garden Seed," ”Contempt of Court," and 
’’Trapping a Sheriff^-Sut has time to help plan a revenger^ 
In the-first story, Wat is cuckolded by Sheriff Boltin, 
the only real evidence of the fact being a note from him 
to Mary Mast In which Sut finds* The second story presents 
Wirt Staples, Wat’s cousin, who has just changed "dog­
geries" and finds the now liquor much more powerful than 
his accustomed brand* He runs wild, screaming insults in 
the courthouse window at the judge and generally disturb­
ing the peace* He escapes from the sheriff, -who comes to
28 Ibid., p. 40. 
IbjLd., p. 46.
arrest hto# by rccs&ridta,®; that be Immm c-erbata facta his 
cousin !i/at would MIsa be ftod outf bub before he leaves 
h# beats Doltin up badly, uotog m ham of venison mn a 
weapon* Sut appear© only tooidentally In this story* with 
art anacdobc* entirely unrelated to the 'major bh«©, of 
how ho kicked a dandy # only to find that this fop was no 
siaay end wa pm'ftil quick m s t o M  ism wff ©feoobto
la the final story, sixt becomes directly towlvad 
when Doltto, in bod from hi© beating* sends for M m  .and 
offers ten dollar© for the note* But rafaaaa and Boltin 
mkec the mistake of throat on tog to arrest' him if Im  
does not comply* the affair sraiot now com© to a. climax and 
But* Wat, Wirt* and Wirtfa wife Susan conceive a plan to 
lure Doltto into a trap, forging a not# from Mary liaatto 
by way of bait.. The clandestine meeting is a bit of 
comedy suitable for the Etstmttai stage* Doltto meets 
Susan Staples, disguised as F;ary, i© confronted by Mat and 
Wirt to turn, and find© himself accused of offering Bvmm 
a shawl to encourage? further acmi&tobance* Just as be is 
wrtgrJJLng out of the predicament* Bub appear© with the 
note* At this point the comedy deeeend© to a physical 
level* The three men atrip Doltto to his shirt and tie a 
h&lf bushel of turpmttoe-so&ked tow to hto* But adds a 
pair of tomcats fast mod to his shirt with fishhooks and 
offers some genial advice as they sot fire to the bovn 
nBuXge ©cjuar fur the briars * they won51 foil or in tb&r*w 
The prank, however, violent as it is, Ims the desired
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effect; for Sub comments: "George, them ar tom-cats mus * 
a scratched intu his conshtms afore they died, far he 
3toed church jes* es soon C&s J he got abil ttx walk thar* "31 
In spite of his precaution against making plans for 
a prank, Sut likes to make elaborate preparations where 
possible* Even his version of the artificial snake trick 
is more fantastic than the conventional one, far he uses a 
piece of gut nine feet long and adds a large black thorn 
and a pair of fancy rowel led spurs to convince his sleep** 
tog victim that he has been bitten* For the simple task 
of harassing a lecturer, Sut and his friends are not con** 
tent to have Bake Boyd, hired as a prompter, read "in sum 
furrta tung, sorter like Cherokee, wif a sprlrxkil ove 
Irish*" They musb also have a cannon loaded with clay and 
Joe Jackson in the loft over the speakerhead "a holden
ontu a half barril full ove warter outen a puddle, whar a
misfortinat dead sow hed been floatin fur ten d&ya#"^ 
Sutfs most esetravagant use of mechanical aids to a 
prank occurs in "Old Skissumfs Kiddle Boy" when Sut under*- 
takes to cure the boy of his la&toess. The family leaves 
for a night meeting and Sut is alone with the boy, who Is
asleep in a chair. But begins by lashtog the victim to
his chair, blackening his face i*ith charcoal, fastening
31 Ibid*, p. 274-
32 Ibid,. p. 63.
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hand vises bo his ears* and tieing a gridiron to one ankle 
and a pair of tongs to the other* As if this wore not 
enough he pours red pepper down the boy * s back* puts a 
pint of June bugs down his shirt , and attaches a basketful 
of firecrackers to his hair, wrists, and the chair* To 
top the list he puts a rat down the sleeper4s trousers 
with its tail firmly tied to his suspender button* When 
the rat begins to eat his way out--** he war a Korkin ton­
wards the bac k-bon ew--Sut lights the firecrackers and sits
33back to watch the fun* Compared with stich a wildly dev** 
ilish prank Puck4a trick of putting the ass's head on 
Bottom seems but the product of an inferior imagination*
Sut4s Joke does not achieve its purpose, however, for by 
the time things quiet down~-the family has come home and 
thinking the unrecognisable boy an intruder, turned the 
affair into a free-for-all^the middle Skis sum has made a 
pillow of the remains of his chair and gone to sleep again* 
Sut Lovingood, like other rogues, European and Amari- 
can, had his adventures with the clergy, but his bear no 
resemblance to the parasitic operations of Lasarillo or 
the practiced deceit of Simon Suggs. Sut sees only an op­
portunity for revenge of for a Joke; but there is no 
desire for gain, Sutfs affair with Parson Bullen begins 
when Bullen finds Sut wconvarein wif a frien* ove mine,
33 ibid*. pp. 66-74*
tofcu the huekil berry thicket****” and. larrup® bin with a 
stick until ha promisee ho b® converted at the next meet­
ing* I’urthewaor®, the parson arouse® Sut’s ir© by toll tog 
the girl’s parents after ho has promised he will not# Sut 
attends the sooting and site on the mourner’s bench di­
rectly under the pulpit} then Bull am begins his ©erraon 
and coincidentally provides But with an appropriate build* 
up— "an* arter a while he got ontu the id oar ove Kell- 
sarp&ate an* he dwelt <m it aaaa*" Just at this point Sut 
opens his bag and lets seven, or eight wpot-bellied lisards’: 
run up the preacher’s leg. to his attempts to. get rid of 
hla mwelcoise visitors the worthy parson disrobes, causing 
no « « »  consternation among the congregation*31'
The prank at the Hegro night mooting requires a little 
more preparation* Inside the church But conceals several 
beef bladders full of "carbureted hydrogen" and outside 
in the hay where the conversion will take place "about a 
dosen ho’net s n cates, big soun wuna, on* stopped ’em up 
full eve disaptnted, bewlld'rod, vengeful, savidge, on- 
circurcissed ball ho’nets, sharptnto tliar stings redy*..."35 
When the Negro preacher begins to elaborate on hio text—
"Za sHmU. ws&k vwv*trm«W(i mzkit, m.* ma Ism :4.^.Ua 
$&£> s ia s a , m  S & & & * s h e  M S $ a e ., a t e  aaa*2a ia d to a *  &
3* IbM., pp* 4fl~57.
35 1-bid*« p« 158.
Genevan« Sut pulls his cork and proves to the cmgre* 
gat ion that they are not in ”Ganeyan •” ‘The meeting moves 
outside with alacrity where the congregation settles in 
the hayi Once again the preacherTs text Is Sut*a cue: 
n£lMir shall be weenin anT r&iliq an* chompin ove he^f» 
kSSU §£L* t>*e} *£&£ £2, M®£* ahall smash thar gum?. to­
gether like ontu wolf traps*"37 Sut comment0 a fte rw a rd  1 
nJisf pullin a string wer my hoi© skeer in all that cpiâ  
bustikashun, hurtin an* trubbil; yet as usual ©very body 
sea I*se tu blame fur the hole ove
The epitome of Sut*s disrespect is frustrating a 
Funeral*” which Is also one of his most elaborate pranks* 
Old HunnjLcutt * s N egro Caesar has died from drinking and 
Hunnlcutt has put him in a coffin with a hinged lid so 
that the other slaves can view Seise*s face while he lec­
tures on temperance* The night before the funeral* as 
the Negroes are holding the traditional wake, Sut, xdio lias 
been hired by a doctor to steal the corpse, decides that 
it will be easier to steal it now than to dig it up later* 
When he sneaks into the room where the coffin is, he finds 
that an old Negro named Major, drunk from the refreshment© 
in the other room, has gone to sleep on the bed* Sut
3^ Ibid * * p. 161* 
37 Ibid* * p. 165* 
33 Ibid** p* 171*
begins operations by exchanging Maje for Seize, painting 
Kaje’s face and fastening a bull*a horns on his head.
"Bum my lungs ef I didn’t cum ni ontu takin a runnin skeer 
nrysef*.**" Sut comments* He stands Seize*© body up in a 
corner with a pitchfork in its hand, paints the face with 
lightning bug ends, pins a live snake to its upper lip, 
and inserts a live frog in its mouth, both liberally 
smeared with lightning bugs* The result is a masterpiece* 
"Now, rite thar boys, in that corner, stood the dolefulest 
skeer makin mersheen, mortal man ever seed outen a ghost 
camp*"^
When the preacher enters, he sees Maje, then turning 
to run sees Seize’s corpse, from behind which Sut calls in 
a mournful voice that he has come to take the preacher to 
hell* The terrified man faints, but as Sut puts it, "He 
soon cum to a-runnin*" Sut now carries the corpse out to 
the ccrncrib xvhere the doctor is to get it , but Hunnicutt, 
coming to investigate the noise made by the preacher 
crossing his com patch, sees it and runs away, too, drop­
ping his shot gun, which Sut fires after him* Next, Sut 
moves the corpse to the doctor’s room, confident that the 
noise of the shot has frightened him away. The doctor 
should learn his lesson also, so Sut hides under the bed 
against which the corpse leans and whan the young man
39Ibid.. p. 213.
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enters announces that he Is the devil come to get the doc­
tor* The doctor excuses himself, saying that he will re- 
turn as soon as he gets his pillbox, but tfIn thuty-on© 
days frum that date,, he wer tend in a grist-mill In Oalir 
fomy,
By the time Sut returns to the wak©,. it is morning 
and he tells the mourners to get Seize into the ground in 
a hurry j for the Devil is around , having carried off Haje 
and Hunnicutt already. The Negroes comply* but the jolt­
ing of the casket as the procession moves along wake©
Kaie, who struggles to get out of the coffin* crying 
"Whooshf dis am de debillw When the others see his horned 
head and painted face they drop the casket and fleef then 
Kaje, seeing that he is in front of Wright’s doggery* en­
ters and frightens Wright away, concluding the farce by 
becoming terrified of his own reflection in the mirror.
Stripping all of Sut’s pranks to a bare outline pare©
away the comedy, leaving only a framework of nonsensical
action which often Is so crude as to be revolting. Walter
Blair has commented on this fact*
Incidentally, most of the happenings about which Sut tells never could be amusing unless they were removed by several step© from rea3*Ity. * „ #His is a 
vtorXd in which the religious life of the Smoky Mountains is grotesqtiely warped until all its comedy la emphasized, a cosmos wherein the squalor in which the Lovingood© live*~~oquaXor without
40 Ibid.» p. 217.
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Alleviation, without shame^—somehow becomes very jolly. It Is a world in which the crowds at a campmeoting, a frolic, or a quarter race are re­vealed in postures and garbs ’as amusing as those of the earty and lively figures that throng a canvas by Peter Breughel.^
In truth, Sut has created a world of his own in which the 
coarse and grotesque are made funny; but he alone is not 
responsible for the conception of his universe. itety of 
his compatriots, the Pucks of the frontier, also inhabit 
the fringes of this world, and in their stories they invite 
the reader to drop for a moment the squeamishness and lit­
eral meaning of the world of reality, to step for a moment 
into the comic world of the backwoods where even pain is 
but a subject for laughter.
These lower-class jokers of the frontier bear many 
resemblances to the conventional rogue, but the differ­
ences between the two are even more important than the 
similarity. The frontier3mm do not attempt to make a 
living by their rogueries, for the world they seem to in­
habit is one where poverty has no meaning. They play 
their pranks out of sheer love of mischief, asking no re* 
ward but the pleasure of t^itnessing the discomfort that 
results. Once in a while the rogues of (Europe engage in 
profitless pranks, but the real predecessors of these Pucks 
of the old Southwest seem to bo the legions of elves and
^  native American Humor. P. 99.
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and fairies "that appear in the folklore of Europe „
Perhaps there is a reason for this similarity be*- 
tween the race of Sut lovingood and the little people of 
Europe* The frontier folk, though superstitious in many 
ways, had no elves or goblins, no supernatural imps in 
their myths; for the fairies of Europe were not trans­
planted and naturalized and corresponding demigods of the 
Indians lacked prestige, belonging as they did to the 
folklore of what the pioneer considered an inferior race*
F erhaps Sut Lovingood and his kind fill the gap in Amerl~ 
can mythology left by the absence of fairies* They do, 
in truth, belong to folklore, being creations of the pop­
ular mind* As a matter of fact, the only unusual thing 
about this American folklore is that it is comic^ Perhaps 
lacking high seriousness the mythology of the frontier 
Puck is doomed to remain a minor mythology* Certainly as 
an expression of the common man and his ideals, it is 
genuine* Furthermore, the prankish attitude of Sut,
Rangy Sniffle, and the others marks them at once as rogues* 
They are not picaros in the European sense, for their anec­
dotal biographies do not show the hero making his way 
through life at the expense of society, but in the broader 
outline these crude practical jokers are an undeniable sub­
class of the genus rogue.
See F# 0* Mathhiessen, The American Renaissance» 
Oxford University Press, I-Jew York* l94iV 'pV '6:4XfT£»
CHAPTFH TOtl
Conclusion
Simon Sut Lovingood, Tied Braee— these are the
prime examples of the rogue on the American frontier! and 
each of them typifies a species of the Amor icon rogues the 
true plearo, the frontier Puck, and the gmtlem&n prank­
ster. Although the gentleman prankster seams closely re** 
la ted to the traditions of Addisonian humor to which many 
n incteenth-century authors were educated , there is little 
evidence of the direct influence of any literary tradition 
on the rogue of the other two categories, and the resem­
blance of the gentleman to the eighteenth-century wit is 
general rather than specific* The origins for these three 
types of rogues, than, nust be sought in the minds of the 
society that produced them* In addition, it is impossible 
to estimate Tjuet how much tie folk tradition of Western 
FJurope determined the folk tradition of the American fron­
tiersman, but some tofltionee cannot bo denied* The motif© 
of American humor are age-old not If & reproduced and de­
veloped to fit the contemporary setting of the frontier*, 
And yet, to spite of the basic r os ambiance®, it is impos­
sible to decide exactly what portions of this American
2 6 1
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folklore ar© bo be regarded as Inherited from Europe and 
what portions are a spontaneous outgrowth of the folk 
mind. Since, therefore, the influence of European liter­
ary and folk traditions remains at best nebulous, it is 
necessary to seek elsewhere the source of the American 
rogue. And a source is not difficult to find, for all the 
elements necessary to producing a distinctive rogue can be 
found in the frontier of a century ago#
The day of the old Southwest was a turbulent day, 
brawling, crude, primitive; and the literature that mir­
rored that day, the frontier humor, partook of the same 
qualities * The muddy boots of Jackson’s followers tramp­
ing through the White House shocked the sensibilities of 
Eastern folk; these were men who belonged in the cane- 
brakes, around campfires, and in log cabins, not to the 
drawing rooms of polite society. Sut hpvtogoedto Yams 
and Simon Suggsy Adventures. too, were out of place in the 
parlor, hardly suitable companions for Xvanhoe and Gpdey’s 
Lady’s Book. It must be remembered, however, that Simon 
and Sut themselves were not polite society, representing 
as they did the very bottom of the social strata of the 
old South. And the fact that frontier humor was far more 
concerned with the lower class than with the upper gives 
to the frontier hero a basic resemblance to the rogue of 
Europe, for the rogue literature of Europe dealt with the 
lower orders of society, with rootless vagabonds and
beggars * thieves and pi cares 3 who were just as much out 
or place in the drawing room as the frontiersman * Osten­
sibly , the picaro of* Europe lias little in common with the 
Piney Woods settlert but the distinctions are at best 
superficial, applying to garb and social setttog rather 
than psychological make-up. It is attitudes *. -after, -all, 
not clothes or even specific methods of roguery* that de­
fine the rogue; and the wandering settlers of the old 
Southwest were possessed by the drive to succeed* the ob­
ligation to get rich with as little effort as possible* 
which has always characterised the rogue.
Furthermore* evai among the upper classes can be 
found the basic ingredients of the rogue tale, the law­
yers gathered wherever court was held, indulged in horse­
play and retold the comic anecdotes of their profession, 
which often as not detailed the triumph of wit over law 
and order* a primary motif of the picaresque tale. What 
is more, when these lawyers wrote their stories— and they 
are responsible for a large portion of frontier humor—  
they recorded as comic presentations of themselves such 
true rogues as the super liar Ovid Bolus and the unscrupu­
lous Simon Suggs* Jr. Such was the exuberance of the day 
that even the preachers occasionally engaged to pranks. 
Such was the drive for material success that an honest 
planter greased the corn h© offered to traveller’s horses 
in order to save a few cents. Such was the freedom of
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action that Gideon Lincecum could change professions from 
sawmill operator to physician without bothering to under­
go formal medical training*
George E* Woodberry has said of the humor of the fron­
tier, ”!t was as if all the world had gone on a picaresque 
journey.. *«" And in truth it was, for the restlessness 
that drove some men to the frontier seemed also to keep 
them from putting down roots, to wash them ever westward 
on the crest of the tide that was making a nation* This 
peregrination was not restricted to one class or group, 
for Gideon Lincecum, widely known as a physician and 
scientist, wandered further than Davy Crockett, the foot­
loose hunter, exhibiting a more protean change of occupa­
tion. It îras a day of movement and of change, when the 
whole population was drifting from east to west, seeking 
new land and new opportunity; and the unsettled heroes of 
frontier fiction but reflect the character of the people. 
Furthermore, the fluidity of the frontier made It ideal 
for the flowering of roguery, for the picaro could change 
his locale frequently, seeking new fields of endeavor.
When David Hines or Ovid Bolus had exhausted the possibil­
ities for swindling in one area, they could move on, con­
fident that they could escape detection among the many 
Davy Crocketts and Gideon Lincecums who symbolized the 
democratic quest for opportunity.
Such then was the old Southwest, a place appropriate
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to the engendering or Simon Suggs and Sut Lovingood, and 
emphasising the roguish tendencies in all men, whether 
they existed in fact or fiction* There was a great-..,in­
centive to success coupled with a great opportunity for 
wealth; there was only a minimum of law enforcement and a 
maximum opportunity for escape from punishment* These ad­
vantages , together with the almost primitive seal for 
living typical of the frontier residents, produced the 
river boatmen, the ring** tailed roarer, and the rogue. But 
the day of the old Southwest could not last, was going 
even as Longstreet, Baldwin, and the others recorded it#
By the time of the Civil War the region was settled, law 
and order had become effective, and the old Southwest had 
become a part of the South* The Southwest, the land of 
adventure, had moved onward, reaching for the Pacific 
Ocean.
When the old Southwest ceased to exist as a frontier, 
the vitality of its literature declined and the earthiness 
of frontier humor was suppressed by the propriety of the 
East. There was still comedy in the uneducated man, still 
literary interest in the settler of isolated backwoods 
regions; but no longer were these two blended so well a© 
they had been in frontier humor. Walter Blair has observed 
of this circumstance: "In a sense. * .American humor split 
after the Civil War, with the professional funny men con­
tinuing the tradition of amusing expression, and another
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group, the local color writers, continuing the tradition 
of local portrayal.n To see what the comedy had become, 
one has but to compare the rich expression of Sut Lovin­
good vrith the contrived effects of Petroleum Hasby's 
speech. To realise the effects of the local colorists1 
approach to sectional materials, which was characterised 
by a nostalgic sentimentalism, one has but to compare 
Mary Murfree's nThe Dane in' Party at Harrison’s Coven with 
Harris's "Bart Davis's Dance*<¥ The language of the area 
has been distorted by literary comedy until it is little 
more than a burlesque of speech. The rugged vitality of 
the mountaineer has been sapped by the infusion of a lit­
erary conception \ghieh approximates the romantic idea of 
the noble savage.
Nevertheless, both literary comedy and local color 
are a direct outgrowth of frontier humor, retaining iden­
tifying traces of the older literature. The literary 
comedians used the familiar devices of mixed metaphor, 
anti-climax, the incongruous catalog, and others they had 
learned from the frontier. Furthermore, they focused on 
the lower classes, sensing the humor inherent in the 
3hrewd but uneducated man* There were even traces of ro­
guery in the new comedy. Art emus Ward, perhaps the most
Native American Humor. p* 126.
fm m m  of the literary comedians, w s  ostensibly a vim** 
dertog showman whose philosophy included th& roguish pro* 
position* ^Tou scratch my b m k  k 11# scratch yaw bwk#tt 
Bub the focus w s  on language nob eimraeber, am! Hard the 
rogue is partially lost in the straining to produce comedy 
from his burlesoue of unoduoatod speech*. the same is true 
of the characters of literary comedy In g»eral$ they 
trended to lose their individuality and certainly their 
sectional quality, becoming mriatims of a .generalised 
typo of m  educated Asssriosnf who served rather to compant 
on contemporary life than to- reflect accurately any sag** ■ 
menb of It#
The local colorists, on the other hand* ted ates re** 
markafely like those expressed by such recorders -of the 
frontier as tongstreet mid Baldwin * for they desired to 
reproduce accurately the manners and customs of a parti** 
cular section of America,, most often an isolated rural 
area* In Hew Eh gland, local color portrayal followed; the 
tradition of Down Bast humorf in the South and Heat it 
followed the humor of the frontier. It is only too ob«* 
vioue that something was added to the methods of humorous 
portrayal, notably the methods of such writers as Irving 
and Dickens# The debt of Bret Herbs to Dickens, for ox~ 
ample, is apparent to the reader* And yet, as Walter Blair 
suggests* *Xh was significant** *bh&b Harts himself, so far 
as he m s  conscious of' an ait. shaping his art, was able
to point only to American humor *rr̂ In addition , many o f  
the characters created by the local colorists were basi­
cally rogues; Harte's gamblers, miners, and ne'er-do-wells 
reflect the rogues of the old Southwest* But here again 
the change in approach to the materials produces a change 
in the characters, for Harte's rogues are vitiated by the 
sentimental propensities of the author.
At least one author, however, continued to create 
comedy and even rogues in the likeness of frontier humor, 
for though the crudeness of the frontier is largely re­
moved from the works of Mark Twain, the basic influence 
of its literature is beyond question, as studies by Min­
nie Brashear, Bernard DeVoto, and Gladys Bellamy have suf­
ficiently proved* Mark Twain was born in the year 1$35, 
the same year that Longstreet's Georgia Semes introduced 
to America the comedy of the old Southwest; and he grew 
up in Missouri, learning the legends and tales at an early 
age* Some of them he doubtless heard first in oral form; 
others he must have read or even set in type in his news­
paper apprenticeship* As he travelled westward, he but 
followed the footsteps of frontier humor, living with its 
traditions until he had gained considerable reputation as 
a writer* So complete was the assimilation of frontier 
materials that Twain once recounted a version of Davy
2 Xbid», p* 131*
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CrockettTs coonskin story an autobiographical experi­
ence, and the echoes of frontier humor are so frequent in 
his works that F* 0. Matthiessen, commenting on the 
Crockett Almanacs, thought it worthwhile to observe that 
ntheir jokes and stories show how much that we have con­
nected with Mark Twain really belonged not to any one man 
but to the frontier*Furthermore, not only the materi­
als but also the methods of the older humor are readily 
apparent. And Walter Blair says of Mark Twain * s tech­
nique: f?The picaresque method— the method with emphasis
upon anecdotal narrative— developed in Southwestern humor 
was the art which he could best appreciate and employ•fT̂  
The rogue elements in the writings of Mark Twain are 
so numerous as to merit separate study, but seme of 
TwainTs characters come to mind immediately when the word 
rogue is mentioned. Colonel Sellers of The Gilded Age is 
a reincarnation of the frontier speculator, with his fluid 
ta.ik and grandiose plans, although unlike the conventional 
rogue he is weaker in execution than in vision. hven the 
Honorable Fatrique Oreille, the wealthy TfFrencliman,M from 
Cork who furnished nails at three thousand dollars a keg 
for the building qf the courthouse, seems to have borrowed 
some of his character from the frontier rather than the
3 The American Renaissance. p. 63c*
^ Native American Humor, p. 158.
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East♦ Tom Sawyer, too, is an excellent example of the 
young rogue in Mark Twainfs writings* Tom belongs un­
questionably to the category of the frontier Puck, and 
is outstanding as an example of the extravagant planner* 
The kinship between Tom and Sut Lovingood, however, il­
lustrates well what was happening to the frontier charac­
ter* Tom is far less violent than Sut and less crude; he 
has had his face washed and his spirit subdued until he is 
suitable for the drawing room.
In the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn Mark Twain made 
his closest approach to rogue literature as such. In its 
bare outline, the story is obviously picaresque! a young 
boy runs away from home in the company of an escaped 
slave, and the two travel down the Mississippi, living off 
whatever the land and their wits provide. Though Huck 
and Jim are hardly to be classed with the typical picaro 
who cheats and steals hl& way through life, the Duke and 
the Dauphin, who Join them on the raft, are as arrant 
sharpers as any in frontier literature. Furthermore, 
these two rogues owe their existence to the frontier 
rather than to European tradition, as their escapades 
clearly show. The episode in which they take advantage 
of a camp meeting is quite similar to Hooperrs portrayal 
of Simon Suggs in similar circumstances, and if not based 
on the earlier scene at least has a common origin with it. 
The !?Royal TIonesuch,n too, in which the pair beguile their
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audience with a false theatrical performance* io in the 
tradition which created the KGuyasticus„
With the exception of the works of Mark Twain, then, 
the rogue of the old Southwest had disappeared by the 
l'*70f s, at least temporarily from American literature*
Simon Suggs and Sut Lovingood were left behind, highly out 
of place in a nation that was becoming increasingly indus­
trialised* As population shifted into the big cities and 
industrial areas, the old myths of the backwoods were no 
longer a legitimate expression of the folk5 a new folk 
tradition, a new humor, and a new type of rogue were 
needed and they were soon found* Actually there had been 
no dearth of rogue literature in the East since the Civil 
War* Thomas Bailey Aldrich’s The Story of a Bad Boy* pub­
lished in 1S70, anticipated both Tom Sawyer and Huckle­
berry Finn in its presentation of the mischievous youth* 
Julian Hawthorne also explored the field of roguery in 
his Confessions of a Convict * and there tfere many others 
who follovred him with the examination of the criminal 
mind. Most significant, however, is Ih W . Homung’s 
Raffles * which definitely turned the attention of the writ­
ers of rogue fiction to a new character, the polished 
thief .preying only upon the v/ealthy, who was to have an
5 Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn and the two vag­abonds are discussed in Chandler’s The Literature of He­nnery.
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even greater attraction for the popular mind than the 
frontier ro,̂ ue. Thus it m e  that the rogue changed his 
character from backwoo dsman to sophisticate,, keeping pace 
with the evolution of American society,
There were, of course, some vestigial remains of the 
American* rogue, for he m s  hard to eradicate from frontier 
literature, 0, Henryts The Gentle Grafter presents in 
Jeff Peters and his friend Andy Tucker a pair of rascal© 
who in language and manner seem to reflect a great deal 
of the frontier tradition. The two operate in the South, 
Southwest, and Mexico, an area that compared in its rug~ 
gedness and vitality with the old Southwest, Also, these 
vagabonds engage in much the same sort of sharping that 
the frontiersmen did; they masquerade as medicine men, 
sell interest in mines they do not own, and work the 
thimble~rig game. The language of their stories -etaacka 
of the talk of Simon and Sut; among the malapropisms so 
widely used by the literary comedians, Jeff and Andy make 
generous use of comic figures of speech, incongruous cata­
logs , and a great deal of anti-climax. The figures of 
speech arc no longer closely related to the soil— a hotel 
is ”built like something between a roof-garden and a 
sectional bookcase”— but they foiled the frontier pattern 
for comedy. The catalogs remain much the same— Andy* s 
”Great Cupid Combination” package consists of ”a Chilean 
diamond engagement ring, a wedding ring, a potato.masher
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a bottle or soothing syrup and Dorothy Ifemon--all for 
fifty cents*
In addition to the traces of the frontier rogues in 
such writers as Mark Twain and 0* Henry„ there was around 
the turn of the century at least a residue of interest in 
the Southern poor-white from which class the majority of 
rogues had come* The poor-white had not improved his lot 
since the war, and his rank© had been welled by numerous 
farmers, once fairly i^ell-to-do9 who had sunk under the 
crop lein and credit farming system which dominated the 
South. These people, Immstrurg by a self-perpetuating 
poverty plus a chronic mental and physical malnutrition, 
exhibited characteristics of sloth and degeneracy far be­
yond those William Byrd attributed to his lubberlanders*
And these people were not a small isolated group, but a 
considerable portion of the rural population of the entire 
South. Writers of American fiction, led by Ellen Glasgow, 
turned their attention to the poor farmerj and by the 
late 1920Ts and early 1930*s there was a steady stream of 
literature concerning the various aspects of his plight.
But the new approach to the rural Southerner, caltering as 
it did on his economic and moral disease, treated him as 
a tragic rather than a comic figure.
^ William Sidney Porter, The Gentle Grafter» Double­day, Page and Company, How fork, T9l2,
In spite of the obviously different approach to the
materials, however, there is a basic similarity between
this writing and the humor of the old Southwest. Shields
Mcllwaine cousnents!
The significant fact about this vogue of the thirties is that it marks the introduction of the-naturalistic concept ion of the paor~white#Yet, like all literary departures it was not unanticipated. For example, In frankness of description, the old South humor, the Aboli­tionist fiction, and the stories of Alice French in the late nineteenth century pointed toward the complete license of William Faulkner and Srskine Caldwell,7
As a matter of fact, the humor of the frontier is one of
the shaping influences on American realism and naturalism*
While most American literature wa© observing a Victorian/
propriety in its choice of subject and its literary 
method, the fiction of the old Southwest m s  attempting a 
realistic portrayal of life and times, so realistic, in 
fact, that several of the authors were embarrassed by what 
they had written. The language of these tales was that 
of rough, uneducated folk, and the realistic profanity of 
the frontier humor was enough to disqualify it as parlor 
literature. The subject matter of the frontier, too, was 
often too realistic for polite literature, for the frank 
treatment of sex often found seems to belong rather to the
7 Shields Mcllwaine, The Southern Poor White from inbberland to Tobacco Eoad, UnivercltY of oHahonS Press 0 fj onnan ;''T>maEbS-7i:^£57y: 174.
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present than to the nineteenth century * The three yams 
of* Sut Lovingood about Wat Mast in and Sheriff* Doltin are 
concerned primarily with bastardy, infidelity, and a hus­
band’s revenge* Surprising, too, is the fact that neither 
Harris nor his characters attach any moral stigma either 
to Mary Kastin or the sheriff, content to deal with the 
event in a purely objective manner*
This realistic attitude of the frontier humorists was 
transmitted to the modem writers of realism, although
/
frequently It passed first through the hands of the local 
colorists, who were trying for an accurate portrayal of 
many of the aspect of American life* An obvious chain of 
progress is that which links Hamlin Garland to frontier 
humor through the medium of Edward Eggleston *3 writing, 
alter Blair has observed that while Bret Harte openly 
avowed his debt to an earlier humor 5 TTNo such specific ac­
knowledgement of a relationship to American humor is made 
by Edward Eggleston 5 but the link between his writings 
and earlier comic writings is, if anything, clearer than 
the relationship in Harte*” Much of his ,subject matter—  
com shuckings, frolics, and electioneering trips--his 
literary method, which exploited the crudities of Western 
life for a sophisticated audience, and a good many actual
^ Hative American Humor, p. 133* Blair discusses Eggleston1 s debt to humor7 ppY 133^136*
characters and incidents comprise his debt to the older 
tradition* The step from Eggleston to Garland is'but a 
short one, for the realism of the t%*o is much the same* 
Garland lias only added his pessimistic point of view* It 
is the added point of view, however, which gives Garland* s 
studies of the Middle—W estem farmer so strong & resets** 
blance to the later studies of the Southern poor-white, 
which showed the share-cropper as a tr&gip rather than 
comic figure* It is, then, quite demon a treble, at least 
is specific cases, that the older literature of the fron­
tier , with its frank treatment of the unpleasant aspects 
of life actually paved the way for realistic writing in 
America, especially for that fiction concerned with back** 
woods rural folk*
There is, however, another manner in which frontier 
humor has possibly influenced that segment of American 
realism vrhich deals with the Southern poor-white* There 
was, during the decade of greatest literary concern for 
the South, a sharp increase in interest in Southern folk 
tradition, and this interest found expression in the fic­
tion of the day. Arthur Palmer Hudson has commented on 
one aspect of this expression: study of the use of folk­
song in fiction descriptive of the Southern scene shows 
that between 1923 and 1932 thirty one writers (among them 
James Boyd, DuBos© Heyward, lisabeth K&dox Roberts,
Thomas Wolfe) utilised over two hundred folksongs in more
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than two score novels and short stories/1̂  Quite ob­
viously the folksongs were not the only portion of South­
ern folklore to catch the eye of the novelists, for they 
simply reflect what must have been a general interest in 
the traditions of th© area, growing out of a genuine in­
terest in the people. Frontier humor had been an essen- 
tial element of the folk tradition, expressing as it did 
the ideals of the people. Furthermore, although much of 
the humor was recorded in literature—-more humor than any 
other form of folklore, perhaps— the humorous tradition 
did not petrify and die out on the level of oral trans­
mission. Even today the visitor to isolated districts in 
the South, Sut Lovingoodrs own Smoky Mountains, for ex­
ample, will find the tall tale an important ingredient of 
the hunt or the fishing trip. And the materials have 
changed little in a century, for there are still big bears, 
still comic tales of suffering, still crude practical 
jokes in those areas where civilisation has not completely 
destroyed the primitive splendor of the backwoods.
But if the humorous tradition influenced the modem 
realistic portrayal of the South, where then is the comedy, 
where the rogues that were a part of that tradition? The 
answer is clear to anyone who knows this new literature
9 Arthur Palmer Hudson, "Folklore,” Literary His­tory of the United States. ed. Robert'E* SpiITorT^ct alT, The Macmillan Company, Hew York, 194$, II, 717-
of the South* Oxhide physical oomody m d rog^iah storae- 
ter©  do ftppefcr a© m  imparbi^b te g re d im t o f the f ic t io n  
of the p©©r*wt*ibo* Bwm such .a writer as Paul Gwen* who 
daring the thirties was primarily ©oneemcd with s©ot©<* 
logical problems of poor-whites and Ho^roest has dram 
the rogue on occasion*. As a matter of fact, Green *s the, 
lMv&zh$jj& Pioneer* written in 3.93$* is the story of O&nny 
lawbon, a elcar-eut rogue* % t o fw SMeids MdXiwatoe ob­
serves, "marks the ro-emergeac# of the pioarosquo poor- 
white, absent from fiction sines Simon Suggs wandered 
AX&baraa. *̂ X* Mush more obvious is the influmee of fron­
tier humor on Krskine Caldwell and William Faulkner*. the 
two writers who h a w  gained the most fame for their liter­
ary' exploitation of the rural South.* Strangely mmxgh9 
both of them accentuate the aspects of degradation and 
degenoration to such an extreme that they and their fol­
lowers h a w  earned such appellations as the ^School of 
Cruelty** and the »3<mfchern Oothio School** And yet de* 
spite the tragic overtones of violence, insanity# and 
perversion, the writings of these two are re&mrtobly close 
to the older literature, which m s  exclusively comic*
It is impossible to state the ©xt«t to which l^sktoo 
Caldwell Is aware of the literature of the old doufehweafcf 
perhaps ho know© non© of it* His approach to the Southern
pcw$r**̂ ib® w m  &r±®$xi&Xty the sociological prob**
Xetms evoked by poverty and do.gaaomcsy.i m d ehomM bher©~ 
for© represent a pont,«i5o:rary rather than a historical 
appraisal* it m y  b©# bton* that tm baa toxmd the basis 
Tor hi© humor in the people* Hazard!©©.© ®f. hi© ©our©©* 
eimeits oi frontier hmaor mid roguery do appear in -hi© 
books. Jeter Lester' and TyTjr fal4« are hardly to be 
con eld ©rod rogues although they both store the pie&ro * © 
disregard for person and property* hut such elmraotors m  
Sheriff Jeff MeOwrtaln. In aaskiA fe M X *  who ĝ >m fish- 
ins whenever trouble i© hr wing t certainly are roguish 
enough.. Furthermore t both Jeter .and fyfy partake at least 
in part of the btoract ©rlabi©^ of Sut tovingo-od and hi©. • 
class* They display a casual objectivity toward Iiw^ 
sufferingf sv® In such instances as the death of the 
grandmother in Eoad. that is but mi onfvensiom. of
Sutf s attitude toward bl© father * e torture by yellow 
jackets. Then too, Jeter * a and TyTy*© attitudes toward 
©ox seem but an oxtmslcm of a. frontier characteristic * 
Kany writers have cowienbed on ">ut¥ s preoccupation with 
the animal functions of m m 9 and such remarks as .Sut1© 
comments on widows arid his description of Sicily Burn© 
show that Sut was inclined to m k ®  comedy out of box just 
as Caldwell do©©* tod Sut m s  not ©lone* Kike Hootert 
the famous bear hunter and tall**tale spinner* related. with 
obvious relish how a young mm reached under hi® daughter %
2$Q
dress trying to catch what they supposed to be a snake *
The young man reached around at first "like he didn’t 
like It and then like he did,” and Mike comments with 
pride that Sal blushed but "stood it like a horse 
Caldwell could well have historical precedent for what is 
considered cane of the most modem of his mannerisms *
Looking for the humor of the frontier in the works 
of William Faulkner is searching for the obvious; for the 
people of Faulkner’s novels are direct descendants of the 
citizens of the old Southwest, and the characteristics of 
their grandparents are but thinly overlaid with the veneer 
of the twentieth century* A good many of Faulkner’s short 
stories have as their basis the hunting yams of the fron­
tier and some of them even exhibit familiar motifs* "The 
Bear," for example, is related to the myth of the unhunt- 
able bear in such tall tales as "The Big Bear of Arkansas," 
with the exaggeration toned down enough to b© believable* 
Even in Faulkner’s novels, the element^ of frontier humor 
and roguery are ever-present. The Snopes family as a 
whole seems to meet the basic requirements for the type 
of vagrant sharper so common in the earlier* days, and 
many of Faulkner’s characters seem entirely roguish. The 
Hamlet illustrates many comic situations in the frontier 
tradition, among them the tale of the young idiot who




forno'fc %h&X D aniel Booanc and his kind tfaro not, p r im a r ily
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conceited with the exploration of a continent for the 
purpose of establishing a brotherhood of men, and the 
tales of Simon Suggs and Sut Lovingood act as a constant 
reminder that the frontiersmen, too, were men with per­
sonal failings and a strong desire for personal gain. It 
would be inaccurate, of course, to suggest that the soci­
ety of the frontier was not democratic, xms not influen­
tial in shaping American ideals5 but to consider the 
individual frontiersman possessed of a long-range view of 
the common good is just as inaccurate* The hunters and 
trappers, boatmen and tradesmen of the old Southwest, al­
though they are to be admired for their courage and 
strength, are all essentially vagabonds# They are the 
folk whos e lives gave aptitude to Simon Suggs1 favorite 
saw: ?TIt is good to be shifty in a new country**7
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